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ABSTRACT
The subject of this report is a program to design, fabricate and test
a dimensionally stable metering structure in support of the Large Space
Telescope (LST) program.
Graphite/epoxy was the material selected as the only viable candidate
material which can meet the stringent thermal expansion criteria of the
LST.
Preliminary studies led to the selection of the structural shell concept
for development in this program. A metering shell was designed with
emphasis on dimensional stability in conjunction with low cost. This
structure was then fabricated in graphite/epoxy without significant
problems.
Thermal expansion test coupons extracted from the layups of the skin
pan;^-ls indicated the attainment of a Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
(CTE) of 0.0666 micrometers /m°K (0.037 microinches/in° F). Subse-
quent thermal vacuum chamber tests on the complete metering shell
demonstrated an expansion of the 2 . 95 meters ( 116 inches) overall
length of 0.27 micrometers /0 K (6 microinches /°
 F). Static and dy-
namics tests, which demonstrated adequacy with respect to limit loads
and stiffness were also accomplished.
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SUMMARY
The, Graphite-Epoxy Metering Shell Program (GEMS) was conducted by Convair Division,
San Diego, for NASA Marshall Space Flight Center under Contract NAS8-28201. The
objective of the program was to demonstrate the dimensional stability and structural
integrity of a graphite-epoxy structure as applied to the metering structure of the Large
Space Telescope (LST). This was achieved by the design, fabrication, and test of a
half-scale metering structure. The program started with a preliminary design phase
in June 1973 and culminated with the completion of thermal vacuum testing in December
1974.
In the preliminary design phase, a comparison was made between the shell concept and
the alternative truss corcispt for the metering structure. This was accomplished by an
evaluation of the results of parallel_ studies of full-scale structure for the LST. Thermal
distortion, dynamic response, design aspects, material selection, cost, and weight were
investigated. The eval y ­ scion of the data led to the following conclusions:
The shell and truss concepts can both be designed to comply with the dimensional
stability criteria.
The metering structure must be isolated from the large thermally induced
distortions in the uninsulated aluminum subsystems module and micrometeoroid
shield shells.
Control of, or compensation for, scatter in the attained values of the coefficient
of thermal expansion (CTE) is essential for compliance with the required dimen-
sional stability.
• Both concepts can meet the stiffness requirements.
•	 The truss is best with respect to weight.
u+
k
,.	 The shell is best with respect to :cost.
In addition to the evaluation of the fi.dl-scale studies, an investigation was made to
determine the appropriate scale for the GEMS program. This was determined to be
one-half scale in overalldimensions but full scale with respect to laminate thickness
on the basisof:
a. Validity of thermal-vacuum test results 'ue to the use of full-scale laminates in
the half-scale model.
S-1
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b. Valid development of full-scale fabrication techniques due to the use of full-scale
laminates.
c. Minimized program costs due to savings in material, fabrication, and test costs.
On the basis of these findings, it was decided to proceed with the design of a one-half
scale metering shell of the dimensions shown in Figure 1. The overall geometry for
this purpose was the one shown in the final report of the LST Phase A study.
The criteria for dimensional stability selected for the GEMS were the stringent criteria
published in the LST Phase A report. These are typified by the key criterion on which
the GEMS program was focused. This required that the despace between the secondary
and the primary mirrors be held within 2 micrometers (80 microinches) for a uniform
temperature change of 5. 55C (10F) through the metering structure. One-half of this
dimensional change was applicable as the criterion for the half scale GEMS
The material system finally selected featured Modmor I, a high modulus fiber which
is very suitable for the -lesign of unidirectional zero CTE laminates. MSFC and Convair
cooperated in parallel testing of the selected X-30 epoxy to aualify this material for
outgassing characteristics. This material was selected on the basis of the availability
of a data base on material characteristics, very satisfactory fabrication experience, and,
most importantly, freedom from microcracking. The latter phenomenon severely
degrades thermal expansion characteristics.
Design of the GEMS was accomplished primarily on the basis of two dominant criteria,
dimensional stability and minimum cost. Low cost tooling design was developed in
conjunction with design of each component and the basic part planning was accomplished
by the designer to assure compatibility of the design with fabrication techniques.
Fabrication of the GEMS was completed without significant problems. The low cost
tooling and fabrication techniques produced high quality parts, particularly with respect
to dimensional tolerances. The accuracy of the ply orientation, which affects the attain-
able near zero CTE, was easily maintained to within a small fraction of a degree across
the large skin panels. Assembly was particularly easily accomplished since the use of
overlaying butt straps at the splices of the 12 skin panels eliminated the need for
precision fits at these interfaces. The rpoven techniques are directly applicable to the
full scale metering structure, and no difficulties in scaleup are anticipated.
After fabrication, the GEMS was subjected to static, dynamic, and thermal/vacuum
testing. The philosophy adopted in this program was to emphasis the crucial thermal
expansion tests in the thermal vacuum chamber. Only minimal static and dynamic
testing were performed since the metering shell is not critical with respect to strength
and stiffness.
S-2

In the static test an axial load was first applied to the hub of the secondary mirror
support structure. This induced the limit stress concnon in the potentially critical
spider leg to hub ring attachments. In the second test condition a radial load was
applied at the forward end of the shell to induce limit tensile load intensities in the
aft attachment flange and limit compressive load intensities in the shell skin. This
test was accomplished without problems. A simple dynamic test was accomplished
In the static test fixture. This low cost expediency gave rise to a problem in that
some motion occurred in the base of the test fixture. `Fortunately, sufficient accel-
erometers were located on the base to permit an analysis of this effect. This analy-
sis indicated a fixed base first mode frequency of 38 Hz for the half geometrical
scale, one-quarter mass scale GEMS assembly or an equivalent 19 Hz for the full-
scale LST metering shell. This value exceeds the requirement of 15 Hz of the LST
Phase A report and further improvement could be made by reducing the bolt spacing
from the current average of approximately 15 cm (6 in.) in the field splice and aft
attachment flange.
'	 The thermal expansion tests were performed in the Livermore thermal vacuum ebam-
ber'a,t Convair. It was anticipated that the crucial problem in this test would involve
the measurement of the very low thermal strains to the required degree of accuracy
on a large specimen under the relevant test conditions. Several measurement systems
were investigated. The basic laser interferometer was abandoned because of the
possibility of measurement errors caused by the thermal expansion of the optical
elements which would need to be located inside the thermal vacuum chamber. The
Extended Fizeau System avoids this problem since only plane mirrors are required
within the chamber. This system was not adopted due to the need to develop a suitable
fringe counter and recording system. The Plane Mirror Dilatometer adaptation of the
Hewlett Packard laser measurement system does not involve the problems pertinent
to the interferometer or the Fi.zeau system. The system is fully developed and does
not require the location of sensitive optical elements in the varying thermal environ-
ment The concern about the feasibility of using this system was that, prior to the
GEMS application, the equipment had been used only in a benign environment, and
only for measurements over very short distances. It was anticipated that serious
problems would be encountered in maintaining alignment of the system with a large
specimen, in measurement noise due to vibration, and in measurement errors due to
expansion of the optical elements which were essentially exposed to an outdoor environ-
ment. In fact, no difficulties were encountered with this application of the Plane Mir-
ror Dilatometer and measurements were readily obtained to a resolution for 0.013
micrometer (0.5 microinch).
During the test, 13 valid cycles were obtained varying the uniform temperature of the
shell skin between -73C (-100F) and -29C (-20F). For a test condition involving the
measurement of submicrometer strains in the 2.95 meter length of the GEMS struc-
ture, the general characteristics of the cyclic data plots were remarkably consistent
and repeatable. At the start of these cycles the overall expansion of the GEMS was
1.88 micrometers/ 5. 55C (75 microinches/10F). This improved to a value of 1.52
M S-4 fX
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micrometers/5.55C (60 microinches /10F) at the last cycle. This improvement appears
to be chara ,cteriistic of graphite-epoxy and has been noted in coupon type testing. Test
coupons are now precycled ten times between -73C ( -100F) and 52C ( 125F).
The demonstrated dimensional stability of the GEMS, 1.52 micrometers /5.55C
approached the goal of 1.00 micrometer /5.55C, and the test value attained indicates
impressive stability which may well meet the actual requirements of the LST if the
temperature change in the metering structure during a period of observation is less
than 5.55C (10F).
r	 An important consideration is that the characteristics of the despace plots appear to
	 f
indicate that the test conditions were unduly severe. A temperature variation of
	
a
44.4C ( 80F) was used in the test to enhance the measurement of the small thermal
strains. The period for each cycle was limited to approximately 80 minutes, the time
required to obtain the temperature differential and to assure stabili2 ,tion of the shell
skin temperature at each end point. This situation resulted in a test rate of tempera-^	 i
ture change approximately 200 times the rate expected in the flight condition. Under
this condition of high radiant heating, the negative expansion shell skin responded very
p; rapidly, while the Wk temperature of the heavier positive expansion elements such as
a the field splice lagged significantly. In this nut-of-phase condition, the thermal strains
in the . negative expansion skin were additive to the strains in the positive expansion
-
	
	 elements at a point where the strains in these elements are peaking out, a phenomena
which is clearly seen in the plotter test data. This additive effect applies to both the
$`
	
	 peaks and valleys of the thermal strain plots. In contrast to this, the skin thermal
strains would be subtractive in the nearly in-phase condition applicable to the flight
case. Thus the performance of the GEMS is probably significantly better than the 1.52
micrometers/5.55C indicated by the test results.
i
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The Large Space Telescope (LST) is being developed by the NASA for launch into earth
orbit by the Space Shuttle. This instrument, at the time of the GEMS design, was a
three-meter-aperture-diameter, Cassegrainian reflecting telescope.
The GEMS program is concerned with the metering structure for the LST. In the Phase
A Reference Configuration shown in Figure 1-1, this was designed to hold the alignment
of the secondary mirror relative to the primary mirror. The secondary mirror is
provided with an adjustment capability to correct the alignment immediately prior to
any period of observation. Following this adjustment, the metering structure must
maintain this alignment within extremely close tolerances throughout the period of
observation. This period may be as much as 10 hours, and may occur following a
reorientation of the telescope, such as from parallel orientation to normal to the solar
radiation. Significant temperature changes and temperature gradients occur in the
metering structure under these conditions, even though the structure is insulated on
both sides. To enhance the performance of the telescope, the desired goal is to main-
tain the specified close tolerances on the secondary-to-primary mirror alignment
through these temperature changes during the period of observation. The specified
s
	
tolerances are:
Despace - f2 micrometers
Decenter	 ±10 micrometers
Tilt	 - ±4.9 microra.dians
The attainment of such stringent alignment requires the use of a structural material
that exhibits a coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) close to zero. Metallics are
effectively ruled out by this requirement. Titanium, a frequent choice for a low-
expansion metallic, has a CTE of 7.2 gc/° K. This value would give a despace effect
of approximately 42 micrometers on the 5.9-meter length of the metering structure
for a change of only 1° K, obviously at least an order of magnitude too large. Invar, a
36% nickel alloy, is unique for a metallic in displaying a CTE of 0.54/° K in the relevant
temperature range. Invar would therefore give a despace of approximately 3 micro-
meters for 1'Y.. This is still too large, since the predictions of temperature changes
are as high as Y K or more. In addition, Invar violates an LST requirement prohibit-
ing the use of magnetic materials.
Obviously, the dimensional stability requirements of the LST are best met by the
adoption of a material that can give a CTE of zero. Graphite/epoxy is the only gable
candidate in this important respect. The ply orientation of this laminated material can
be selected to give a CTE of nominally zero. The material has been well proven in
f	
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LARGE -SPACE TELESCOPE (LST)
MSFC Reference Configuration
SUPPORT SYSTEMS MODULE (SSM)
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS (SI)
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i
SUN SHADE
OP,...
METERING SHELL
^^-=- --- '	 SECONDARY MIRROR SUPPORT STRUCTURE
Figure 1-1. LST Configuration.
other structural applications, and some suitable varieties such as HM-S/X-904 and
HM-S/X-30 have been qualified by outgassing tests to meet contamination control
requirements.
The purpose of the GEMS program was to develop a graphite/epoxy metering structure
for the LST application. This was accomplished by the design, fabrication, and test
of such a structure. The program involved four phases.
Phase n
	
Optical Structure Preliminary Design
Phase III —	 Detail Design, Analysis, Material Processing,
Component Test, and Quality Control
Phase N — _Fabrication and Instrumentation
Phase V — Test Evaluation and Delivery
Phase I was not part of the GEMS program, but consisted of an earlier development of
polyimide composites for a different application.
Phase II of the program was started in June 1973 and the test program of Phase V was
completed in December 1974. Two major delays occurred during the program. First,
at the end of Phase II, production of the selected X-904 epoxy system was terminated
for ecological reasons. This required the qualification of an alternative system, X-30,
to the outgassing standards of 50MO2442 "ATM Material Control for Contamination due
to Outgassing. 11 This was successfully accomplished in cooperation with MSFC. Follow-
ing material procurement, the fabrication of the GEMS was accomplished within the
originally scheduled time span. After completion of the static and dynamic tests, a
further delay was caused by uncertainties with respect to the feasibility of measuring
strains in the submicrometer range under the conditions of the thermal vacuum test.
Due largely to the cooperation of MSFC, this problem was successfully resolved,
The major objectives of the preliminary design phase were (1) to select a concept for
the purpose of this program from the competing metering shell and metering truss
concepts, and (2) select a suitable scale for fabrication and test. The shell was select-
ed since estimates made at that time indicated least cost for this concept. One-half
scale was selected to minimize program costs and since this size is adequate to demon-
strate performance and to develop fabrication techniques.
On this basis, a half-scale metering shell was designed using the geometry of the
metering structure of the LST Phase A Reference Configuration shown in Figure 1-1.
This geometry and size were pertinent to the 3 meter diameter LST which was under
consideration at that time. The resulting half-scale metering shell is shown in Figure
a 1. A feature of importance which was adopted is the use of full-scale composite laminates
in the half-scale structure. This was necessary to obtain true half-scale response to
the thermal environment, to develop laminates directly applicable to the full-scale LST,
and to develop fabrication techniques which could be readily scaled up to full size.
n	 i
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IThe primary objective of the program was then to demonstrate that a low cost metering
shell could meet the dimensional stability requirements of the Large Space Telescope.
In line with this objective the goal of meeting the full-scale LST stability criteria was
established: These criteria applied with a structural temperature differential of 5. 55° K
(10° F), and for the half-scale version were translated to:
Despace = :hl micrometer (39. 37 microinches)
Decenter - ±5 micrometers (196.9 microinches)
Tilt	 - X4.9 microradians (1 are second)
The value of the tilt criterion was tentatively maintained as the same as for the full-
scale LST. This was because it was considered that bowing of the shell structure
would be the major contribution to tilt, and in this case due to geometrical similarity
this value would be independent of scale. The temperature differential could be applied
as a uniform temperature change, a longitudinal gradient, or a circumferential gradient.
Under these conditions, the despace value of ±1 micrometers was theoretically deter-
mined to be the most critical criterion. Prior to fabrication of the shell the thermal
expansion of the selected laminates was experimentally verified to be within the range
consistent with the overall stability requirements.
The goal of low cost was attained by focusing attention in design on simple component
geometries, simple fabrication and assembly techniques and low cost concepts for the
associated tooling.
i
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SECTION 2
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
2.1 EVALUATION OF FULL-SCALE DATA
This phase of the program performed preliminary design studies and assembled com-
parative data on the two candidate concepts for the metering structure of the large
space telescope (LST). This lead to the selection of one concept, the shell, for the
purpose of this program. Studies were also accomplished to determine the most suit-
able scale for the metering structure. This was determined to be half-scale on the
basis of low program costs, valid representation of full-scale characteristics, realis-
tic development of full-scale laminates, and low technical risk.
The structural concept and material system for the scale model was, of course, se-
lected on the basis of the results of studies on the full-scale LST. These studies were
performed under a parallel company-funded program on the overall LST system. A
substantial part of the Phase II task in the contractual effort involved the assessment
of the full-scale LST data to facilitate the selection of the structural concept and a
material system for the scale model.
2.1.1 DIMENSIONAL STABILITY. Given acceptable non-contaminating character-
istics, the most critical consideration with respect to the metering structures involves
f,	 the stringent requirementsir t  for :dimensional stability. In the parallel company-funded
studies, Convair has developed aNastran model of the complete LST structure includ-
ing the subsystems module (SSM) and micrometeroid shield (MMS). This model has
been found to be essential for meaningful analysis of dimensional stability in view of
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the large distortions that the uninsulated aluminum SSM and MMS transmit to the
metering structure. The model has been exercised frequently and selected results
are presented here to aid in the comparison between the truss and the shell concepts
th	 1, 	 f d'm e %1L ica area o imensional s abi ity.
k	 The comparative performance with respect to compliance with dimensional stability
criteria for the truss and shell concepts are compared. The basis of the analysis is
a period of observation for the LST shortly following a reorientation of the instrument,
which causes a change in structural temperatures. The secondary mirror is adjusted
immediately prior to observation but is subsequently displaced due to a thermal gradi-
ent change around the circumference of the metering shell of 0, +1.1, +0.2, and
-0.06°F at 90-degree are intervals. The values of the thermal coefficient of expan
Sion (CTE) used in the analysis were O.05µ in/in OF and 0.O7µ in/in OF for the truss
longitudinally. Two observations are pertinent at this point: 1) other analyses based
on different operational requirements indicate that the temperature changes may be
l
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SECONDARY MIRROR MOVEMENTS
DECENTER TILT DEFOCUS
CONCEPT DUE TO 0—) (µ RAD) (µm)
MMS 64.9 16.9 -0.7
TRUSS SSM 20.8 510 1.2
(GRAPHITE/EPDXY)
'TRUSS 0.72 0.14 +0,2 -
TOTAL 85,2 21.8 -13
MMS 45,0 12.9 -0.4
SHELL SSM 16.2 4.3 -0,8
(GRAPHITE/EPDXY)
-SHELL 0.45 0.08 +0.1
TOTAL 56.6 171 -111
ALLOWABLE }10.0 490 2.0
(PER PHASE A REPORT)
a
(
A
1e
increased by as much as a factor of 10, and 2) the attainment of this low value of CTE
requires the development of techniques to control or compensate for the effects of
scatter. Current indications are that scatter in the CTE of graphite epoxy maybe
approximately plus or minus three times the absolute values assumed in the analysis.
Techniques for compensating for scatter are under investigation and are described
later on in this report.
The movements of the secondary mirror relative to primary mirror are 'shown in
Table 2-1 for each of the two metering structure concepts. The contributions of the
MMS and SSM are shown in addition to that of the metering structure to produce the
totals given. These contributions are due to the transmission through the aft end of
the metering structure of large distortion effects from the aluminum MMS and SSM.
(These figures do not exactly summate to the totals shown since they are extracted
from the analysis as vectors in varying directions.)
Table 2-1. Thermal Movement of Secondary Mirror, Full-Scale LST
Obviously, the totals for decenter and tilt do not comply with requirements in either 	 i
the truss or the shell. If the effects of the MMS and SSM can be eliminated, however,
the figure indicates that both concepts comply with the allowable movements. This
would apparently be true even if the temperature changes were an order of magnitude
higher than used in the analysis. To achieve the required level of stability necessitates
consideration of methods of decoupling the SSM and MMS from the metering structure
and techniques for control of the CTE. These considerations have been addressed for
both the truss and the shell concept and are described in the following section.
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2.1.2 DE.COUPLING CONCEPTS. One feasible approach to "decoupling" the SSM
and MMS is a three-point attachment of the SSM to the bulkhead while : the metering
structure is still continuously attached to the bulkhead. This is illustrated in Figure
2-1. This allows the SSM and MMS to distort independently of the metering structure
since a three-point attachment is statically determinate. This concept requires the
addition of a ring frame to the SSM to replace the "decoupled" bulkhead. The support.
points of the UT from the orbiter are then located at this ring frame. This approach
will also require local reinforcement of the metering structure in the vicinity of the
three hard points to meet the stiffness requirement of a fixed-base, natural frequency
of 15 Hz minimum. This is probably not a penalty, since analysis has shown that
even in the case of the continuously attached SSM, high local load intensities are in-
duced into the metering structure due to the proximity of the main LST/orbiter attach-
ments.
I
SIP STRUCTURE
i
SSM STRUCTURE
LST LOOKING AFT
METERING STRUCTUREMICROMETEOROID SHIELD
i
Figure 2-1. Three-Point SSM Attachment
s
In another decoupling concept the three components of the optical system, the meter-
ing structure, the primary mirror support, and the scientific instrument structure
(SIS);,
 are connected by links to a single pivot point at each of three points around the
circumference of the bulkhead. This approach tends to minimize the alignment prob-
lem throughout the optical structure but may have other problems due to the complexi-
ties involved in. the intermeshed linkage, particularly in view of the extreme precision
fits that will be required.
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iAnother approach to the problem of coupled distortion effects is to minimize them by
changing the material of the MMS and SSM to graphite-epoxy to reduce the distortions
by employing a material with a low coefficient of expansion. The basic shell struc-
tures using this material will be more expensive than aluminum shells, but this may
be offset by the costs of the linkages and load distribution structures required in the
two concepts previcusly discussed.
Table 2-2 presents preliminary results of analysis for these concepts. The require-
ments are met in all three modes for the concepts previously discussed. A fourth
possibility, graphite-epoxy for the MMS alone, is added to show that this is a potential
solution.
Table 2-2. Effects on Thermal Movement of Decoupling or Material Changes
CONCEPT
DECENTER:( u m) TILT(	 u RAD.) DEFOCUS( k m)
COMMON 3-PO I NT 0.82 3 0.02	 3 0.03
3-POINT SSM 0.45 3 0.08	 3 0.12 3
GIE MMS & SSM 5.15 3 0.42	 3 0.30
GIE MMS 12.10 1.82	 3 0.20 3
ALLOWABLE ±10.0 4.90 t2.0
The conclusion from this study is that coupling effects can be sufficiently alleviated
to allow either metering structure concept, truss or shell, to meet dimensional
stability requirements provided the low coefficients of thermal expansion used in the
analysis can be attained. In the event that scatter in the value of this property cannot
be adequately controlled, techniques for compensation for this effect are feasible for
both truss and the shell concept, and are described in the remainder of this section.
2.1,3 MINIMUM CTE CONCEPTS. In the case of the truss-type metering structure,
the "Athermalized. Concept" offers an attractive means of attaining very low nominal
values of effective coefficient of expansion. In this concept of a "tubular" truss struc-
ture, the rings are designed such that the expansion/contraction of the ring compen-
sates for the expansion/contraction of the column as shown in Figure 2-2. The ratio
of coefficients of expansion shown is a nominal value for the current LST. Considerable
i'
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variation will occur with geometry varia-
bons and with temperature differentials
END FITTING between the frame and column. As previous-C E F	 ly discussed the performance of this con-
	
COLUMN	 cept is extremely susceptible to the effects
N aC =f(at,aEF) of scatter in the value of the CTE. A feas-
ible approach to compensating for this
spa o
	 f	 would be to employ tubes and end fittings
TUBE	 with opposing expansion characteristics.
	
at	 These components could then be tested to
obtain "as-bulit" coefficients of expansion
sc	 RING	 and the position of the fitting/tubes splice
aR=s.5ac	 adjusted to obtain the required effective
CTE for the strut assembly.
sR
	In the case of the shell concept, a method of
tuning graphite-epoxy structures to obtain
Figure 2-2. Atherm.alized Truss Con- very low values of CTE has been success-
	
cept, Graphite-Epoxy
	
fully demonstrated under a parallel IRAD
program. This approach consists of de-
signing a component with a negati=ve CTE, testing it to-obtain the true CTE, and bond-
ing on aluminum (positive CTE) strips to obtain an effective CTE--0. This approach
could be applied to the shell-type metering. structure by adding strips in line with the
primary and secondary mirror attachment points to control the CTE in these critical
locations.
	
,j
a
2.1.4 CONCLUSIONS FROM FULL-SCALE STUDIES. It was concluded that by use of
methods such as described here that both the truss and the shell concepts can meet
the dimensional stability requirements. Neither is strength critical and both meet
stiffness requirements, 19-11z fixed-base natural frequency for the truss and 26-Hz
for the shell — versus the requirement of 15 Hz. From the technical standpoint, the
data indicated there is little to choose between the two concepts. The shell is heavier
but weight is not currently critical. Estimates at that time indicated the shell to be
the least costly. The estimates are not quoted here since subsequent design improve-
ments in the truss have invalidated the original estimate of the cost differential.
E	 2.2 SUBSCALE STUDIES
x
In parallel with the assessment of the full-scale data, both the truss and the shell
concepts were studied to determine the appropriate reduced scale and configuration.
The truss concept shown in Figure 2-3 was studied to determine the validity of a half-
scale representation of the metering truss. This included analysis of the scaled de-
tails. Half-scale was considered to be the minimum scale at this time since the one-
inch-diameter tubes applicable to this scale have been successfully manufactured.
A,	 2-5
. 678M(66.07 IN.)
3116 BOLTS	 `v
I
I
The 1-1/2-inch high ring cross section is almost identical to that used for rings
successfully fabricated and spliced by Convair for the OV-1 adapter. Analysis has
been performed on the half-scale end fittings and these were shown to be feasible.
_. 2.79M 1109.84 IN.)
 ---
9	 2.54 CM	 FWD FACE OF
^'	 (1.00 IN.)	 BULKHEAD
DETAIL OF END fITTING (TYP. 48 PLACES)
Figure 2-3. Half-Scale Metering Truss, GEMS Program
Similar design and analytical efforts have also been performed on a half-scale shell
structure shown in Figure 2-4 with the same conclusions as the truss. This concept is
is described in more detail in Section 3.
2.3 SELECTION OF LAMINATE SCALE
A critical question arose with respect to scale models of composite structures. "Should
the laminate be scaled in thickness?" This question was addressed and the conclusion
?	 was that the full-scale laminate should be used if possible. The alternative scaled
laminate involves either a compromise in the number of plies, or in the ply thickness.
Either of these compromises result in a difference in properties compared to those of
the :
 full-scale material.
Studies indicated that there are no geometrical or fabrication problems involved in the
use of full-scale laminates on the half-scale structure: This approach was therefore
adopted since:
a. The full-scale laminate is truly representative of the full-scale LST material
with respectto both fabrication and charactrization.
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/CENTERLINE SPLICE
-^--1.64M 1. D.(64.57 IN.) 2.79M (109.84 i N. )CENTERLINE RING 	 FWD FACE OF BULKHEAD
&SPLICE
	
/' ---
ELD SPLICE
3.82 CM(1.50 IN.)
Figure 2-4. Half-Scale Metering Shell, GEMS Program
s
	 b. Valid responses will be obtained in thermal vacuum testing.
c. Valid limit load testing can be conducted by inducing the correct full-scale load
intensities with the application of twice the truly scaled external loads.
t
	 d. Dynamic tests will fulfill the essential requirement of verifying the method of
analysis and determining the structural damping factor.
2.4 CONCLUSIONS OF PHASE II
2.4.1 GENERAL. As a result of the Phase II studies, Convair recommended that a
scale of one-half size be adopted for this program. With respect to the choice between
the truss and the shell concept, the study results indicated that both are acceptable
from the standpoint of performance. There may be differences in development re-
quirements associated with the attainment of close tolerances on coefficients of ther-
mal expansion, but these differences cannot be determined without further develop-
ment. -In view of this situation, the estimated lower cost of the shell was considered
the dominant factor. On this basis, the shell concept was adopted for the purposes of
this program. In conjunction with this, the full-scale laminate was also adopted on the
basis of the considerations discussed in Section 2.3.
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2.4.2 METERING STRUCTURE/SSM INTERFACE. There are at least five candidate
concepts for this interface — the baseline concept, and the four concepts presented in
Section 2.1.2 as approaches to alleviating structural distortions.f
E
At the close of Phase II, it was not possible to make a selection of one of these con-
cepts without the considerable schedule slippage that would be required to perform
the necessary trade studies and obtain agreement on the selection. The problem pre-
sented by this situation was that some local reinforcement at the aft end of the shell
may be required, but at locations which differ depending on the interface concept
selected. However, the local reinforcement is not expected to present significant
problems in view of the following:
a. Peak point load in the metering structure for a three-point attachment is only
2450 pounds ultimate.
b. Dynamic analysis showed a natural frequency with a longeron at each of the three
points of 22.7 Hz versus the requirement of 15 Hz.
In view of these considerations it was decided to proceed with design using a continu-
ous bolted flange interface of the metering structure to the LST main ring with the
assumption of a fixed base condition. A subscale structure designed on this basis was
considered adequate to meet the objectives of the program in proving out the overall
concept of the graphite-epoxy metering structure in view of the apparently nominal
nature of the local reinforcement that may eventually be required. Furthermore, the
section of the metering shell aft of the field splice can be modified or rebuilt in the
event of a future requirement to test the effect of the selected interface.
SECTION 3
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
3.1	 DE SIGN
3. 1.1 INITIAL MATERIAL SELECTION. At the initiation of detail design, a serious 	 1
problem arose in connection with material procurement.	 The material system selected
for the program in concurrence with NASA MSFC was HM-S/X-904 or Modmor I/X-904.
This selection was made on the basis of proven compatibility with the space environ-
ment, particularly with respect to acceptable outgassing characteristics, thermal ex-
pansion characteristics, resistance to microcracking, and the availability of an ade-
quate design data base. 	 At this point we were notified by the vendor of the basic resin
	 1
y used in X-904 epoxy that production had been terminated.	 In this situation it seemed
unl-1kely that X-904 would be available in the future for application to the LST; conse-
quently, the use of X-904 in an LST development program was deemed unacceptable.
s; In cooperation with NASA MSFC, other candidates were reviewed and tests were per-
formed to select a suitable alternative.
y 3. 1.2 ALTERNATE RESIN CANDIDATES. Candidate resin system to replace the
selected X-904 formulation were Whittaker's 5208, American Cyanamid's BP-907,
Hercules' 3501, Fiberite's X-30 (505), and Shell's Epon-1031 in the X-904 formula-
tion.	 Convair is evaluating several of these systems under an existing independent
{ research and development (IRAD) program.	 The Epon-1031 was dropped from con-
sideration for the GEMS program because there was insufficient time to fully evaluate
its equivalency to the old X-904 formulation. 	 The other resin systems are or have
} been used extensively on other programs although very little of the data is available
on the two candidate fibers (HM-S and Modmor I).
	
The X-30 system was selected for
the GEMS program on the basis of acceptable outgassing characteristics, the avail-
ability of extensive data with the candidate fibers, and proven resistance of the resin
to microcrackng when used as the matrix for high-modulus reinforced composites.
3. 1.3 FIBER CANDIDATES. Thermal expansion requirements have dictated the need
for a high-modulus fiber reinforcement.	 The two fibers selected for consideration on
the GEMS program were the Hercules' or Courtauld's HM-S and the Morganite Mod-
mor I. The fibers are considered equivalent and interchangeable. 	 Convair's design
analysis dictates a fiber modulus of 57 f2 msi. Morganite had made Modmor I in the
past in the 57- to 59-msi modulus range.
	 Convair therefore placed an order with
Fiberite for Modmor I/X-30.
x
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3. 1.4 HM-S/X-30 AND MODMOR I/X-30 DATA
3. 1.4. 1 Outgassing Tests. Specimens of HM-S/X-30, postcured at 275 and 350°F
respectively, were submitted by Convair to NASA MSFC for outgassing tests. The
panels were tested per the ATM requirements and successfully passed the acceptance
criteria as described in NASA MSFC Document 40M51264.
In addition, extensive outgassing tests have been performed at Convair on HM-S/X-30.
Conva.ir's .facility consists of an ultra-clean vacuum system using a carbon-vane rough-
ing pump and an ion high-vacuum pump capable of ultimate pressures lower than 10-7
torr. Measurements are usually made at pressures below 10 - 6 torr. Specimen tem-
perature can be as high as 200° F; collector surfaces including a quartz crystal micro-
balance (QCM) and optical surfaces are held at 75 0 F. A General Electric partial-
pressure analyzer employs a mass spectrometer to identify outgassing or residual gas
products and can detect pressures as low as 10-14 torr. A QCM measures the mass
of condensable outgassing product and is capable of detecting 3. 5 x 10-9 gm/cm2. The
third capability of the apparatus is in-site reflectivity measurements at two wave-
00lengths, 1848 A and 1236 A, of optical surfaces on which outgassing products may con-
dense. Degradation of optical surfaces due to outgassing can thus be determined.
Convair recently completed a 226-hour exposure test (0/f30/:h60/90) s layup of HM-S/
X-30 with the following parameters: pressure less than 2.3 x 10 -7 torr, specimen
temperature of 140 ° F, QCM temperature of 76 to 81° F, and collecting mirror temper-
ature of 72 to 81°F. Mirror reflectivity changes were as follows:
1848 A
	 1236 A
Specular	 Diffuse	 Specular
	
Diffuse
1.9%	 2.2 o	1.9%	 0%
As specular reflectivity decreases, the diffuse reflectivity theoretically increases (or
r absorption takes place). The accuracy of Convair's reflectivity measurement is esti-
mated to be 2%; consequently, within this uncertainty no degradation of the optical sur-
face was detected. There was only a 1 Hz change in the QCM frequency. Since there
is a resolution of 1 Hz with this instrument, at most 3.5 x 10" 9 gm/cm2 was deposited
on the QCM which is located four inches from the specimen. The initial and final
weights of the specimen were 21.0937 and 21.0931 grams, respectively. Since the
accuracy of the weight measurement is determined by the absorption of moisture dur-
ing weighing, this makes the fourth decimal place uncertain. It is therefore conclud-
ed that there was no change in weight of the specimen. The mass spectrometer detect-
ed no outgassing masses above 43 AMU.
.	
F if
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3. 1.4.2 Properties Test Data. Convair has extensive mechanical and physical pro-
perties data on the Fiberite X-30 epoxy resin with various high-modulus fibers; i. e.,
HM-S, Modmor I, GY-70 and Thermal 75. Very extensive thermal property data has
been generated by Convair under Air Force Contract F33615-72-C-1388, "Advanced
Composite Missile and Space Design Data. " This data includes effects of resin sys-
tems, composite layup, resin content, microcracks, etc., on composite thermal ex-
pansion. Under this program, the X-30 system was selected for the continued pro-
duction and evaluation of mirror substrates because of its ease in processing and
resistance to microcracking.
The effects of water on Modmor I/X-30 has been evaluated by Fiberite Corporation
under Navy Contract, shows no adverse effects for the intended application.
3. 1.-5 ADHESIVE SYSTEM. Hysol's EA-934 Epoxy is selected as the adhesive sys-
ter for the skin splices, the attachment of rings and field splice segments to the skin,
the joinint of elements of the secondary mirror support, and all other secondary bond-
ing applications. This system is selected primarily on the basis of acceptable out-
gassing characteristics and the availability of an extensive data base. The EA-934
adhesive has been tested at -320 OF.
3.1.6 METERING SHELL STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT. Figure 3. 1-1 depicts the
structural arrangement, the overall geometry of which is in conformance with the
geometry of the metering truss shown in the Large Space Telescope Phase A Final
Report.
The structural concept employed is of the ring-supported, semi-monocoque type fea-
turing a monolithic unstiffened skin, the stability of which is adequate for the load in-
tensities applicable to the LST. The structure utilizes graphite/epoxy Modmor I/X-30
throughout, except for the adhesives and fasteners. As previously noted, the half-
scale structure employs full-scale laminate thicknesses except for the secondary
mirror support legs. It is described in more detail in the following sections.
3. 1.6. 1 Monocoque Skin. The skin of the metering shell forms a cylinder 2.79m
(109.84 in.) long and 1.64m (64.56 in.) in diameter. It is fabricated in 12 segments s
consistent with the proposed full-scale metering shell. A circumferential butt splice
occurs at each of Vie two intermediate frames and at the field splice. Three longi-
tudinal butt splices are provided at 120-degree are intervals. 	 33
-
The dominant design criteria for the skin are:
a. Longitudinal coefficient of expansion (CTE) 0.
b. Shell stability of the full-scale shell under shear and compression.
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These lead to the selection of a ply layup that must:
a. Exhibit a nominal CTE = 0.
b. Exhibit low sensitivity of CTE to manufacturing variation in ply orientation.
c. By symmetrical to avoid distortion during cure.
d. Equal -0.06 inch in thickness to meet the stability requirement.
The selected laminate that meets these requirements is (0 3/-+45.. 5/90). using twelve
0.005-inch plies to give a thickness of 0.06 inch.
The longitudinal edges of the skins are joined by a butt plice'arrangement which fea-
tures inner and outer splice straps, as shown in Figure 3. 1-2. The splice straps are
bonded with room temperature cure-epoxy adhesive EA 934. The splice straps are
the same thickness and layup as the skins to minimize cost by permitting the layup
and cure of the straps in one segment with the associated skin panels.
a
3.1.6.2 Secondary Mirror Support Ring. This ring is located at the forward end of
the metering shell. Its primary function is to distribute the loads from the legs of the
secondary mirror support structure into the monocoque skin. It must also provide
adequate stiffness to assure that the natural frequencies of any in-place dynamic
0.060
t
response anodes at this station are acceptable. An I-section, shown. in Figure 3. 1-3,
has been selected to meet this requirements on the basis of adequate strength and
stiffness for minimum material and layup costs.
SKIN
103/f45. 5/90]s
[0/+-30A-60/901
s
_=
: -^
1.50
0.
1.
-	 V [04/ffi0.5]s
Figure 3. 1-3. Cross Section, Forward Ring	 d
The most important design criterion for this ring in conjunction with the effective skin
is that a nominal overall coefficient of expansion of zero should be provided to mini-
mize the decenter of the secondary mirror due to asymmetric heating. The attainment
of this is complicated by the anisotropic nature of a zero CTE laminate. It would be
extremely difficult and expensive to lay up this type of laminate around the circumfer-
ence of a frame by varying the ply angular orientation to maintain the correct relation-
ship relative to the local tangency. The adopted solution to this problem is to use a
pseudo-isotropic layup with a positive CTE for the two channel sections shown in Fig-
ure 3. 1-3, and an anisotropic negative CTE layup for the two cap strips. The layups
selected to accomplish this are shown in Figure 3. 1-3.
3. 1.6.3 Intermediate Rings. These occur at two stations consistent with the full-
scale LST arrangement. The primary function of the intermediate rings is to main-
tain the shape of the shell to ensure overall stability. Each ring also provides the
outer strap of a circumferential skin splice. The skin -splice arrangement is com-
pleted by the provision of an internal circumferential strap. The approach to the de-
sign of these rings is the same as the approach proposed for the LST to reduce costs.
A T-section is used for the cross section, as shown in Figure 3. 1-4. The proportions 	 µ
of the cross section are selected to allow the use of the same tooling as for the for-
ward ring. The ply orientations are the same as for the skin to avoid the development ` 	 x
of different layup techniques and to assure compatibility with the skin expansion.
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SKIN
103/"5.5/90]s SPLICE STRAP103/f45. 5/90)8
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0.060
	
E03445.5/90] s
Figure 3.1-4. Cross Section, Intermediate Ring
The size of the ring segments and the location and arrangement of the splices are sim-
ilar to those described for the secondary mirror support ring.
L
3. 1.6.4 Skin Splices.	 The circumferential skin splices have been described in con-
junction with the intermediate, rings in Section 3. 1.2..3.
	 Three longitudinal splices
occur at 120-degree arc intervals. 	 The skins are butted and joined b	 ^	 y internal and
external splice strips bonded with room temperature curing Hysol EA-934. The splice 4
straps and also the circumferential splice straps described in Section 3.1.2.3 use the
same laminate (03/f45. 5/90)s as the basic skin.	 This design minimizes tooling and
layup costs by allowing the straps to be layed up with the skin and subsequently cut
from the cured panels.
3. 1. 6.5 Field Splices and Attachment of LST Main Ring 	 To minimize costs, the
components used for these two items are identical. The detail arrangement of both is
shown in Figure 3.1-5. 	 The design is, of course, based on the more highly loaded
attachment to the LST main ring. The peak loading in this case, however, is only
67 lb/in. ultimate.	 In this situation the dominant criterion for bolt selection arises
from the requirement for non-magnetic properties. 	 In this case, the prime material
candidates were aluminum, titanium, and corrosion-resistant steel, A-286 CRES.'
All of these materials were under consideration for the full-scale. LST. For the half-
scale metering shell, A-286 CRES was .selected on the basis of availability, and since
there was cause for concern due to the possibility of failure of 3/16-inch-diameter
aluminum bolts due to overtorquing.
3.1.6.6 Secondary Mirror Support Structure.	 This structure consists of a cylindric-
al hub on the optical axis of the telescope, supported from the forward ring of the
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shell by four radial legs. It is shown in Figure 3.1-6. The hub consists of two con-
centric cylindrical skins attached at each end to a channel section frame to form a
closed box section. The secondary mirror is attached via system of alignment actua-
tors to the forward face of the hub. Continuity of the bending structure across the hub
is provided by differential/bending in the two end rings. The significant design cri-
teria for the secondary mirror support structure are:
a. The attainment of CTE- 0 to minimize decenter and tilt due to non-uniform tem-
perature distributions across the structure, and despace due to temperature
variations.
b. Minimized projected frontal area to minimize obscuration.
c. Adequate lateral stiffness in the legs for the first bending mode of the legs and for
rotational response of the mass at the hub.
The last two criteria cause the selection of a solid-plank type cross cection for the
legs to achieve the required stiffness with minimum frontal area. To meet the first
criterion requires a ply orientation similar to the skin, which used (03/f45.5/90)s.
This is an excellent layup since the CTE is relatively insensitive to thanufacturing
variations in the ply orientation. However, the thickness of the full-scale secondary
mirror support leg is expected to be in the neighborhood of 0.5 inch, a dimension
i
Figure 3.1-6. Secondary Mirror Support
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determined by stiffness requirements. Since the legs are not strength critical, in
contrast with the approach taken on the GEMS structural generally, half-scale thick-
ness for the half-scale component was adopted. This approach effected a significant
j	 saving in material and layup costs of these thick components, while still simulating
full-scale fabrication techniques and assuring the correct dimensional response to
temperature variations.
3.2	 ANALYSIS
3.2.1 DESIGN CRITERIA
3.2.1.1 Dimensional Stability, The GEMS structure is designed to give an effective
coefficient of thermal expansion of nominally zero in the applicable orbital temperature
range. Within the constraints of minimum CTE data scatter, stiffness and strength,
the ply orientation is such that sensitivity to small perturbations about the exact la.yup
is minimized. Generally, the approach was to maximize dimensional stability. The
design objective is to maintain the following alignment criteria in the GEMS structure
for the most severe temperature changes in the observational environment.
Despace = ±1.0 micrometer (39.37 microinches)
Decenter = f5.0 micrometers (196.85 microinches)
Tilt	 = 4.9 microradians (1. 0 arc second)
These values are scaled for the half-scale structure from the full-scale LST criteria:
Despace = f2.0 micrometers (78. 74 microinches)
Decenter = ±10.0 micrometers (393.7 microinches)
Tilt	 = 4.9 microradians (1.0 arc second)
3.2.1.2 Load Factors. Full scale load factors as stated in Reference 2.2.1 are
presented in Table 3-2.1.
3.2.1. 3 Factor of Safety. The ultimate factor of safety applied to limit loads shall
be 1.75. This value is adopted since it would permit the static testing of the full-
scale LST flight article to 1.4 times limit load, thereby reducing program costs by
the elimination of a static test article.
3.2.1.4 Material Properties and Design Allowables ;
 ?'he laminate material system
selected was Modmor I/X-30. Considerations determining selection were high modulus,
adequate strength, reliability, workability and availability. Tables 3-2.2, 3-2.3, and
r
	
	 3-2.4 present test data generated from panels fabricated with the Modmor VX-30 pre-
preg as received. Where data was missing, existing data on HM-S/X-30 was used.
Figures 3.2-1, 3.2-2 and 3.2-3, present typical stress-strain curves for HM-S/X-30
based mi test data generated at GD/CD (Reference 3.2.2). I1M-S/X-30 values are
sufficiently close to Modmor/X-30 values as to warrant their use in completing the
material properties design space. Table 3-2 5 presents a composite summary of 	 r
material design allowables for the system.	 r
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rCondition* X0 Y0 Z 0
Liftoff** -1.7±0.6 ±0.3 -0.8
-0.2
High Q Boost -1.9 ±0.2 +0.2
_0.5
Booster End Burn -3.0 ±0.3 10.2 -0.4
Orbiter End Burn -3. 0 ±0. 3 f0.2 -0.5
Space Operations -0.2 +0.1 ±0.1
+0.1
Entry ±0.25 ±0.5 +3.0
-1.0
Subsonic Maneuvering ±0.25 ±0.5 +2.5
-1.0 -
Landing and Braking ±1.5 ±1.5 +2.5
Crasht +9.0 ±1.5 +4.5
-1.5 ±1.5 -2.0
*Positive X, Y, Z directions equal aft, right, and up.. Load factor
carries .the sign of the externally applied load (as applied to the
shuttle payload).
**The factors include dynamic transient load factors at lift off.
# Crash load factors are ultimate and only used to design payload
sapport fittings. All other load factors are limit. -Crash load factors
are for the nominal payload of 65, 000 pounds. The specified crash
load factors shall act separately.
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PANEL
POISSON'S*
RATIO
74 G.30
75 0.22
76 0.24
3X 0.29
4X 0.33
T7 0.26
T8 0.30
T9 0.28
T10R 0.23
AVERAGE 0.27
TUBE
SHEAR MODULUS.(106 PSI)
1 0.89
2 0.78
3 0.90
4 0.83
5 0.76
6 0.91
AVERAGE 0.85
Table 3-2.2. Test Results, Tensile
	 Table 3-2.3. Test Results, Poisson's
Moduli of 12-ply Unidirec-
	 Ratio and Shear Modulus
tional Modmor I/X-30
	
	 for 12-ply Unidirectional
Modmor I/X-30
i
PANEL IDENTIFICATION MODULUS (106 PSI)
LONGITUDINAL* TRANSVERSE'
T4 29.8 1.32
T5
-
27.4 1.17
T6 27.3 1.20
3X 28.6 -
4X 28.6 -
T7 26.8 -
T8 26.2 -
T9 30.1 1.16
T11 30.2 1.22
T12 29.0 1.19
T14 _28.6 1.23
AVERAGE 28.4 1.21
*AVERAGE OF THREE SPEC IMENS/PANEL
QAVERAGE OF THREE SPECIMENSIPANELS
9991
Table 3-2.4. Unidirectional CTE, 12-ply Modmor I/X-30
LONGITUDINAL
PANEL mlm °K INJIN. OF
T4 -0.72 -0.40
T5 _ -0.58 -0.32
T6 -0.52 -0.29
T7 -0.29 -0.16
T8 -0.40 -0.22
T9 -0.49 -0.27
T10A -0.54 -0.30
T1011 -0.65 -0.36
Tll -0.65 -0.36
T12 -0. 63 -G; 35
T13 -0.49 -0.27
T14 -0.59 -0.33
TRAVERSE
PANEL mlm °K INJIN. OF
T4 24.1 +13.4
T5 24.8 +13.8
T6 25.2 +14.0
T9 24.8 +13.8
T10R 25.6 +14.1
Tll ` 24.7 +13.7
T12 25.7 +14.3
T13 25.6 +14.2
T14 26.8 +149
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Figure 3.2-1. Longitudinal Lamina
	 Figure 3.2-2. Transverse Lamina
Properties	 Properties
10
cq
b
v	 1
5
F	 11, 400 psi (avg)
su
G	 = 0.66 msi (avg)
12
x 0 0	 10,000	 20,000
6
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ii
Table 3-2.5 Material Design Allowables
Ft 	 (ksi) ctu x 106
L 89.7 L 2580
T 4.02 T 4080
F	 ( ksi) E	 x 106
cu cu
L 89.7 L 2580 1
TT
Fsu
11.44 6yLT x 10
'LT >22, 000LT ir
E (msi) a(gC/Fo)
L 28.4* L -.33*
T3 1.21* T i	 14.9*
GLT (msi) .85*
r
j	v
LT 27*
*Modmor I/X-30 average
6
test results
C
n
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3.2.1.5 Mass Properties (complete model, full-scale). The following mass properties
were input to the finite element model for the purpose of the internal loads analysis.
220.75
3,0
i
i
)
I
I ^ I
1 2 103 4 5 6 7 8 9
STATION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
MASS-LB 224.0 51,84 51,12 67,68 51,12 67.68 51.12 55.92 30.48 28.8
TOTAL MASS 679.76 L8
:a
3.2.2 LAMINATE SELECTION. Three key structural components strongly influence
the thermal dimensional stability: 1. shell structure; 2, forward ring; 3. secondary
mirror support structure. A design relying om thermal insensitivity rather than
compensation was selected on the basis of minimum number of design variables with
attending heightened reliability. Thermal insensitivity was achieved by selecting
lamina orientations that produce zero coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) along the
metering axis. Selection criteria for the candidate laminates was: 1. design weight;
2. adequate stiffness and strength; 3. minimum sensitivity to small perturbations about
the. design orientation.
Parameter studies utilized a laminate analysis program that calculates laminate
	
j	 properties from the stacking sequence and orientation of the lamina. Preliminary'
	
{	
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analysis considered laminate families such
as depicted in Figure 3.2-4. Several speci-
fic laminates satisfy the zero CTE require-
ment. It is desirable, however, to select
the laminate with least sensitivity to small
variations in the crossply angle (i.e., least
slope near zero CTE). Of the laminates
considered, [03/f0/90] s and [03/±0]s were
most promising. These laminates are .06
and .05 inch thick respectively. Stability
considerations (Section 3 . 2.4.1) forced the
selection of the thicker laminate, 1034 9/90]s.
Based on the preliminary material data, the
orientation for zero CTE was [03/±57.5/90]8.
Material testing demonstrated lower uni-
directional modulus than initially anticipated.
^	 0	 40	 50	 60	 70	 80	 90
fe (degrees)	 The new material data input resulted in 3
shifting the optic.+s:m layup to [03/±45. 5/90],.
Figure 3 . 2-4. Ply Orientation	 The properties of this laminate are listed in
Versus CTE
	 Table 3-2.6.
Shell Dimensional Stability
k
	
	
In addition to the zero CTE laminates utilized in the skins, the shell structures also
has three rings (excluding the forward ring) and a field joint. The field joint and aft
attachment ring are composed of curved flanges that require separate consideration
since free expansion through the thickness of the flanges is significant. It is necessary
to fully characterize the thermal expansion through the thiclaiess of the flange which
has a high coefficient of thermal expansion, and the interaction of this expansion with
surrounding structure. To characterize these interactions, a finite element model was
developed ( Figure 3.2-5). For the material system under consideration ( Modmor I/X-30)
each curved flange will displace (Reference 3.2.3)
AL/F° = -1, 25 X 10 7 in/F°
	 (1)
The field joint is composed of two such curved flanges and the aft attachment ring, one.
t Thus the field joint and the aft attachment ring together contribute
AL/F0 _ -3. 75 X 10 7 in/F°	 (2)
Excluding the forward ring and four inches of the shell bonded to the ring, the effective
a	 length of the shell is 101.38 - inches. Thus, the effective CTE of the shell becomes
CTE _ -3.75 X 10 
7 in/F°	 0037 X 10-6fi101. 38 in
	
i	 F°	 (3)
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The actual CTE of the shell alone including data correction, is -.00539 x 10-6
 in/in-F".
The corrected CTE for the shell plus becomes
CTE	 00539 x . 00539 x 10 -6
 -. 0037 x'10-6
00909 x 10-6
 in/in-F O 	(4)
Table 3-2.6. GEMS Modmor I/X-30 Material Properties
2
Ex 16.4 x 106
 psi 13.788 x 106 psi
E 77 88 X 106 psiy
.298
PXY
PYXI .143
G 2.99 x 106 psiXY
ax -0.037 JA in/in F -0.147 1 1AIn/in F
ay 10, 19 Ain/in F
P .06 pci .06 pei
t .06 in. .12 in.
PForward RjM Dirr, ensional Stability
Dimensional stability of the forward ring is critical as it supports the secondary
mirror structure and affects the overall shell CTE. ,Fabrication considerations 	 k
necessitated the use of pseudoisotropic laminates [0/±30/±60/90] in the fabrication
of the basic I-section ring. Thus, in order to bring the circumferential CTE to
3
zero, additional laminates must be added to the caps of the ring (see Figure 3.2-6).
The minimization of the ring must take into consideration interaction of an effective
shell length and the following constraints:
]	 Shell Laminate 	 =	 [0/±45.5/90] , t . 06 in
s
Web Laminate	 =	 [0/±30/±60/90]2s' t .12 in
Web Flange	 [0/-+30/±60/90] s , t = .06 in
I-Section Filler 	 Unidirectional
Consider the skin to be completely effective under the flanges. The remaining
effective skin is determined by considering a cylinder with an end shear from
Reference 3.2. 6,
	
	
r
V6	 (5)
radial32DL 
4 E bt
F
where	 2	 (6)
4R DL
fr
DL
 = longitudinal bending rigidity of the skin
465 lbs-in2 [03/±5.5/90] s
EH
 = Circumferential Youngs Modulus
7.882 X 10 psi [03/:45.5/90]8
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_;^
R -	 65. 0 in
t =	 .06 in
b =	 1.0 in
f	 )
_	
.495	
..
in
rt
Y	
=	 2D ^3	 (7)	 #ML	
3 22D	 R
w	 -	 effective shell length	 =	 1, Ol in	 (8)
Et
2 Thus, the total effective shell length is a
W
	
3.0 in + 1.01 in- 4.0 in	 (9)
E A T° T-	 E1 11	 2 ZA a AT + E ; ,A, a AT + E A a OT + E A 
ac AT	 =	 0	 ( 10)
2	 3 3 3	 4 4 4T T
where:	 1 - refers to basic I ring
2 - refers	 to cap laminates
3 : - refers to skin laminates
4 - refers to unidirectional filler 	 4
Al	
-	
. 6612 in2
y
,I
{
A2 =
	 . 36 in
6 A3 _	 .24 in2
i 2	 3A=	 . 03 in4
y
riE1
 (pseudoisotropic) - 10.558 x 10 6
 psi
Of (pseudoisotropic) _ .4178 x 10 6 E/FO1
F E3T(skin)	 =	 ?. 882 X 106 psi
6	 t a3T(skin)	 =	 1.19 X 10 6 E /F°
I.
E 4	
6(filler)	 =	 28.33 x 10 psi
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tgi
-6of (filler)	 =	 3 X 10 c/F°
i
-	 -
E a	
-E1Alai E3A3 3 E4A4 4	 (ii2 2	 A2
_	
(10.558)(. 6612H. 4178) - (7.8821(.24)(1.19) -_(28. 33)(.03)(--. 3)
-
.36
E
f
-13,65 lb-4E (12)
in2-F° 
From Figure 3.2-7 either [04 /-Ill. 5] S or [04/±38. 5] S will athermalize the ring. The
-8forward ring, while athermalized circumferentially, will contribute 4. 894 x 10 in/F°
to the longitudinal expansion of the half-scale shell, nus, the effective CTE of the
shell will become
CTE	 - -, 00539 g in/in-F°
+ -i73.55 X 10 7 in/F° .+_ 4894 X 10-Tin/F° ?.
105. 38 in
3
_00829 win/in-FO	 (13)
w
j
Figure 3.2-7. Forward Ring Athermalization Study
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103/"5.5/90]
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ri
0.060
0.060
Intermediate Ring Laminates
The intermediate rings (Figure 3.2-8) are positioned at two stations consistent with
the full-scale LST arrangement. The primary function of the intermediate rings is to
maintain the shape of the shell to ensure overall stability. Each ring also provides
the outer strap of a circumferential skin aplice. The skin splice arrangement is
completed by the provision of an internal circumferential strap. The approach to the
design of these rings is the same as the approach proposed for the LST to reduce costs.
A T-section is used for the cross section. The proportions of the cross section are
1
	
selected to allow the use of the same tooling as for the forward ring. The ply orienta-
tion is the same as for the shell, with the orientation such that the zero CTE directions
of the ring cap and the shell coincide.
SPLICE STRAP
03/445. 5/90^s
171
1103/A5. 5/90]s
FRAME (TEE)
[03/445.5/90]s
Figure 3.2-8. Cross Section, Intermediate Ring
The size of the ring segments and the location and arrangement of the splices are
similar to those described for the secondary mirror support ring. The effect of
through-the-thickness expansion of the tee is assumed negligible.
Field Splices and Attachment to LST Main Ring
To minimize costs the components used for these two items are identical. The detail
arrangement of both is shown in figure 3.2-9. The design is of course based on the
more highly loaded attachment to the LST main ring. The peak loading in this case,
however, is only 70.36 lb/in ultimate (see Equation 14). These rings are fabricated
from [03445. 5/90125 laminates and oriented such that the direction of zero CTE is
coincident with the shell laminates. The dominant criterion for bolt selection arises
from the requirement for non-magnetic properties. For the half-scale metering shell,
A-286 CRES was selected as the bolt material.
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Secondary Mirror Support Structure
This structure consists of a cylindrical hub on the optical axis of the telescope,
supported from the forward ring of the shell by four radial legs. The hub consists
of two concentric cylindrical skins attached at each end to a channel section frame
to form a closed box section. The secondary mirror is attached via a system of
alignment actuators to the forward face of the hub.) Continuity of the bending structure
	 y
across the hub is provided by torsion/bending in the annular box structure. The signifi-
cant design criteria for the secondary mirror support structure are:
a
a. The attainment of CTE 0 to minimize decenter and tilt due to non-uniform
`	 temperature distributions across the structure, and, to a lesser degree, despace
due to temperature variations.
b. Minimized projected frontal area to minimize obscuration.
C.	 Adequate lateral stiffness in the legs for the first bending mode of the legs and
for rotational response of the mass at the hub.
The last two criteria result in the selection of a solid-plank type cross-section for the
legs to achieve the required stiffness with minimum frontal area. To meet the first
criterion requires a ply orientation similar to the skin, which uses [03/:45.5/90]s.
This is an excellent layup since, as illustrated by Figure 3.2-4, the CTE is relatively
insensitive to manufacturing variations in the. ply orientation. The thickness of the full-
scale secondary mirror support leg will be 0.48 inch. This value was determined from
dynamic stiffness requirements. Since the legs wre not strength critical, it was decided,
in contrast with the approach taken on the GEMS structure generally, to use half-scale
thickness for the half-scale component. This approach effects a significant savings in
material and layup costs of these thick components, while still simulating full-scale
fabrication techniques ans assuring the correct dimensional response to temperature
variations. 3
A. parameter study was con&cted to determine the proper orientation of the [ 03/f45. 5/901s
laminate along the spider legs. The results of this study (Table 3-2.7) indicate that an
orientation of approximately 4'-20 1
 from the lower edge of the leg will athermalize the
structure, providing that the skin laminates in the mirror cage are oriented circumfer-
entially. Figure 3.2-10 shows the spider leg laminate orientation.
The structure is sensitive to small variations in CTE. This is due to the tendency of
the legs and cage to react as a mechanism. The effect of perturbations about zero CTE
is shown in Figure 3.2-11,
it
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Figure 3.2-10. 'Spider Leg Laminate Orientation
3.0
EFFECT OF VARIATIONS OF CTE OF
3.2,3	 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
3.2.3.1 Shell Skin
Load Intensities
Load Intensities for the full-scale shell have been derived by NASTRAN analysis for
the potentially critical conditions. The results are shown in Table 3-2.8., Since the
design of the shell will give equal strength around the circumference, the lower load
intensities at the 90- and 270-degree positions are not presented. The load intensiVes
in Table 3-2.8 ,are limit except for the crash condition, which is ultimate. From tk,-,
data the following ultimate design load intensities are derived for the entry condition.
Since the data in Table 3-2.8 was based on NASTRAN stress resultants at the center
of the elements, a correction factor of 1.049 is necessary to determine the loads at
the boundary. The maximum axial load condition is
N
x	
(1. 049)(1. 75)(:k 38.33 lb/in) 	 :b 70.36 lb/in	 (14)
max
Skin Splices
The circumferential skin splices have been described in conjunction with the inter-
mediate rings in Section 3.2. 3. Three longitudinal splices occur at 120-degree are
intervals. The skins are butted and joined by internal and external splice strips bonded
with room temperature curing Hysol EA-934. The splice straps and also the circum-
ferential splice straps described in Section 3.2. 3 use the same laminate [03/±45.5/90].,
as the basic skin. This design minimizes tooling and layup costs by allowing the straps
to be layed up with the skin and subsequently cut from the cured panels. The splices
contain much more material and surface continuity than adjacent areas and thus are
not stress critical.
Load Intensities (]b/in)
POSITIVE
INERTIA
61.42 --a-
122.83
184.25
220.75
j
f
Location
1g Intensities Crash Landingil.5g
	
X
+2.5g Z
Entry
t0.25g	 X
+3.Og Z
Orbit End Barn
-3.3g	 X
-0.5g • ZX Axis Z Axis +9g	 X +4.5g	 Z
1-0 -1.64 12.64 -14.76 56.88 34.06 38.33 5.41
1-180 -1.64 -12.64 -14.76 -56.88 -34.06 -38.33 11.73
2-0 -1.54 10.81 -13.86 48.65 29.34 32.82 5.08
2-180 -1.54 -10.81 -13.86 -48.65 -29.34 -32.82 10.49
3-0 -1.41 7.67 -12.69 34.52 21.30 23.36 4.65
3-180 -1.41 -7.67 -12.69 -34.52 -21.30 -23.36 8.49
4-0 -1.26 4.52 -11.34 20.34 13.19 13.88 4.16
4-180 -1.26 -4.52 -11.34 -20.34 -13.19 -13.88 6.42
t
Metering Shell Local Stability
From (14) the peak compressive shell stress load at the base is
N = 70.36 lb/in	 (15)
The peak compressive shell load at the field joint is (Table 3-2.8)
N 	 = (1.049)(1.75)(-32.82) = -60.25lbAn	 (16)
These loads are both localized bending maximums. For the purpose of local
stability analysis, assume the uniform loading to be the average of these loadings,
1
(-7036 - 60.25)
N
	
`—	 2	 -65.31 lb/in	 (17)
Using the stability equations of references (3.2.7 and 3.2. 8), corrected for bending,
and inputting the following material and geometric properties;
EX =	 16.41 x, 10 6
 psi
t
f
E =	 7.88 x 106 psi
^	
Y
X	
.298
	
(18)
y
G =	 2.987 X 106
xy
R =	 - 65.0 t
z
:
i
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ac compression
yields
N 	 = KBNX 	= 114 lb/in	 (19)
er	 er
bending	 compressionI 	
^
IIII
M. S
''	
65131 -1 = .746	 (20)
I^
I Shell Skin Peak Stresses
Based on the results of (14)
NX
	_ -70.36 lb/in
	 (21)
f max
This loading will produce the following maximum stress state in the laminate
Cr
11	
-697.7
X22	 -39. 3 psi
12 = -78. 8 psi
	 (22)
l	 M. S.	 large	 (23)
f
f
II.	 fi
I
r
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Figir a 3.2-12. Cantilever Bending of
Continuously Mounted
Shell
M =
	
EI + KG + (EI-KGl2
cr	 2R	 \ 2R
Dynamic Analysis
Dynamic analysis of the full scale meter-
ing shell was performed on NASTRAN
(Reference 3.2.14) to determine Mode 1
form and frequency. For a continuously
mounted shell the first mode is cantilever
bending (Figure 3.2-12). The natural
frequency associated with this mode is
25.5 Hz.
3.2.3.2 Shell Rings
Forward Ring Lateral Stability
Analysis of a freely supported curved bar
subjected to pure 'bending (Reference 3.2.3)
indicates that
+ EI KG7r2 1/2	 24L2	 )
M	 = -6,531 Win	 (25)
cr
Based on the results of Reference 3.2.4, the maximum moment occurring at any
point in the forward ring is
M = (1.75)(-2, 978 lb-in) 	 -5,212 lb-in ult. [entry]
	 (26)
M. S.	 .253	 (27)
This result is very conservative since the stabilizing effect of the shell has been ig-
nored. The shell will add substantial support to the forward ring, as well as to the
intermediate rings, thus eliminating this model of failure.
Forward Ring Flange Stability
The external ring flanges may be considered as plates simply support on three edges 	 f
and free on the fourth. The instability stress is given by Reference 3.2.'5. 	 xy
t2	 IT t2 E
x	
GX (b ) +	 2	 (28)
cr	 Y	 12L (1-v Y 3'X)
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H
'	 For long plates the second term is negligible.	 Thus,
{
s	 2
—X	 ti	 GXY (b) (29)
_	
cr
The flange is composed of two laminates.	 The lower laminate is pseudoisotropic
with GX = 4.78 x 106 psi.	 The cap laminate has a GXY of 2.8 x106 psi. UsingY
`	 this vaa a as the lower bound and t = 12 inch and b = 1; 44 inch
Q	 = 19,444 psi (30)
x
cr
From (26)
M	 =	 -5,212 lb-in (31)
-max
I	 - ELL (32)_
T
3.474 x 1071b-in2
	_	 2.198 in4
(33)
I
15. 805 x 106 psi
y	=	 1.39 in, yo = 3. 06 in -1.39 in = 1.67 in (34)
J
(-5, 212 lb-in)(1, 67 in)
'7b 
	
=
 -3,960 psi (35)
P	 2.198 in 4
[( EA)	 + (EA	 )lcan
	
flange	 P _ .337(143 lb) = 134 psi (36)
a	 F EA	 Af	 . 36 ui
X	 =	 ab + a = (-3,960 +134) psi = -3,826 psi (37)
M. S.	 large
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IInterlaminar Tension - Forward Rine Flange
Normal-to-the-face loadings of circular ring sections induce transverse bending of
the flanges. This bending may be conservatively approximated by an equivalent
uniform loading, w, along the span of the frame flanges ( Figure 3.2-13).
w	 2 f° fb
	 in d^  = C	 (38)Rbd+	 2	 R
b	 M - wb2	 (39)
2
The transverse bending stress induced by the moment resulting from w is
2	 2	 3b2Me	 wb	 6	 3b w _	 fc 	(40)
_	 _	 -fB	 I	 2	 t2	 t2	 Rtf
	
f	 f
fct fb
The transverse shear load V (lb/in) = wb = R
Consider Figure 3.2-14. If it is assumed that the neutral plane of the transverse
bending is the interface between the flange cap and the web flange, then the stress
distribution in the flange will be as shown in Figure 3.2 -15.
3b2 
fT	 fB/2 _	 2Rt	 (41)	
;!
f
3b2 
_ ._ ^_f	 fBT	 fB/2	 2Rtf	 ( 42)
i
V	 2f^tFb
fe	 t /2 -	 Rt	 (43W	 w
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*f

These stresses will -induce interlaminar normal stresses in the corner of the web
flange. An exact solution for most individual laminates does not exist. However,
an empirical formulation exists for certain representative laminates (see ,Appendix A),
The [145 ]ns laminate has the most severe normal stress levels of those laminates
for which data has been generated (Reference 3.2.9). Since interlaminar tension
1
strength of epoxy composites is very low, it is reasonable to use the worst case
stress formulation ([:b45]ns ) for the purposes of analysis. Thus, for rA = 1 (r = inner	 7
radius of angle
Q33	 = 1.14 fs+,175 fbt 656fT	 (44)	 5
(2f  fb\	 3bLf	 3b2 
c---9)1.14 c	 +• 175 ^7211tf	-, 656 ^Mf (45)
w
2. 28t bf 2
	
3b	
( )
	
- c	 RtW	
'.481 2Rtf	 46
_	
F
Z
fc_	 (_228 ;
	
3
	
R	 b w	
481	 (47)
t2 f
For the case tf = t t
fcb	 2.28	 L7215
a33	 R 	 b	 t	 (48)
r
To obtain an interlaminar tension field,` fc must be compressive. The maximum
r
compressive stress is developed during shuttle liftoff (Reference 3.2.4).
r	 M	 _	 (1.75)(2464) 	 4311 lb-in	 (49)
max
ult
Amax	 (1.75)(-81) _ -143 lb	 (50)
ult
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n
_
k
f
i
i
r
From Figure 3.2-6 the area properties of the forward ring with effective skin area
are
A	 = 1.2912 in2
I	 = 2.85 in4
xx
9	 _ 1.3919 in
Yo = -1.6681
yi 	= +1.3919
Eef =	 13. 328 x 106
 psi
(51)
Mvo
	 (- 4311 lb-in)(-1.6681 in) _E _	 -	 - -189, 3 µ in/in	 (52)max	 Eef I	 ( 13, 328 x 106) (2. 85 in 4 )
At the interface of the cap and the web flange
E	 1.6081 E
	
_ -182.49 gin/in
1.6681 max
At the lower edge of the upper web flange
F.
E	 1.5481	
-175 68 in/in	 541, 6681 max	 µ 1	 ( )
The average stress on the total flange due to the moment is
Elt1(175, 68 µin/in + 182.49 µin/in) + E2t2 ( 182.49 gin/in + 189.3 gin/in)
QBa	 -	
2(t1 +t2^
-(10.558 X 106)(. 06)(175.68uin/in+182.49 xµin/in)+(20.8x106)(.06)
. 4`
	
(182.49 µin/in + 189.3 in/in)
	 -2878.7 psi
	 (55)	 }
(53)
l
n 3-36
ti
The average stress on the total flange due to the axial load is
p(EItI+ EA)	 -143((10.588 x 106)(. 06) + (20.8 x106)(.06))
_	
r
A
e`^avg	 S	 6et- T(t1 2 )	(13. 328 x 10)(1, 2912)(.12)
-	 -130.29 psi
	 (56)
a
The worst case condition for interlaminar tension is that of maximum compression.
fc 	- -2878.7 -130.29 -3009 psi 	 (57)
A
fib
2
 (2.28 -.7215$3	 R	 ` b 	 427.2 psi	 (58)
where
b =	 1.5 06 - 1.44 inch
R =	 65. Q inch	 (59)
t	 =	 0.12 inch
a33 allowable	 3 1 000 psi	 (60) ;.
M. S. = large	 (61)
3.2.3.3 Secondary Mirror Support. A NASTRA.N structural model of the secondary
mirror support structure was generated to facilitate an understanding of the complex
interaction of the thermal expansions of its constitutive components (Figure 3.2-1.6).	 i
j	 ''
The bar elements represent the spider leg-mirror cage support joint, the circular
mirror cage rings, forward ring and dummy members which simulate the mirror
attachments.
The CQUAD1 elements are general bending elements used to represent the spider
legs and the mirror cage skin.
Critical Load Case
Two critical loading conditions have been determined from the NASTRAN analysis.
The 9.Og longitudinal ultimate crash factor is critical for the mirror cage rings.
The -3.Og condition for shuttle entry, producing -5.25g ultimate, is critical to the
spider leg to metering shell attachment fittings.
Hub Analysis
Rini Flange Stability
Stability of the channel ring flanges was considered in the worst case condition of
complete reaction of the bending forces in the upper and lower channels. In actuality,
some of this force will be reacted in shear around, the closed cage structure. The
force couple is the result of a 9. Og forward shift of the mirror structure for the
ultimate crash condition. The poin'i loads introduced by this loading are depicted in
Figure 3.2-17.
The maximum positive moment occurs between load application points and is given
by (Reference 3.2. 6)
a
	
M^- 1)	 (62)
ax
I
m	 G inG e
r-
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3 TRIANGULAR PLATE ELEMENTS
Figure 3.2-16. Finite Element Model of Secondary Mirror
Support Structure
t;
f
-	
11
1
SECONDARY MIRROR CAGE STRUCTURE
1960 LB	 1960
^	 t
20
	
1066	
—^
1960 LD
	
1960
X
1960	 1900
UPPER RING	 LOWER RING ,	 s
a
Figure 3 . 2-17. Point Loading of Secondary Mirror support Ring's 	 L
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zwhere
W	 point load (lb)
R _	 radius of the channel = 15.9 inch
28	 angle between load points = 90'°
M+
	
.07 WR	 (6 2j
.max
T+ =	 W	 .707W	 (64)
max	 2 sin8
_	 1
The maximum negative moment occurs at the point of load application and is given
by
-	 -WR 1
Mme	 2 e -cot8 _ -.137 WR	 (65)
The corresponding tensile load is
I
T =	 W cot@ .5W	 (66)
2
g	 For the channel geometry depicted in Figure 3.2-18
Q	 = r Mc + P	 f.18 _^V , -7.03 W1	 (67)
max	 L I	 A]	 F	 in	 in2	 2 J
W = :4960 lb, a
max:	
±17,993 psi
	 (68)
}
The stability critical sections will be the flanges. From Reference 3.2.5,
 
2
v = G = 34,324 psi
	 (69)cr	 xy- (;tf-)
x
N
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I2	 1.
FLANGE STABILITY
z,
x
0.06
	
1.76	 x	 R	 15.9 in.
CHANNEL RING	 A .4656 in2Y
I = .2526 in4
Yo	 9- 4 in. 
Figure 3.2-18. Secondary Mirror Support Ring
where
t	 flange thickness = . 12 in
bf 	flange width = 1.12 in
Gx Y	 _shear modulus of [03/145. 5/90]S = 2.99 x 10 6 psi
Based on the results of (68), the average stress across the flange is:
s
v	 =	 '16,979 psi
	
(70)
avg
M. S. = 1. 02	 (71)
Rine Flange Transverse Bending	 F
From (70), the maximum average flange stress will be
max	
+16.979	 (72)
t	 avg
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The transverse moment is given by
PZ	 wb2	 (73)
in	 2
max x tf
avg
	 128.14 r>si	 (74)v'	 R
`	
This transverse bending moment, in conjunction with the 16,979 psi circumferential
flange stress will generate the following critical stress levels in one of the interior 	 z
lamina.
Cr	 - 23, 600 psi
a22 _ 2, 685 psi	 (75)
a
Q12	 -100 psi
Utilizing Hoffmans failure criteria
2	 2	 2
Cr11 -^ 	 +11^22 + ^22	 f lcu f ltu Q + f 2cu- f 2tu Q + T12	 761= f f
	
f f	 f f	 11
 ^--'2cuf2tu) 22	 2	 Oltu cu	 2tu 2cu	 lcu ltu 	 f12su
where
fltu 
_ 
f lcu	 100, 000 psi
s'
f2tu = 4000 psi 	 (?7)
F f2cu = 25, 000 psi
C
f	 = 11, 440 psi
t	 ,; 12su	 :.
(2. 36 x 104
	36 X 10 2685 x 104)+
 (, 2685 x 104)2+ '2. 1 x 10 (. 2685 X 10
+
	
-100-
1010
	 08	 108	 1.144 X 10
.04936P2 + , 0721P + .5639P + 7. 6 X 10-5 P2	(78)
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M1
The stresses are linear functions of the circumferential stress and the transverse
moment and, noting that the first, second, and fourth terms are quadratic in the stresses,
we may write
21215P + . 5639P 1 = 0
P =	 1.369
P -1 = .369M. S.	 1
From (48) the interlaminar tension stresses are given by
= ffcb 	 2.28 - .7215
a3 	 R ( b	 t )
where
f	 =	 16,979 psi
c F;
t	 .12	 inch(83)
b	 =	 1.0	 inch
R	 _	 15.9 inch
-	
.,3986 psi	 (84)X33	 ;
allowable
	
- 
4000 psi	 (85)
tension
M. S.	 = .0035	 (86)
Mirror Cage Shear Clips
From Reference 3.2.10, shear loading along thS web of the clip (Figures 3.2-19
and 3.2-20) will induce the following critical stress level within the 12 ply laminate:
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(79)
(80)
(81)
(82)
bFigure 3.2-19. Spider Beam-Torque
	 Figure 3.2-20. Shear Loading in T-Shear
Box Shear Clips	 Clips
N
11 -	 }78.34'
N.
In
022 =	 f2.47 :cy
	
in	 (87)
N
T12 =	 .084 x-Yin
Substitution of these values into the failure criteria (76) yields a quadratic equation
in N
xycr.
	
N2 + -7.4727 x 102N	 - 1.4406 x 106 = 0	 (88)
Xycr	 Xycr
Doubling the thickness to .12 inch (24 plies) yields
_	 1767 -1 = .094	 (92)
M' s '	 1615
Peak Shear in the T-Shear Clip Bond
Consider the effective bond to comprise a circular region of radius a within the
bond area (Figure 3.2-21),
x	 C^nor RF »oSn = v c .. G-
A
i
i
f
r
r
Reference 3.2. it specifies a minimum average adhesive strength of 1, 300 psi.
A conservative factor of 1.5 results in a shear pealing allowable of 1, 950 psi.
M. S.	 1872 -1	 • 042	 (98)
k	 This value is very conservative since plasticity effects have been neglected,
3.2.3.4 Spider Leg Analysis
Normal Stresses in the Snider Leg-Metering Shell Joint
Consider Figure 3.2-22. Fora 5.25g lateral shift the load distributions may be
determined from statics, where
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f2brL LI'^2 +L^t	 TbL'(L-ft) 0	 (106)+ b
3	 3	 2
(2 L + 6t	 (107))T2L^+ 3t 
Given:-, the resultant stresses at 0 can be determined and used to determine the
interlaminar tension stress, 0 in the corner of the shear clip
Moment oft about 0
NFV = 
O LL
 
2 
= T 2L+ 6t L ' 2	 (108)2	 (2 L + 3t) 3
Moment of T about 0
M	 TL^t	 (109)
T,	 2
i
E M = 0 M+ M - M= 0	 (11;0)0	 0	 T
i
M _ 'r Lt	 (- TI'2 2L±6t (111'10	 2	 3	 12L+3t
Given:	 t	 .12 inch, L 4.28 inch, L - 1.38 inch
r	 b = 1, 0 inch and P = 106.75 lb/in
M
--0
 _ -2,13 T in = -.5P
	 -53.38 :loin/in	 (112)
in
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.r
Mc
=
 (-53.38 lb-in X 06 in,)(. 12) =Q =	 ;r	 , 242 psi	 (113)b	 I	 (1.0 in)(. 12 in)2	
t22
	
a	 s
Cy
	
	
fL __ U k =
	
I
L^ Ut
	
2	 2t	
(114)
bt
LT 2L + 6t __ P 2L +_B
	
1.63P
2t `2L + 3t
	 2t `2L'+ 3t/l
	
2	 173.5 psi	 (115)
in
T i
a	 t	 tL(1 O)t	 890 psi	 (116)
From (44), r/t 1.0
a33 1.14(173. 5 psi) +. 175(22,242 psi) 656(890 psi) = 3,506 psi 	 (117)
a 3 allowable = 4, 000 psi
M. S. .14
	
(118)
Field Joint and Aft Attachment Flange
The flanges used for the field joint and the aft attachment flange have the same configuration.
The bending moment will be greatest at the aft attachment flange. Thus, proper design
of the aft flange will result in a conservative design for the field joint. The peak bending
moment occurs for the case of entry (Reference 2.3.4).
The peak bending moment in the flange will occur at the edge of the bolt caps. From
Figure 3 2-23, considering a 375 'inch diameter bolt head, the peak moment will be
M	 = („ 37 inch - .1875 inch)P = .1825P-in 	 (119)
max
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From (14), the maximum ultimate tensile load intensity is
N	 _ 70.36 lb/in	 (120)
x
max
For a 6 inch bolt spacing the maximum ultimate load per bolt in the region of peak
bending will be
Pmax 6.0 inch(Nx	) 6. 0 inch (70. 36 lb-in) = 422 lb	 (121)
max
Assume that the load will distribute itself over at least a 2. 0 inch width at the center
of the flange. The maximum bending moment will then be
M	 P
max '-
	 (. 1825 in) 38.52 lb-in/in	 (122)in	 2. 0 in
From Reference 3.2.10, a moment of 38._52 lb-in will generate the following peak
G	
natural axes stresses at different points within the laminate:
P
11 - '72, 878 psi
X22 = ±667 psi	 (123)
1-818.6 psi712 
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rTaking a conservative approach, these values are assumed for one lamina and input
to Hoffman's Failure Criteria.
2	 2 2	 F - F	 Y:11 -^1f22 1,2 # X22 F +	 e1
 ti C F
F F	 F F	 F F	 11
ci ti	 c2 t2	 c1 tl
Fc2- Ft2 	T12	
2 -
+F F	 22F +	 2 F = 1	 (124)
c2 t2 	 Fs 12
Given
Ft	 100 ksi
1
Ft	 4.0 ksi
	
(125)
2
F = 100 ksi
cl
F	 25.0 ksi
c2
Fs12 - 11.44 ksi
. 5358F + . 1401F -1 0	 (126)
z	 ,
F2 + 2615 F -1.866 = 0	 (127)
F	
-.2615 f 2615) +4(1.866) 
= 1.2415
	
(128)2
F l
MS = 1 -1 - .2415	 (129)
Thus, for flange bending, a bolt spacing of 6. 0 inch Is adequate.
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j	 !
Interlaminar Tension Stresses in the Field Joint and Aft Attachment Flan¢es
Based on the results of (14)
N8	= 70.361b-in 	(130)
max
From (119)
M -- P(. 1825 in) (131)
Again, assume that the load distributes itself over a 2.0 inch width at the, corner of
the flange. For a 2. 0 inch width of flange
3
I 2(1.12)
 
= 	 2. 88 x 10-4 in 	 (132)
c .06 inch (133)
££
	 __ Mc _ 1825 in )(. 06 
4
)P' = 38.02	 2 1342.88 x 10
	 in	 in
The shear stress = f _
s
P	
= 4.167	 P(.12 in)(2. 0 in) 	 2 (135)in
fT	 0
From Appendix
hC
A, pg 6
X33 1.14 fs + .175 fB - . 5751 fT_
3
(136) ±
max
= 1.14(4.167 2) +.175(38.02 Z ) - .656.(0) = 11.4 2 (137)in	 in	 in
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fa.
1
1
I
r
CF33 allowable = 4, 000 psi	 (138)
bolt allowable = 4000p si = 350.9 lb	 (139)
Ma	 350.9 lbximum bolt spacing = 	 4.987 in	 (140)70.36 lb/in
This spacing need only occur in the region of maximum bending. The spacing at 900
from this region may be based on the condition for landing and braking (Reference 3.2.4).
N	 44.721bAn	 (141)
x
Minimum bolt spacing is
350, 9 lb	 7.85 in	 (142)44.72 lb/in
r^.	 t
E
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eSECTION 4
FABRICATION PROGRAM
4.1 COMPONENT FABRICATION
Manufacturing instructims were written for each type of Modmor I/X-30 graphite /epoxy parts'
These instructions were based on established tooling and fabrication approaches. Figure.
4.1 outlines the general manufacturing sequence used in the manufacturing of the graphite/
epoxy metering shell (GEMS) assembly.
f
4. 1.1 GENERAL LAYUP AND CURE PROCE DURES. The general layup and cure
i
procedures usedfor the various Modmor I/X-30 graphite/epoxy parts is outlined below.
r
1. Tool Preparation	 Cleaned molds and baked on release agent
(30 to 60 minutes at 350F)
2. Layup Kit
	
-	 Prepared complete kits of flat layups consistingf	 of modules of two or three plies for multiple parts.
r 3. P.replying	 -	 Combined several or all the plys in part layup,
either flat or on the shaped tool using vacuum bag.
	
z
pressure only.
4. Precompaction	 Same as ( 3) except heat (160 ±10F) and vacuum
bag pressure were used to prebleed resin and
pre compact 'flat module layups.
,r
5. Cure Preparation	 -	 Prepared layup and tool assembly for autoclave
^i
cure using a minimum of two layers of Style 1534
glass cloth with vacuum bag seals. Except for
the shell skins, bleeder was not used with the
matched-die tooling approach. A minimum of two
thermocouples were positioned on the tool surface
to monitor cure temperature.
6. Post Cure	 -	 _ All flat laminates and complex shaped parts were post
cured in an air circulating oven or equivalent under
atmospheric pressure only.
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Figure 4-1. GEMS Program Fabrication Sequence
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4.1.2 TRIMMING AND MACHINING. A variety of band tools and versatile lathe
type machines were used to trim the detail Modmor I/X-30 graphite/epoxy parts for
the GEMS assembly.
In nearly all cases, diamond coated cutting wheels, grinding wheels, and bits
were used to either rough cut or final machine the various parts.
4.1.3 PROBLEM AREAS. Primary problem areas were directly related to the
lack of "cohesive tackiness" between the layers of prepreg as they were being
farmed over tooling having sharp radii. The high modulii (55 to 59 x 10 psi) .of
the Modmor I graphite fiber may have been a contributing factor, but lack of tack
in the wet prepreg was believed to be more significant. The "tackiness" problem
made it impossible to layup the individual layers even though they consisted of two
or more oriented plys that were vacuum bag preplied prior to layup. The affect
of these material variables had a significant impact on the time required to make
specific layups and resulted in each individual Modmor I/X-30 prepreg layer being
temporarily wrapped with PVA tape as it was laid up to avoid spring-back over
sharp radii. This lack of tack integrity also affected the handling of preplied or
precompacted flat stacks of prepreg although to a lesser extent.
4.1.4 SHELL SHINS AND SPLICE STRAPS. The twelve (12) ply shell skins
(0/+450 5/0/-45.5/0/90) s
 and splice straps were first laid up, flat 75 x 32 inch, 4 ply at
a time using an aluminum template to control the layup of the oriented plies as shown
i in Figure 4-2. Each form ply module was vacuum ba ged at room temperature to
consolidate the material and minimize movement of fibers during transfer to the
aluminum male tool (see Figure 4-3). An outline of the general fabrication steps
used to make each of the twelve (12) shell skin segments is as follows:
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Figure 4-3. Aluminum Skin Tool and 4-Ply Module
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1. Cleaned mold and 'naked on two coats of Frekote 33.
2. Because of size of the skin la.yups, it required two people to lay up each
individual layer and maintain proper fiber alignment and to transfer each
4-ply module to the aluminum tool. Figure 4.2 shows the layup on the tool.
Each 4-ply module was preplied (vacuum bag).
3. Each 4 ply module was kept under vacuum bag pressure at room temperature
after being transferred to the aluminum tool until completion of 12 ply layup.
4. Using an .040 inch thick, rolled aluminum caul plate, each 12 ply shell
skin was cured in an autoclave using five ply of 181 style glass cloth as
bleeder (see Figure 4=4)• The cure schedule Nas
a. Vacuum — 29 inches of Hg minimum
b. Pressure — 100 psig autoclave (applied at 250 ±10F)
C.	 Heat at 250 f10F for 60 minutes, 3-5F/minute heatup rate
plus 6 hours at 275 ±1OF
cool to 160x', or lower, unbag and posteure (unrestrained)
16 hours at 275 ±10F
d.	 Lay out and trim individual parts using diamond coated
routing tool
4.1.5 BOLT RING SEGMENTS. The nine (9) bolt ring segments were fabricated on
steel tooling. Each segment was a 120 degree segment and 24 ply thick. Cure was
done in an autoclave. Flat two-ply modules were laid up and precompacted to yield
kits used in the layup of the bolt rings. The module sequence when laid up on the
tool is as shown in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-4. Illustration of Shell Skin Prepared for Cure
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Figure 4-5. Layup of Bolt Ring Segment
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A summary of the fabrication procedure for the bolt ring segments is pr
here.
1. The steel tool and caulplates were cleaned and working surfaces conditioned
with Frekote 33.
2. Two-ply modules were precompacted, 160 ^lOF, 15-20 minutes vacuum
plus 50 psig.
3. Pieces of 2-ply modules were cut to patterns and positioned on the tool
using a continuous overwrap of PVA to hold the layup in place.
4. The' layup was vacuum bagged, as necessary, to assist in forming the
prepreg to the tool.
5. After plying a total of 12 modules or 24 plies on the tool, the Modmor I/X-30
angle bolt ring layup was bagged ( see Figure 4-6) for autoclave cure with the
PVA wrap over last layer left intact. No bleeder was used since each two
ply module.
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6. Each bolt ring was cured while under full vacuum plus 100 psig (applied
at 240F), heated to 250 f10F and after being held for 60 minutes heated
to 275 f1 OF for 6 hours.
7. The temperature of the part was below 160F when the all-pressure was released.
8. All of the bolt rings were postcured 16 hours at 275 t10F.
A photograph showing cured bolt rings and bolt ring tooling is given in Figure 4-7.
Figure 4-7. Cured Bolt Rings and Tooling
4. 1. 6 "T" RING SEGMENTS. The six (6) "T" ring segments were fabricated
in 120° segments using steel tooling. The 24-ply invertfA "T" consisted of flat,
two-ply modules laid up on each half of the steel tooling and a cap section tieing
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Figure 4-8. "T" Ring Segment Layup
A summary of the fabrication procedure for the inverted "T" ring segments is
presented here.
The steel tools and caul plates were cleaned and working surfaces conditioned
with Frekote 33.
i
2.	 Layup 36-two-ply modules and precompact in six stackes, six :modules each,
i
at 160 ±10F, 15-20 minutes, vacuum bag plus 50 spig autoclave pressure.
k
3.	 Two-ply modules were cut and laid up on tool using a PVA overwrap to hold
them in place, layps were vacuumed, as necessary, to set the formed pieces
in place.
c 4-9
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4.	 After laying up the six, 2-ply modules on each tool half (web-flange areas),
the two sections were brought together and the cap base located in place.
( 5. Each inverted "T" ring segment was bagged for autoclave cure (Figure 4-9)
and cured while under full, vacuum plus 100 psig (applied at 240F), heated to
250 t10F and after being t ►eld, for 60 minutes heated to 275 :ElOF for 6 hours.
6. The temperature of the part was reduced to below 160E prior to release of
all pressure.
7. All of the ''T" rings were then postcured for 16 hours at 275 ^:10F. Each
was final trimmed using diamond coated cutting wheels.
NYLON BAG
1
VENT GLOTU
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Figure 4-9. Inverted "T" Ring Bagged for
Autoclave Cure
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4. 1. 7 "I " RING SEGMENTS. Three I-ring segments were fabricated as 120°
segments using basically the same procedure as used for the bolt ring and inverted
"T" ring. However, the degree of difficulty was greater for the "I" ring because of shape
configuration, particularly the forming of the web-flange areas.
A series of flat modules consisting of 2 and 3 plies were laid up and precompacted in an
autoclave using vacuum plus 50 psig, 160 f10F heat, and 15-20 minutes time interval.
The layup configuration is given in Figure 4-10. A summary of the fabrication procedure
used for the I-ring segments is presented here.
1. Steel tooling was cleaned and Frekote 33 release agent applied and baked
on at 300F.
2. Layup flat 12 two-ply modules and 4 three-ply modules and autoclave precompact
(160 t10F, 15-20 minutes, vacuum plus 50 psig).
3. From each precompacted module make kits.
4. For each of three ring segments, strips for web-flange areas were cut 6 inch
long and butt spliced on tool. Cap layups were continuous pieces.
5. During layup PVA tape was used to maintain proper fiber orientation :uid
configuration and vacuum bag pressure as necessary.
6. Each assembly was bagged for autoclave cure (Figure 4-11 and cured as follows:
Vacuum - 29 in. Hg (min )
Pressure - 100 psig (applied at 240F)
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Figure 4-10. Layup Configuration for the I-Ring Segments
Figure 4-11. I-Ring Segments Bagged for Autoclave Cure
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Heat at 250 t10F for 60 minutes, 3-5-
 F/minute heat-up rate
plus 6 hours at 275 jJOF
Cool to 160F, or lower, unbag and posteure (unrestrained) 16
hours at 275 flOF
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Figure 4-12. Cured Splice Angles on Steel Tool
4. 1. 8 RING SPLICE ANGLES AND STRAPS. Forty-five (45) assorted splice angles
fabricated using steel tooling similar to the bolt ring tooling and flat caul plates.
[	 The splice angles were made as multiple items (total of 12) on one tool and consisted{[	 of two, 6-ply modules that were autoclave-heat precompacted prior to layup. Each
splice angle was approximately 4, 5 inches long. A series of cured splice angles
unbagged after autoclave cure are shown in Figure 4-12. Also, a flat panel approxi-
mately 4. 5- x 10-inch was laid up and cured in an autoclave.
II
The basic layup kits were obtained for the splice angles, splice straps from the
21- x 38-inch flat layup shown in Figure 4-13. The various parts were laid up and
bagged for cure as illustrated in Figures 4-14, 4-15, and 4-16 using the standard
275F cure schedule for the X-30 resin matrix.
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Figure 4-13. Flat Layup and Kit Extraction
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Figure 4-1.1. Splice Angles
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Figure 4-17. Hub Channel Ring Layup
4.1.9 HUB CHANNEL RINGS. Two identical Modmor I/X -30 graphite/epoxy hub channel
rings were fabricated using steel tooling and a glass fabric reinforced TRV overpress.
Orientation was [0/+45. 5/0/-45. 5/0/901 3 .
Kits were made up using six flat two-ply modules, 33- x 18-inch. The 2-ply modules
were precompacted in an autoclave at 160 f10F for 15-20 minutes under vacuum bag
(25 in. Hg min.) plus 50 psig autoclave pressure.
€	 The precompacted, flat, 2-ply modules were cut up into kits of approximately 20°
segment strips and laid up on the steel tool (see Figure .}-17). Vacuum bag pressure
was used to preply the layups, but the PVA overwrap was still used primarily to
maintain the layup in place.
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The standard 275F cure and posteure was used for the X-30 resin matrix. The first
hub channel ring was damaged in attempting to remove it from the steel tool. This
difficulty waR due primarily to lack of any draft on the tool to minimize friction
between tool and cured graphite/epoxy part. Several thumb screw type fixtures
had to be made to remove the Modmor I/X-30 parts from the steel tool.
4.1. 10 Ili'B SIGNS AI\1) SPLICE STRAPS. This task consisted of fabricating 2
inner skin segments, 4 outer skin segments, and 4 splice straps using Modmor I/
X-30 graphite/epoxy prepreg. The basic fabrication steps were:
1. Prepare tools by cleaning and applying Frekote 33 release agent.
2. Layup flat, 6, two-ply modules approximately 50 x 29 inches.
3. Cut the si-x modules to make 180° inner skin segments, one layun for splice
straps, and two 180° outer skin segments.
4. Layup and bag segments for autoclave care (Figure 4-18) using 5 ply of
7781 style glass cloth as bleeder.
5. Run st:uudard 275F cure and postcure for X-30 epoxy resin.
6. Trim each segment to drawing dimensions using diamond coated cutting
tools
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Figure 4-18. Bagging Schematic for Hub Skins and Splice Straps
4. 1. 11 SUPPORT TEES AND ANGLES. This Lask consisted of dw fabrication of
32 assorted angles and tees using 'Modmor I/X-30 graphite/epoxy prepreg tapes.
The basic fabrication steps are as follows.
1. Prepare tool.
2. Layup flat, 2, six-ply modules 24 x 36 inches (see Figure 4-19).
3. Precompact each module in an autoclave at 160 t10F for 15-20 minutes
under vacuum bag (29 in. Hg) plus 50 psig pressure using 2 plys of 120 style
glass cloth as bleeder.
4. Cut the modules to form kits required to lay tip the different angles and tees.
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Figure 4-19. Layup Module for Angles and Tee's
5. Layup each part and bag for autoclave cure using PVA overwrap but no
bleeder (Figures 4-19, 4-20, 4-21, and 4-22).
6. Cure each part using standard 275F cure am i postcure.
7. Trim parts to net dimensions.
4. 1. 12 SPIDER LEGS. This task consisted of the fabrication of 4 identikal spider
legs using Modnior I/X-30 graphite/epoxy prepreg tapes. The basic fabrication
steps were as follows:
Prepare flat, picture-frame type aluminum tool.
2.	 Layup 4, flat, six-ply modules approximately 48 x 28.6 inches.
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iFigure 4-22. Modmor I/X-30 T Angle Layup
3. Precompact each module in an autoclave using vacuum (29 in. lig min. ) plus
50 psig autoclave at 160 t10F for 15-20 minutes.
4. Cut from each module two 20 x 26 inch rectangular with the 26-inch side
aligned 40-20 ft. to the 0° ply orientation.
5. Lay up the resulting 8 modules in tool using 4 plies of 7781 style glass
cloth as a bleeder/vent combination and bag for cure.
6. Run standard autoclave cure, vacuum bag (29 in. lig minute) plus
100 psig (applied at 240F) at 2-3° F/minute heatup rate to 250F for
60 minutes to 275F for 6 hours.
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07. Postcure 16 hours at 275F in air circulating oven.
8. Rough trim and final machine spider legs to drawing dimensions.
4.1.13 OTHER DETAILS. A series of low expansion, graphite/epoxy parts for
stable support structure of the GEMS prograni were made using ultra high modulus
GY-70 graphite fiber and the X-30 epoxy resin. These parts were used to provide
stable supports for the dilatometer mirrors used in the thermal expansion measure-
ment of the GEMS. The GY-70/X-30 was purchased in the form of prepreg flat sheets,
approximately 12 inclx;s wide by 45 inches long. The prepreg «vas bought to a
Convair material specification.
The layup procedure was essentially the same as those used for the Modmor I/X-30
graphite/epoxy parts, except only vacuum bag pressure (29 in. lig min. ) was used
during the 160 40F prebleed-precompaction.; and eight (8) plies at a time were laid
up using both aluminum and steel tooling. Except for one flat panel these parts
were angles approximately 4 inches long and consisting of layups oriented
[0/+45/90/-45] S(X) with symmetrical multiples (x) ranging from 1 to 3 of the basic
eight ply module. The parts were cured, were bagged and cured in an autoclave using
the same cure cycle used for the Modmor I/X-3 1J graphite/epoxy parts.
4.2 SUBASSEMBLIES
There are seven Modmor I/X-30 subassemblies for the GEMS structure. They are:
1. Three Bolt Rings
2. Two "T' Rings
3. Onc "I" Ring
4. One Secondary Mirror Support
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The 120° ring segments and the associated splice angles and straps were final
trimmed using diamond coated cutting tools. The ring frames were then subassembled
into complete rings in a common bench-top type subassembly fixture. Particularly
noteworthy during this and subsequent assembly operations was the excellent fit-up
of all the detail parts. Hysol EA-934 room temperature curing epoxy adhesive was
used to join the 120° ring segments. A minimum of twelve hours was allowed for
cure prior to removal of any subassembly from a fixture. The bonding of the details
to make the secondary mirror support subassembly is shown in Figure 4-23.
4.3 FINAL ASSEMBLIES
Upon completion of trim and bonding operations the graphite/epoxy components and
subassemblies were assembled using the relatively simple fixture shown in Figure 4-24.
The completed ring assemblies were installed in the final assembly fixture with six
locators per ring to assure concentricity and station plane location. Following this,
Figure 4-23. GEMS Secondary Mirror Support Subassembly
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Figure 4-24. Final Assembly Fixture
the 120° skin segments and the associated circumferential splice straps were installed
using an inflatable hose to apple bonding pressure. This operation proved to be very
simple, since the 1.52 mm (0.06 inch) thick skins were very compliant and precision
fit of the skin edges was not required with the strap type splice. The secondary
mirror support spider subassembly was then attached to the GEMS shell structure
(see Figure 4-25), maintaining the concentricity, parallelism, and spacing require-
ments of the hub relative to the base of the shell. The attachment of each spider leg
to the forward I-ring was designed to be tolerant of slight local misalignments to allow
accurate alignment of the hub. A view of the completed assembly is shown in
Figure 4-26.
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Figure I-25. Sccondan ,Mirror Spi(lc g r Support
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SECTION 5
TEST PROGRAM
5.1 STATIC TEST
	
5.1.1	 SUMMARY. Two static tests were sa'dsfactorily performed on the graphite/
epoxy metering shell (GEMS) assembly (72CO280). An axial load of 180 pounds was
applied in the forward direction to the secondary mirror support structure assembly.
A side load of 1,100 pounds was applied in the 180 0
 direction to the most forward
frame. These conditions respectively induced the limit load on the secondary mirror
support and the limit load intensities in the shell skin and the aft attachment flange.
Limit load was not exceeded to assure preservation of the specimen for thermal
expansion testing. Each test condition was run 5 times, and test data for each run are
presented herein.
	
5.1.2	 TEST SPECIMEN. The test specimen was the graphite/epoxy metering
shell assembly (72CO280) which was 2. 949 M (116. 1 inches) long and 1. 643 M (64. 68
inches) in diameter. The assembly consisted of a thin cylinder with 5 frames (72CO283)
along its length and a secondary mirror support structure assembly (72CO281) at the
forward end. Detail descriptions of the test specimen and its fabrication are presented
in Sections 3. 0 and 5. 0.
	
5.1.3	 TEST SETUP
5.1. 3. 1 Test Fixture. The test specimen was bolted to a 1. 5-inch thick steel base-
plate which was bolted to the 3-foot thick concrete floor of the test laboratory building
(Figure 5. 1-1). The 3/16 diameter bolts attaching the specimen tothe baseplate were
torqued to 20 inch-pounds plus running torque. The 180-pound axial load was reacted
by the trussed roof of the test laboratory building. The 1. 100-pound side load was
reacted by a vertical column which % p-as braced in two directions. The dead weight of the
5-1
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Figure 5. 1-1. Test Setup
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side-load hydraulic cylinder, load cell, and whiffle tree beams was relieved by el;istic
shock cord as shown in Figure 5. 1-2.
A flat steel plate applied the 180-pound axial load uniformly to the circular liub of the
secondary mirror support structure assembly. A thin aluminum strap was wrapped
lialf way around the specimen at the forward frame (from 270° , through 0° , to 90').
The two ends of the strap were beamed together, and the 1, 100-pound side load was
applied in tension to the beam (see Figure 5.1-2). Thin aluminum strap segments were
used as fillers between the frame and strap between the frame splices. All of these
straps «re held in place with double-faced tape.
5.1. 3. 2 Instrumentation. The test specimen was instrumented with 3 rosette and
16 axial strain gages. The locations of these gages are shown in Figure 5. 1-3. Two
deflection transducers were installed to measure the axial deflection of the secondary
mirror support structure hub and the side deflection of the forward frame.
A strain gaged load cell was attached to the piston rod of each hydraulic cylinder.
The output of the load cell Nms calibrated in pounds of load.
5. 1. 3. 3 Loading System, Pressure was applied to each hydraulic cylinder by a
portable hydraulic hand pump. Pressure was increased until the proper load tiers
indicated by the load cell.
5.1. 3.4 DaUi Recor(Ling System. Strain data were recorded on a high speed data
acquisition system which had a computer section to convert the raw data into engineering
units. Tabulated strain data in microinches per inch were furnished by a medium
speed printer.
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Figure 5. 1-2. Loading Cylinder Installations
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Figure. 5. 1-3. GEMS Strain Gage Locations
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5.1.4	 TEST CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES. The first test condition, a forward
axial load irss applied uniformly to the hub of the secondary mirror support structure
assembly.: The ,Lxial load was applied in five 36-pound load increments to 180 pounds,
and strain data were recorded at each increment. This condition \%-as applied 5 times.
For the second test condition, a side load was applied to the forward frame of the GEMS
assembly. The side load was applied in eleven 100-pound load increments to 1, 100
pounds, ,inJ strain data were recorded at each increment. This condition %%-as applied
5 times.
	
5.1.5	 TEST RESULTS. The test specimen successfully withstood the axial and
side load best runs. There was no evidence of any structural failure in the test specimen
or the gralihite/epoxy material. The deflection and strain data for the axial load test
runs are presented in Tables I through V. The deflection and strain data for the side
load test nuts are presented in Tables VI through X. The axial and side deflections
are identified as D1 and D2, respectively. The three rosette strain gages are designated
by the letter R NOth the letters A, B and C to identify the three elements. The A and C
elements ware oriented longitudinally and circumferentially, respectively. The B
element wa: oriented at 45° between the other two elements. Axial strain gages are
designated by the letter S.
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'I'ables I-V. Deflection and Strain Data for the Axial Load 1'est Runs
Table I
AXI	 L 36 LUS DATE:	 10	 /	 14	 / 14 TI14E- 1	 : 36	 5
FILE" : 4 RECORD: 3 CHANNFLS 386 THROUGH 413
CNNN
313 , , -2• Dl +• D2 +• -13• Si
390 — 52 -21• S3 +6• S4 +• S5
394 +2 • S6 -4 • 57 -6. 58 - 7. RRA
391 +• R10B +7• It11C -6. 512 -2• S13
1+02 +• R14A +4• 8158 +2- R16C -4• 517
40m -2. 518 +4. 419A +. R208 +2. R21C
41J 4- 522 +q- 523 -4. S24 +. S25
A> ► 	 L_ 12 L65 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIMES 7	 : 36	 45
FILE' it RECORD: 4 CHANNELS 38b THROUGH 413
CHAN
38o -4• D1 +• 02 +. -23• S1
390 +• 52 -11. 53 +29. 54 -2. 55
344 -4. 56 +• 57 -w. S8 -2• R9A
395 -2• R10B +4• R11C -2. 512 -2• S13
402 +4e R14A +2• R15B +2- 1416C -4• S1_7
4a;, +. S18 +29 R19A +16• R208 +- R21C
41. 12. 522 +1h• 523 +2. 524 +2• S25
AXIAL 108 LES	 DATE: LO	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 7	 : 31	 :	 35
FTLE : 4 RECORD= 5 CHANNELS 386	 THROUGH 413
C!iAN
3130 -7. D1 -• D2 +. -34. 51
39d +2• S2 -13• S3 +30. 54 +. 55
394 +. 56 -2. 57 +2. 58 -7• R9A
398 +. R10B +7. R11C +16. 512 -2• S13
4j);-', +9- R14A +. R 15 +2• R16C -4• S17
416 6 +. 518 +. R1-)A -L• R208 -2• P21C
41A +2. 522 +15. 525 +. 524 +4• S25
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Tables I-V. Deflection and Strain Data for the Axial Load Test Runs
Table I
t,X I	 L 36 LUS DATE: 10 /	 14 / 74 TIME: 7	 : 36	 5
FILE 4 RECORD: 3 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
3£3:) -2 • D1 +. D2 +. -13 • S1.
390 +• S2 -21. S3 +60 S4 ++. 55
394 +2. S6 -4. 57 -6. 58 -7• RQA
398 +• R10B +7. R11C —6• S12 -2- S13 i
402 +'• R14A _+4• R158 +2. R16C -40 S17
y
40 -2• S18 +4• R19A + - R20B +2• RL1C
41 v! +. 522 +9. 523 -4- 524 + S25
AX :E, L. 72 LEIS DATE: 10 /	 14 / 74 TIME: 7	 = 36	 45
FILE ! 4 RECORD.: 4 CHANNELS 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -4• D1 +• 02 +. -23• S1
390 +• S2 -11• 53 +20• 54 -2- S5
394 -4- 56 +• 57 -4. S8 -2 • R9A
33(3 -2• R10B +49 R11C -2. 512 -2• S13
W2 +4• R14A', +2• R158 +2• R16C -4• S17
40 t +. S18 +2 • R19A +16. R208 +- R21C
q 2• S22 +16- S23 +29 S2'E +2• S25
AXIAL 108 LLS	 DATE: 10 /	 14 / 74 TIME: 7	 _ 37 s	 35
FILE : 4 RECORD= 5 CHANNELS 386	 THROUGH 413
C H Ate
38 '.) -'7 • D1 - • D2 +0 -34. S1
390 +2. 52 -18. 53 +30• S4 +•. S5
394 +-, S6 -29 57 +2• 58 -7•. R9A
398 +. 1310B +7. R11C +16• 512 -2•, 513
4j) 2 +99 R14A +. R15B +2. R16C •4• S17
406 +• SIB +. R19A -2 R208 -2• R21C,
410 +2 522 +16• S23 +, 524 +49 S25
k
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Table Is Contd
'XIAL 144 LBS DATE: 10	 /	 1.4 74 TIME: 36	
lid
FILE'- 4 RECORD: 6 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
CiiAN
38o -9- D1 D2
+:
_qj. 51
39 #A +2. 52 -13* b3	 +41 S4 *2o
55
3914 40 56 -2. 57 +c). ss +25• R9A
394 +9 R10B +Is R11C -90 S12 +• S13
1 102- +4, R14A +2. R15B +7* R16C -6. 517
416 tj -2. 518 +2• R10 -2- R20B +* R21C
1410 +2- S22 +2- S2J +- S24 +6- 529
A)(I.1L I q O LBS	 DATE: 10	 /	 14 74 TIME% 7	 : 35	 45
FILE : 4 RECORG: 7 CHANNELS 386	 THROUGH
413
CiiAN
38 ti -12- 01 -- D2
+
 
5+3:
-55. 51
390 +. 52 -50• S3 54
+. S5
39 1 1 -2. 56 -2* 57 -27@ 58 -7- R9A
39 6 -2 • ;ililB +4. R11C -6o. S12 -40 513
40.? +2- H111A 17o Klt)B +2@ Rlt)C -5. S17
14 0 u, +• 1118 F4• R19A +- R208 -2- R21C
41 J -t	 - •2Z +14 • 'i23 -2- S2 4 +4- 525
OP	 p
Pooi Qtj 4(;v
4Lri,..
., AV
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Table II
AXIt,L ZERO DATE : 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME* 7	 : 39	 i	 37
FILE : 'j RECORDi 3 CHANNELS 38o THROUGH 413
CHAN
3a6 -2• Dl +• 02 +• +2• S1
39a +4. 52 ^-2. 53 -2. 54 +• S5
394 -4• S6 +4• S7 -27• S8 -4• R9A
398 +. R108 +4. R11C -2. 512 -2• S13
402 -2• R14A + - R15R +2• R16C -4• S17
406 +• SIB +2• H 19A +11• R208 +! R21C
410 +• 522 +6. 523 -2. S24 +13. 525
AXI?^L 36 LBS R2 DATE 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIMES 7 41	 5b
FILE : 4 RECORD: j CHANNELS 38b THROUGH 413
CHAN
366 -3• D1 02 +• -9. Si
390 +2 • $2 -'l. 53 +6. S4 +-2 • S5
394 +. 56 +2 • 57 -2- SS + 1 • R9A
398 -4• R10B +2• R11C -6. 512 +• S13
482 +•. R14A -2• R15B + - R16C -4• S1/
40u +• 518 +2. R19A -2• R206 +2• R21C
41d +. 522 +16. 523 -13. 524 +:4 - S25
AXIAL 72	 L13S R2 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 ! 7 1 1 TIME: 42	 38
FILE : 4 RECORD:	 10 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 - 4• D1 +. 02 +. -20• S1
39d +. S2 -23. 53 +20• S4 -2• S5
394 +• 56 -2. 57 +2• S8 r• R9A
3q3 +. R18B +4. H11C -4. 512 +• S13
402 +4. R1 11A +49 Rl5B +2• R16C 517
4d c, +. SIB +2• K19A +23• 8208 +4. R21C
410 -6. 522 +16. 523 -18. 524 +4. 525
GRJGNAL PAGE IS
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Table 11, Contd
AXIAL 108 LBS R2 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 7	 : 43	 21
FILE : 4 RECORD: 11 CHANNELS 38b THRO U GH 413
0 &AN
38 ti, -7. U1 -• 02 +. -37• S1
39id +2• 52 -23. 53 +30• 54 -4• 55
394 +2. 56 +• 57 +6• S8 -70 R9A
398 -7- RldB +7. R11C +9. S12 -2. 513
4d2 +2• H14A +11• R15B +4. R10C -4. 511
y df , +. S18 +4• R 19A +16- R20B +4. R21C
41d +. S22 +15. 523 -2 • S24 +2•, S25
AXIAL 144 LBS R2 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 7_ 44	 12
FILE: 4 RECORD: 12 CHANNELS 385	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -9. 01 • 02 +. -41. 51
39d +• 52 -23. 53 +37- S4 +• 55
394 +2. bb -2- S7 +,I. 58 -9- R9A
39B -I- H10B +4• K11C +13- S12 -2• Si3
482 +2- H14A -I- R15B +2- R16C -2• S17
4du -2- 518 +7• R19A -2• R20R +14• R21C
41d +. 522 +2- 523 -99 524 +•, S25
AXIIL 140 LBS R2 DATE: 10	 /	 14 74 TIME: 7	 : 44	 44
FILE : 4 RECORD:	 13 CHANNELS 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
38 t -12• 01 -- D2 +. -55. 51
398 +2- S2 -320 53 +51. 54 -2- S5
394 +• 56 -2. 57 +2• S8 -2- R9A
:598 -4- R10B +2. R11C +4• S12 +• S13
402 -49 R14A +4. R15B +4• R16C -y. 517
+06 -4. 518 +2• H19A +259 R20B +4• M21C
4+10 -2• S22 +28• S23 +- 524 -16• S25
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Table Ill
AXIAL ZERO DATE: 10	 /	 14 / 74 TINE: 7	 : K5	 :	 10
FILE : 4 RECORD: 14 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
38 t -2• 01 +• D2 ♦• +2. 51
390 -9. 52 +• 53 -4• S4 +• S5
39 11 -a• 56 -2. 57 -2• S8 +18. R9A
398 +• R10B +• R11C -6• S12 +• 513
1,62 -4. H14A +2• R16B +• R16C +. S17
40 J +• S18 +2• H19A +16• R20B +2• R21C
410 42. 522 +11• S21 -6• S24 +• 525
AX1 4 L 56 LES R3	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 7	 : 45	 :	 57
F T1_f S 4 RECORD: 15 CHANNEL".) 386 THROUGH 413 -
CHAh
it; -2• D1 -• D2 +. -9. 51
390 4. S2 -L1. 53 +11. 54 -2. 55
39 .1 -,,_o• S6 -2• S7 -29• 58 -a• R9A
39.; t. R10B +49 R11C -9• S12 -6• S13
a 0? t. R14A +11. 8158 +• R16C +2• S17
40o +• 518 +2• R1-)A +309 R2dB +2• R21C
41d -2• S22 +16• S23 -20. S24 +• S25
AXIAL 72 LES R3	 DATE: 1.0	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 7	 . 46	 24
FILE : 4 RECORD: 16 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
Ci,AN
380 -5• 01 +• D2 -18• S1
)9 0 +4• S2 -11• S3 +20. 54 +2• S5
394 +• 56 +116 S7 +4•. 58 -11• R9A
398 -i. :18B -2• R11C -6• S12 -4• S13
.+N1 + • R14A +2• R1'_)B +2 • R16C -40 517
1410r, f. Sla +29 R19A + - R20B +2• R21C
410 +. 522 +y• S23 -4 • S24 + • S25
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Table III, Contd
AXIAL 108 LBS R6	 DATE: 10	 /	 14 / 74 TIME: 7	 : 47	 b
FILE : 4 RECORD: 17 CHANNELS 38b THROUGH 413
CHA N
386 -7. D1 -• D2 +. -32• S1
390 +2• S2 -11. 53 +32. 54 +• S5
394 +• S6 -2• S7 +4• S8 +42•, R9A
3913 + 2• H10B +2 • R11C - b• S12 +•, $13
402 -6• H14A +2•. R15B +7. R16C -6•, $17
406 -2. 518 +2• R19A -2• R20B -29 R21C
410 +2• S22 +69 S23 -2• S24 +2• S25
AXI^L 144 LBS R3	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 7,4 TIME: 7	 : 47	 39
FILE : 4 RECORD: 13 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
38b -10• D1 +• 02 +• - 4 6. 51
390 +2. 52 -23• S3 +41. 54 +• 55
394 +• Sb -2. 57 - 9• S8 +• R9A
398 +• R10B +2• R11C +2• S12 +2• S13
402 +• H14A -2• R15B +2• R16C -4. 517
406 -2• S18 +2• R19A +7• R20B +• R21C
6	 410 +• S22 +2. 523 -4•. 524 -11^ 525
AXIAL 180	 LBS	 R3	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: !	 : 48	 6
FILE: it RECORD: 1^ CHANNELS 38b THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -12• U1 -• D2 +. -55• S1
390 +• 52 -35. S3 +46• S4 -2• S5
394 +4• S6 -6• S7 -23. 58 -14• K9A
398 -9• R10B +2• R11C -6• S12 - 4• S13
402 -2• R14A +140 R15B +4. R16C -49 S17
406 -4• S18 +7• F19A +. R20H +7• R21C
b	 410 -4• S22 +16. 523 -4• S24 +29. 525
PAOEjg	 5-12p FIG S QU ms-30
Table IV
AXIAL ZERO DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 7	 : 49	 2
FILE : 4 RECORD: 20 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
C:IAN
386 -2 • D1 +• D2 +• +2• ^ l
390 +-2. 52 +•. S3 +. S4 +• 55
394 +• 56 +11• S7 +2•, S8 +42• R9A
39 8 +. R108 +2. R11C -2t S12 +2. 513
402 -2• R14A +2• R15B +2! R16C -4t 517
406 -20 S18 +2•. R19A +29 R208 #-2•. R21C
410 -2• S22 +11•. S23 -4• S24 -9. 525
AXIAL 36 LESS R4	 DAtE: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 7	 t 49	 38
FILE : 4 RECORD: 21 CHANNELS 386	 THROUGH 413
C - iAN
386 -2• D1 -• D2 +• -110 S1
590 +2• 52 -4. 53 +11. 54 +. 55
394 -9. 56 +9. S7 +2• S8 +359. R9A
398 +. R10B -2• R11C -11• S12 -2•. 513
'402 -6• R14A +2 9 R15B +. R16C -6• S17
406 -6 • 513 +2• R19A - 4• R20B +11 • R21C
{	 410 +2. 522 +13• S23 -16! S24 -13• S25
AXIAL 72 LEIS R4	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 14 TIME: 7	 : 50	 20
FILE : 4 RECORD: 22 CHANNELS 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -4• D1 -• D2 +. -25. 51
390 +2. 52 -14. 53 +20• S4 -2. 55
394 -2. 56 -2. 57 +• 58 -,)• R9A
i98 +. R10B +4. R11C +9. 512 -2. 513
402 +13• R14A +• R159 +2• R16C -6• S17
4db +. 518 +• R19A -4• R20B +2! R21C
41 d +• 522 +9. 523 +40. S24 +2•1 S25
..
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Table IV, Contd
5
AXIAL 108 LBS R4	 UATE:	 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: /	 : 50	 54
FILE : 4 RECORD: 23 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 —7- D1 + • 02 + : -30- S1
390 -7. 52 -1d• 53 +32•, S4 — 55
394 +. S6 —4. 57 +4. 58 —lie R9A
398 —4. R10B +. R11C —1+- 512 —2o S13
402 +2• R14A +• R15B +4• R16C -4. 517
406 +. 518 +4• R19A +7• R248 +• R21C
410 -2• 522 +13- S23 -2•. 524 +. S25
AXIAL 144 LBS R4	 DATE: 10 /	 14 / 14 TIME: I	 : 51	 22
FILE : 4 RECORD: 24 CHANNELS 35o	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -•• Dl -• D2 +• -46• S1
390 +2• S2 -21• S3 +39• `34 +• 55
394 +. Sb +4. S7 -13• S8 +32• R9A
398 +. R10B — R11C -14• S12 +2. 513
41e2 -6- R14A +4•. R15B +29 R16C -6. $17
406 -4..518 +20 R19A +32• R206 +4. R21C
410 -2• S22 +18! S23 +• S24 -16• S25
AXIAL 180	 LBS R4	 DATE: 10	 /	 1.4	 / 74 TIME: 7 51	 49
FILE : 4 RECORD: 25 CHANNELS	 366	 THROUGH 413
01AN
386 -12 • D1 + • 02 ♦•. -5c3 • S1
390 +. S2 -32. 53 +41. 54 +. S5
39 1 1 +6. 56 —4. 57 -27o. 58 -14• R9A
39b +2• R10B +2• R11C -11. 512 +• 513
402 +29 R14A +4• R15B +4• R16C -4o. $17
406 +2. 518 +4• R19A +4• R20B +2! R21C
4116 +. S22 +16•. S23 -9• S24 12• 525
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Table V
AXI,^L ZERO	 DATE:	 L0 /	 14 /	 l4	 TIME:	 1 %	 52 :	 27
FILE%	 it	 RECORD:	 26	 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
C' IAN
386	 —2• 01	 02	 +.	 —2• S1
39 id	 + • S2	 —2 • S3	 +. 54	 + • S5
r	 394	 +. S6	 +• S7	 -6. 58	 —2 R9A
3913	 — 4• R100	 +49 R11C	 — 6. 512	 —2. 515
402	 t• R14A	 +iso R158	 —2• R16C	 —6• 517
5	 406	 -2• 518	 +2. R19A	 - 4. R20B	 -4- R21C
41d	 + • S22	 +13 • S25	 f 2 • S24	 + • 525
AXIAL 36 LBS R5	 DATE:	 10 /	 14 /	 14	 TIME:	 /	 53	 8
FILE=	 if	 RECORD:	 ,?1	 CHANNELS 386 THROUGil 413
C IAN
38b -2• D1 - 02 +• -11. 51
390 +2. 52 -21 - S3 +11. 54 +• 55
394 -2. 56 - 20• S7 + - 58 +42• R9A
19; t - R10B -2• R11C -11• S12 t. 513
4d2 -9• R14'. +. 1415B +4• R1bC -4• 511
406 +. S18 42• Rl9A +2J• H206 +• IR 21C
41a -2• 522 +16• S2 i - 2• S24 -11• S25
AXIAL 72 LBS R5	 DATE - 10	 /	 is 74 TIME: "	 . 53	 36
FILE : 4 RECORD: 28 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
C; IAN
386 —S• D1 +• 02 +• -lid• S1
390 -'a• S2 —23• S3 +16. 54 t• 55
394 t. S6 +• S7 r. 58 —7• R9A
398 +. RIOB +2• R11C -2• S12 +. S13
n0 '2 +• R14A +2. 8158 +2• R16C -2. 517
406 -2• S18 +2• R19A -4• R208 +4. H21C
410 — 6. S22 +16• S23 —2. 524 +6. 525
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Table V, Contd
h
AXIAL 108 LBS R5	 DATE:	 10	 /	 14	 / 14 TIME: !	 : 54
	 3
F ►LE : 4 RECORD: 2L) CHANNELS '86 THROUGH 413
r"4AN
38ti -7• 01 •• D2 +• -34• S1
390 +2. 52 -16. 53 +3d• 54
+• 55
394 -69 S6 57 -6• SS -11+• R9A
396 +. RidR R11C -3.10 Sit +2. 513
402 +. R14A +18• R158 +2• R16C -6• S17
406 -2• S18 +2• R19A +30• R208
+4. R21C
410 t. 522 +ld• 523 -4. 524
+4. 525
AXIAL 144 LBS R5	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / (4 TIME: i	 : 5'+	 30
F ILF S 4 RECORD: id CHANNELS 386	 TAROUGri 1413
f',IAN
390 +2. 52 -39. 53 +34• '^4 +•
55
1 , )-+ -4• S6 -29 S7 +13• S8 +16• R9A
3),_; +9. R 1 0f3 -4• R 11C -i.l• S1:' +2. 513
+d } -2. R14A +4•, H15B f 4. R10C -6. S17
48u 8 +2•. R14A t4. R2idB +40 R21C
-^a• 1.324 + • 125
AXI:%L 190 LBS R5	 DATE: 18 / tif TIME: 7	 : 56	 21
FILE : 4 RECORD: 31 CHANNELS	 386 THROUGH 413
C +AN
388 -12• D1 +• D2 +. —34. S1
390 +4• S2 -46• S3 +4d• S4
r. S5
394 +• S6 -4. 57 +6. 58 -11•
R9A
398 +2• R10B +2 • R11C -6. 512
+. 513
482 t2. R14A +7• R15B +7• R16C S1J
480 +• Sld +4• R14A + 7. R2dB +^ • 421C
4110 -7. 522 +1()- 523 -4• 524 +^• S25
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Table V, Contd
I
AXIAL FINAL ZERO	 DATE
FILE :	4	 RECORD:
CHAN
386 -2• D1
390 -2 • 52
394 +. S6
398 +. R1dB
402 -2• R14A
'406 -2• S18
410 +2 • S22
10	 /	 14	 i 14 TIME: /	 : 56	 :	 16
32 CHAr4NELS 386 THROUGH 413
-• D2 +. -2• 51
+• 53 +- 54 -2. 55
+. S7 -4• S8 +11• R9A
+• R11C -y• 512 -2• S13
+• R159 +2• R16C •4. 511
+2• R19A -4• R20B -2• R21C
+. S23 +• S24 +• S25
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Tables N'1-X, Deflection wid Strain Data for the Side Load Test Rims
Table VI
-7
SIDE LD 100a R1	 DATE:	 10	 /	 14	 / 7if TIME: 4	 t y	 1	 21
FILE : 113 RECORD: 3 CHANNELS 365 THROUGH '+1 3
CHAN
38b -• D1 +3• D2 +- +2- S1
390 42• S2 -11• S3 +be 54 '► - S5
394 r- S6 +4• 57 +4- `,8 i	 ? e R9A
398 +2. 8108 +l- R11C -2d• S12 +b• 513
402 +6- R14A +2- R158 +11- R16C -13. 517
406 +4. 518 - 7• R 19 A +4- R29B ► f• R21C
410 +2. 522 -6. 523 +6. 52 ,► -32. 525
SIDE LD 200 9 R1	 DATE: 10 /	 14	 / 7 1 6 TIME: 9	 : 9	 10
FILE : 5 RECORD: 4 CHANNELS 38b	 THROUGH 113
CHAN
389 +- D1 +9. 02 +• +20 S1
390 +?- 52 -21 • 53 +ti• S4 +. S5
394 -2 • S6 +o • 57 + 141* S8 +16o R9A
393 +Ye R10B +14• RlI C -.!3• 51e , +16• 511
402 +^§* R14A +21• H158 + RlbC -li e 517
406 +6• S18 -4- R 19 +,• t21dB +`)• 1421C
III +. S22 +4- 523 j2,# -16- 525
STUE LD 3209, R1	 DATE: L8	 /	 14	 / fit TIME: 8	 t 4	 54
FILE : 5 RECORD: 5 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
CiIAN
38b •• D1 +14• 02 +- +4- S1
398 +7- S2 -18- S3 +16- S4 +2• S5
394 +2- S6 +11. 57 +43- Sd +18• R9A
398 +11- R10B +14• R11C -25• 51:' +:.'8- 513
402 + 58• R14A +102#, H15B +329 R16C -210 517
4do +11. 518 -4• H19A +25- R2 0 B +7• R21C
410 +2- S22 +2• S23 +13- 524 -lt4• S25
ORIGINAL: PAGB I$
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'Fable VI, Contd
SIDE LD 400 4 R1	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 14 TIME: 8	 t 10	 t	 37
FILE S 5 RECORD: 6 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -• Dl +19• D2 +• +2• S1
390 +4• S2 -25• S3 +19• S4 +2. 55
394 -2. 56 -6• S7 +52. 58 +14. R9A
19a +16- R10B *28• R11C -25• S1: +30. 513
1 +02 +41• R14A +60• R15B +42• R16C -32• $17
:105 +11• S18 -4•. R19A +18• R208 +7- R21C
410 *• 522 +2. 523 +23• S24 -55• S25
SIDE LD 5000 R1	 DATE: 10	 /	 ) 4 	 / 74 TIMES 8 11	 17
FILE : `.i RECORD: 7 CHANNELS 38b THROUGH 413
C 14AN
38b -•. D1 +25- 02 +• +4• Sl
390 +2. 52 -25. 53 +25. 54 +4• S5
394 -4• S6 -4. 57 +71. 58 +30- R9A
198 +18• R10B +35• R11C -25. $12 +34. $13
402 +51• R14A +b8• Ml'.-)B +56•, R16C -34o 517
406 +18. 518 -4• R19A +16. R20B +7. R21C
;410 -2 • 522 +2 • 523 +27• S2 4 ► -64- $25
SIDE	 LD 6004 Rl	 DATES 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 8	 : 11	 t	 51
FILE : 5 RECORD: 8 CHANNELS 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -• 01 +30-. 02 +. +• 51
390 +2•. 52 -37- S3 +27. 54 +4. 55
39,1 +2. S6 +4. 57 +82. 58 +37• R9A
396 X18. 8108 +42• R11C -18. 512 +34• 513
402 *58• R14A +74- R15B +63• H16C -48• S17
406 +20• 518 -7. H19A +44• H28B +7• R21C
,•10 -6• 522 +6• 523 +12. 52+ -74• S25
5-19
Table VI, C'untd
SIDE LD 700u R1 UATE: 10	 /	 14 /	 14 TIME 8	 = 12	 29
FILF: RECORD= CHANNELS	 38b THROUGH 413
C.
386 -• D1 +37. 02 +• +2. 51
S y r! S2 -37. 53 +34. 54 +49 S5
39 1 + -4• S6 -'a• 57 +92• 58 +32• R9A
398 +23• R1A8 *51! R11C -43• S12 +53• S13
402 + 12• R14A +89• R15B +72• R16C -510 S17
40o +`7• S18 -4• Rl'4A +14• R20B + 7. R21C
..&14 +• S22 +4• ')23 +3 2. 524 -l86• 525
SIDE LD 8 0 0 33 Hl DATE:	 • 10 /	 14 /	 74 TIME: 8 13	 S
FILE: 5 RECORD: 10 CHANNELS	 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
38b -• D1 +42• D2 +. +49 S1
39.1 +7• S2 -3.33• S3 +39- 54 +64 S5
39 1+ +4• S6 -2• S7 t103. S9 +51• R9A
398 +28• R10B +56• R11C -43. 512 +5S• $13
40.? +81• R14A +lda• R15B +869 R1bC -60• 517
41d6 +32• $18 -70 R11A +23• R2d13 +2• R21C
4 114 -6• 522 +49. $23 +3-1. $24 -ldd• S25
SIDE LD 9000 H1 DATE: 18	 /	 14 /	 /4 TIME1 6	 1 13	 41
FILE: 5 RECORD 11 CHANNELS	 38b THROUGH 413
C4i^N
3.136 - • D1 +47• 02 +• +• S1
390 +2. 52 -44. 53 +03. 54 +4• S5
39'+ +6• S6 - 4• S7 +153. 58 +56• H9A
3gt3 +.i5• RIJS +65• R11C -32• 51Z +boo S15
402 +93• R14A +111• R156 +910 H1bc -67. 517
1406 +34• X13 - 7- 1?19A +11. R20B +7. 421C
<<ld -4• 522 +6• S23	 1 +34. S2 .1 -1186 525
5-20
Table VI, Contd
SIDE LD 10160" R I	 DA rE : 18	 / 14	 /	 7 81 T 1 Kz F : 8	 1 14	 :	 24
FILE : 5 RECORD: 12 CHANNELS	 38o THROUGH 4+13
CHAN
38b -• D1 +54• 02 t• f2• S1
393 +2• S2 -56• S3 +55. 54 +6. 55
394 +4• S6 -6. 57 +156. 58 +88• R9A
398 +i9• R108 +74. R11C -62• 512 +61•. $l.1
482 +ld4o R14A +128 R158 +10 f• R16C -76t 511
406 +37• 518 -7• R19A +21• R2dA +4•, R21C
410 +. S22 + • 52 i +50 • S24 -13')•, 525
SIDE LD 11009 R 1	 DATE i 10	 / 14	 /	 7 t4 TIME: 8	 : 14	 5;1
FILF : 5 RECORD: 13 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 — D1 +bd ► D2 +• -2. 51
390 +l• 52 -56• S3 +60. 54 t6• S5
394 +4. 56 -13-. 57 +174. 58 +SGT R9A
398 +46• R10B +840 H11C -60. 512 +83. 51.3
482 +10 )• R14A +1112• R1 )B +114• R16C -81 - 517
40u +43• S18 -1. H19A +25• 8203 +7•, R21C
410 + . S22 +4. 523 +58• 524 -152• 521).
5-21
Table VII
SUI f LD Z1-- R0 DATE:	 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 8	 : 16	 i	 S
FILE: 5 RECORD: 14 CHANHEL5 386 THROUGH 413
CiIAN
31so -• 01 +3• D2 +• +2• S1
390 +7. 52 -7. S3 +2• S4 +• S5
394' ► o• S6 +6• S7 -2• S8 +329 R9A
398 +• R106 -2• R11C	 -13• S12 +. S13
482 - )• R14A - -)• R15B +. 1416C -') - S17
406 +6. 518 -4. R14A +90 R2d9 +7. R21C
410 +• 522 +6. 523 -2. 524 +• S25
SIDE LD 1000 K2	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 111 TIME: b	 : 16	 52
F fLE : 5 RECORD: i5 CHANfJELS 586	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -• 01 +49 D2 +• +2• S1
3916 -?• 52 -14. 53 +6• S4 +• S5
394 -Z• S6 +2. 57 +. 58 +2• R9A
396 +2• R1dB i4• H11C -23. 512 +99 S13
40 1
-2. R14A 12• R15B +9. R16C -19. 517
4V-) +6• Sidi —a• R19A +2• R208 +9• R21C
4116 +. 522 +2. 523 +6• S24 -279 525
SIDE LD 2d0a R2	 GATF: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIMES 6	 : 17	 53
FILE$ 5 RECORD: 16 CHANNELS 586	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -• Di +10• 02 +. -2• S1
390 +4. 52 -21. 53 +6. 54 +• S5
394 ♦• 56 +. 57 +27. 58 +42• R9A
198 +7• H109 +9• K11C -30• S12 +139 S13
402 ► 2• H14A +16• R15B +15• R1bC -25. 517
4176 +11. 518 -9• R19A +14• R206 +99 R21C
.410 * • 522 -4- S23 +11 • 524 -27• S25
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Table VII, Cmtd
SIDE LD 3J0 N R2	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 5	 : 20	 32
FILE: 5 RECORD: 17 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
'66 +- D1 +16• 02 +- r. S1
390 +2. 52 -30- 53 +13. 54 +• S5
594
—2. 56 +. $7 +39. 58 +16- R9A
393 +•4- 8108 +18• R11C -39. 512 +20- 513
1 102 +25- R14A + 5 1 • 8 156 +30- H16C -25- 511
406 +16. 518 -4- H 19A +4- R20B +• R21C
41 d +- 522 4 • S23 +20 • S24 - 1+4 • S25
SIDE LD 400a R2	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 8	 : 21	 24
FILE= 5 RECORD: 18 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 +- D1 +le- D2 +- +2- S1
3916 +- 52 -28- S3 +23. 54 +2. 55
394 +2- S6 +- S7 +55- 58 +25-, R9A
346 +14- R108 +25- R11C -36• 512 +270, 513
'+82 +;7. R14A +42- R15B +3,)- R16C -349 517
40b +180 S18 -90 R19A +35- R2d8 +9• R21C
'+18 +- S22 +4. 523 +20. 524 -48. 525
SIDE LD 500a R2	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME= 3	 : 22	 16
FILE : 5 RECORD: 19 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
33 t +- D1 +25• D2 +• +2- S1
390 1-2- S2 -35. 53 +25. 54 +4- S5
394 +2. 56 +2- S7 +71. 58 +30- R9A
398 +139 R106 +35- R11C -31. 512 +41- S13
402 +55- R14A +56- R1`)B +'j1- R16C -46• 517
406 +23- 518 — 'a• RI9A +44. R206 +7• R21C
410 -6. 522 +69 S23 +23. 52 4 —67. 525
5-23
'1'able X'TT, Contd
SIDE LD 6004 R2	 DATE: 10	 /	 14 / 74 TIME: 8	 : 22	 53
FILE: 5 RECORD: 1'0 CHANNELS 386 TFIROUGH 413
CiAAN
386 -- D1 +31- D2 +. +. S1
390 +4. 52 -35. 53 +32. 54 +N. SS
394 +29 S6 -2. 57 +87. 58 +S5- R9A
196 +23• R18B +44- R11C -4h- 512 +44. $13
402 +9do H14A +67. R15B +67. R1uC -48• 511
406 +27• 518 -11• R 19A +11- 8208 R21C
410 +- 522 *6- S23 +34. S2'+ S25
STDF. LD 7004 R2	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIMFS b	 : 23	 :	 28
FILE= 5 RECORD: 21 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
5
C ,AAN
38b - - 01 +319 02 +. +2• S1
390 +2- S2 -370 S3 +37• S4 +4- S5
394 +2• S6 -2. 57 +183• S8 +1+2• R9A
39B +25• R10B +49• R11C -53. 512 +46. 513
402 +74. R14A +79. R 15B +72• R16C -550 Si?
413b +32. 518 -9. H19A +11• R2dH +7. R21C
410 +• $22 -11• X23 +3,)• 524 -97. 525
SIDE LD 8004 R2	 DATE: 10	 /	 14 /	 74 TIME: 8 24
FILE: RECORD: 22 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
C Hi,N
586 - • +1+2• 02 +. +2- S1
390 -2. 52 -42. 53 +41- S4 +h- 55
394 +2• S6 -6• S7 +117• S8 +42- R9A
398 +3o• RJOB +96- R11C - 6 0- S12 ;5 0. 513
4162 +/4. R14A +105. R158 +61- R1bC -b4. S17
'+043 +.57• S18 -7. R1 y A +1'*- R208 + 7. H21C
410 -6 • 522 +6. S23 +43 • S2^t -104- 525
,+
5-24
'fable VII, Contd
SIDE LD 9604 H2 DATE: 1N	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 8	 : 2 4 	:	 35
FILE : 5 RECORD: 23 CHANNELS 38u THROUGH '+15
CHAN
386 -• D1 +48. 02 +• +2• S1
396 +2• S2 -44• S3 +44. 54 +4• 55
394 +2• S6 -c,• S7	 +124•, S8 +74• R9A
398 +30• R10B +65. _RlIC -4S0 S12 +62• 513
402 +102• R14A +101& R158 +919 R1bC -71. 517
406 +394 518 -9 • R19A +18 • R20B +11 • H21C
410 + • S22 -11 • 523 +50 • S24 -125 • S25
SIDF LD 10004 R1 DATE: 10	 /	 1.4	 / 14 TIME: 8	 : 25	 6
FILE : 5 RECORD: 24 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 - - 01 +,4. 02 +. +2• S1
^9d +2. 52 -44• S3 +55• S4 +6. 55
394 +6• S6 -6. 57 *15t-)• S8 +51• R4A
398 +44. 8108 +72. R11C -66• 512 +69•_ S13
462 +111 • H 14A +1 ?'%• R1=>B +107• R16C -749* 517
5	 40t, +59. 518 -7• R19A +219 R20B +! R21C
41 H +. 522 -6 • 523 +53 • S24 -139o. 525
SIDE LD	 11004 R2 DATE: 10	 / 14	 /	 74 TIME: 5	 : 25	 44
FILE= 5 RECORD: 25 CHANNELS	 38G THROUGH 413
CHAN
38u +• 01 +60• 02 +• +2• S1
390 t. 52 -53. 53 +629 S4 +6. 55
394 +• 56 -11. 57 +163• S8 +53• H9A
398 +46• RldB +79• R11C -7:- :- 12 +91. 513
402 +101• R14A +142• H 1 5 F1 +114•__R16C -76• 517
';N6 +33• S1,3 -7. HJVA +25• 8208 +4•. R21C
410 +. S22 -4 • 523 +580 $24 - l'j2• 525
5-25
Table VIII
SIDE LD ZERO DATE:	 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 8	 : 26	 :	
25
FILE : 5 RECORD: 26 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH
413
CHAN
386 +• D1 +4• 02 +•
+• S1
390 +2• 52 -30. 53 -2• 54
-2•, 55
394 -2• S6 +• 57 -2`>• S8
-4•, R9A
y
398 -7• R10B +• R11C -23• S12 +• S13y
402 -11• R14A -) - R15B -2• R16C -9• 517
40b +9• 518 •7• RJ)A +ld• R20B
+4. R21C
410 +. S22 ,• 523 -2. 524 -4• S25
SIDE LD 1004 R3	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 8	 :
27
FILE: 5 RECORD: 27 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -• 01 +6• D2 t.,.
+4. 51
390 42• 52 -16. 53 +4• S4 +2• ':,5
394 -2• 56 + • 57 -'+ • 58 +23 • R9A
39q *40 R10B +4- R11C -300. 512 +6•. 513517
402 +• K14A +• R15B +96 R1bC -16.
40o +11. S 18 -4 • R19A +25 • R206
+/. H21C
6	 410 +• 522 16. 523 +11. 524 - 169_525
SIDE LD 2009 R3	 DATE: 18	 /	 14	 / 14 TIME: 8	 : 27	
35
FILE : 5 RECORD: 28 CHANNELS	 386	 THROJGH
413
CHAN
386 01 +10. 02 +• +4.
51
390 +40 S2 -ld• 53 +9. 54 +• 55
y	 394 +• 56 +• 57 +23. 58
+23• R9A
398 +7. R10B +il• R11C - 50- 512 +13. 513
402 +16• R14A +14• R15B +13• R16C
-25• 511
406 +18. 518 -7• RiyA +23• R208
+7• R21C
41d -6• S22 +6. 523 +• S24 -27. 525
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5-26
Table VIII, Contd
SIDE LD 3004 K3	 DATE: 10	 / 14	 /	 74 TIME: 8	 : 28	 123
FILE : 5 RECORD: 29 CHANNELS	 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -• D1 +15. 02 +. +2. 51
390 +4. S2 -23• S3 +13•. S4 +. S5
394 i• S6 +. S7 +41• S8 +2. R9A
393 +11• R10B +11• R11C -3,4• S12 +2e• 513
402 +1H• R14A +28• R15B +28• R16C -50. $17
'+06 +20. 518 -9. R19A +39• R208 +7• R21C
410 +. 522 +9. 523 +16. S24 -37• S25
SIDE LD 4004 R3	 DATE: 10	 / 14	 /	 7 11 TIME: 8	 : 28	 :	 57
FILE= 5 RECORD: 30 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
C!iAN
386 +. Dl +21• 02 +. +4• S1
393 +2. 52 -30• S3 +20. S4 -2• S5
394 +2. 56 +6• S7 +62•_58 +30• R9A
398 +16• R10B +25• R11C -36. 512 +27• S13
402 +44. R14A +59•. R15B +42• R16C -.37• S1?
400 +1:i• 518 -7. R19A +9• R20B +7• R21C
410 -49 S22 ►-4• 523 +18• S24 -60• S25
SIDE LD 5.104 R3	 DATE: 10	 / 1.4	 /	 74 TIME: 8	 : 29	 33
F I LE : 5 RECORD: 31 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
C!IAN
386 +27• D2 +. r. Sl
390 +2. 52 -37• S3 +13. 54 +2• S5
394 -4. 56 -4- S7 •+78• S8 +13• R9A
398 +18- R10B +30• R11C -43• 512 +34• S13
402 +44 • R1 L I A +53 • R15B +53• R I b C -41 • 517
406 +25• S18 -7• R1 )A +14. R20B +7• R21C
4191 +. S22 +2. 523 +25. 524 -85• S25
5-27
Table VIII, Contd
5
op
SIDE LD 600P R3	 DATE:	 10	 / 14	 /	 74 TIME1 a	 : 30	 9
FILE = 5 RECORD: 32 CHANNELS 38b THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 +• 01 +319 D2 +• +2• S1
390 +7. 52 -35• S3 +300 54 +40 S5
394 +2. 56 +6• S7 +890 58 +28•. K9A
398 +23• R10B +39• R11C -34• S12 +1<1•, 513
402 +55• R14A +67•. R15B +65• R16C -48. 517
40 u +32. 518 - 99 R19A +14• R20B +7• R21C
410 +• 522 +6• S23 +37. 524 -88• S25
SIDE LD 7 	 Na R3	 DATE: 10	 / 14	 /	 74 TIME: 8	 : 30	 41
FILE : 5 RECORD: 33 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 +• D1 +38• 02 +• +4• 51
390 +7. 52 -31)• S3 +39•. 54 +4• S5
394 +• 56 -2 • S7 +`12 • S8 +37. R9A
39d +25• R108 +51• R11C -50• S12 +48. 513
402 +67• R14A +84• R15B +72• H1bC -53•, 517
406 +34. 518 -9•. R19A +18._R208 +70 R21C
410 +s. S22 +6• S23 +37. S24 -ld8• S25
SIDE LD 8000 R3	 D^.TE: 10	 / 14	 /	 14 TIME: 8	 : 31	 14
FILE ! 5 RECORD: 34 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
38b -• 01 +43• D2 +• +• S1
390 +2. 52 -46• S3 +410 S4 +6•, 55
394 +2. S6 -2• S"1 +117• S8 +37• R9A
39(3 +32• R108 +58• R11C -55. 512 +53. 513
402 +79. R14A +95• R15B +84. H16C -57* 517
406 +37• S18 -4. R19A +14•1 R20B +4• R21C
410 +• S22 +6• S23 +46• S24 -111• '325
5-28
'fable VIII• Contd
SIDE LD 9adx R3	 DATE:	 lid	 /	 14 /	 14 TIME= 6	 : 32	 :	 4
FILE : 5 RECORD: 35 CHANNELS	 366 THROUGH 413
C HAN
366 U1 +48- D2 + • +2 • 51
390 - 52 -31. 53 +44. 54 +6• S5
394 +!+• 56 -6. 57 +108• S8 +32• R9A
358 +37• R10B +67• R11C -66• S12 +57. 513
482 +95• R14A +114• R].58 +95• R16C -67•. S17
40b +44• S18 -7• R19A +21•, R20B +79 R21C
'+1d +• S22 -2• S23 +43• S24 -125• S25
SIDE LD 1000a R3	 DATE: 10	 /	 14 /	 14 TIMES 8	 : 32	 :	 48
FILE : 5 RECORD: 55 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
38b +• D1 +S4• D2 + • +2. 51
390 +2• S2 -53. 53 +53. 54 +6• S5
394 +4. S6 +• S7 +138• S8 +53•, R9A
3:i8 +42• R10B +72• R11C -64. 512 +14. 513
402 +q1• R14A +126• R15B +100• R16C -71! 517406 +46• S18 -99 R19A +42•, R20B +7. R21C
1413 -6 • '-^22 +4 • S23 +50- S24 -134. 525
SIDE LE) 1108"	 R3	 DATE: 10	 /	 14 /	 74 TIME: a	 : 33	 53
F(LE= 5 RECORDS 37 CHANNELS	 366	 THROUGH 413
C-iAN
386 -• 01 +61• D2 +• +2• S1
398 +. 52 -58• S3 +60. 54 +6. 55
394 +6• S6 -4•, 57 +172• S8 +7)9 R9A
396 44E5•.R10B +74. R11C -ll• 512 +81. 513
,+02 +107• R14A +1443 R15B +114•, H16C -76• 517
406 +55• 518 -7• R19A +44• R208 +9•. R21C
41 0 -6-.522 +6• 523 +57• 52 1 4 -1550.52t3
5-29
Table IX
SIDE LD ZERO )ATE:	 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: P	 : 34	 45
FILE= 5 RECORD: 33 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
3du +• D1 +4• D2 +• +• S1
390 +• 52 -16• S3 -2• S4 -2. 55
394 +• S6 -4. 57 -36. 58 -25• R9A
396 -2• R10B +2• R11C -13. $12 +2. 513
482 -13• R14A -11• R15B -2• R16C -6. 517
40o +90 518 -4• Rl g A +7• 1120B +y• R21C
410 +. S22 +2. 521 -4. 524 -4. 525
SIDE LD 1000 R4	 DATE: 18	 /	 14	 / 711 TIME: 6	 : 35	 26
1FILE • RECORD: 39 CHANNELS 38b	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
366 +. Dl +5• D2 51
3914 r2• S2 -21. 53 +4. 54 +2• S5
s	 394 +2. 56 -2• S7 +11• S9 -14• R9A
398 +2• RJOB +4• R11C -20•, $12 +y. 513
'+02 +• R14A +. R15B +99 R16C -13. 517
486 +16• 518 -7• R19A +14. R20B +7. R21C
410 -6. 522 -a• S23 +4• S24 -6• S25
SIDE ED 2000 R4	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 14 TIME: 8	 : 35	 59
FILE : 5 RECORD: 40 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 +• 01 +10• D2 +• +• S1
39d +. S2 -18• S3 +6• S4 +2. 55
39 1+ +• 56 -2• 57 +21. 58 +140 K9A
398 +7• R108 +14• R11C -27. $12 +16. 513
402 +13• R14A +7• R15B +18• R16C -20. 517
41db +16• Sib -7• R19A +29 R20B +4. R21C
410 + .. S22 -9•. 523 +13• 524 -43• `)25
5-30
Table IX, Contci
SIDE
	
LD 3004 R4	 UATE:	 10	 /	 14	 / 74 TIME: 8	 : 36	 34
FILE : 5 RECORD: 41 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
3du -• Di +15• D2 +. S1
390 +49 52 -lA• S3 +16. 54 +2• S5
39;^ +. S6 +2• S7 +41. 58 - 7. R9A
59S +79 R10B +16• R11C -25• S12 +20• S13
402 +2.3• R14A +23• R15B +18• R16C -32•, 517
4d., +lti• 518 -11• R19A +2• R20b +f• R21C
4116 +2• 522 -6. 523 +23. 524 -44. S25
SIDE LD 40Vu R4	 LATE: 10	 /	 1.4	 / 711 TIME: 8	 : 37	 1'^
FiL.E: 5 RECORD: 42 CHANNELS	 366	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
388.) +. 01 +21 • D2 +. +4. 51
390 +2. 52 -23• S3 +20• S4 +. S5
39 11 +. S6 -2• 57 +5()• S +3 7. R9A
3y;i +14. 8103 +L5• R11C - 399 S12 +27. S13
402 +,.)0. R14A +42• R15B +39. R16C -57o b17
40 , +20• 518 -9• R19A +7. R21613 +14• R21C
41 +• S22 +6. 52.5 +13. 524 -60. 525
SIDE LD 500a R4	 DATE: 10	 /	 14	 / 7 11 TIME: 8	 : 37	 :	 47
FILE : 5 RECORD: 43 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
380 •• 01 +27• 02 +. +•_ 51
5916 +'+• 52 - 32- 53 +25 • 54 +4. 55
3911 -6* S6 -6• S7 +75• 58 -2• R9A
3Q8 +lei• R10B +35• R11C -48•, 512 +37. 513
402 +kfl• R14 A +56• R158 +51• R16C -41• 517
4P6 +27• S18 -y• R19A +11• R20B +q. R21C
4116 +2• S22 +6• S23 +316• S24 -71. 525
5-31
Table IX. Contd
SIDE
	
LD 600a	 R4	 DATE:	 10	 /	 1 4 	/	 /4	 TIME:	 i3	 :	 3b	 -	 18
FILE ! 	5	 RECORD:	 44	 CHANNELS	 38o	 THROUGH	
413
5do	 -•	 01	 +52•	 D2	 +.
C' iAN	 +2.	 S1
390	 -29	 S2	 -383•	S3 t32 . 	54	 +4•
	 55
394	 t.	 S6	 -► •	 S7	 +92•	 S8	 +58•	
R9A
596	 +20•	 R10B	 +,52•	 R11C	 -510	 S12	 +46•	
S13
482	 +, ► 3 -	 R14A	 +70•	 R158	 +b7.	 R1bC	 X51• 517
^.;	 140 k	 +2ti0 518	 -79. R14A	 +11• R208	 +/• R21C
410
	 +2•	 522	 +6•	 S23	 +329	 52 1► 	 -iii•	 525
iSME LD 70083	 R4	 DATE:	 /	 14	 TIME:	 8	 :	 38	 :	
51
F"ILt:
	
ti	 RECORD:	 45	 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH	 413
38o	 -.	 D1	 +38•	 D2	 +•-
C I-tAN	 +.	 S1
3q0	 +2.	 52	 -32•	 S3	 +37•	 S4	
+(3. S5
39 1+	 +2•	 S6	 -4.	 57	 +108•	 58	 +679	
R9A
3915	 +25•	 RIJB	 +46•	 R11C	 -66.	 512	 +50.	 513
402	 +g,3 •
	
R14A	 484. 	 N1j8	 +77•	 R16C	 -51•	 511
485	 +314•	 518	 -7•	 R1 r4A	 +21•	 R2dB	 +7.	 R21C
6	 411.4	 -2.	 S22	 +2•	 523	
+31•	 X324	 -94•	 S26
SIDE
	
LD 800 u 	 R4	 PATE:	 iF.	 /	 14	 /	 74	 TIME	 8	 39	 23
FILE S
	5	 RECORDS	 4b	 CHANNELS	 38h	 THROUGH	 413
CHAN
386	 + •	 D1	 +43•	 p 2	 +•	 71
398	 -9•	 S2	 -44•	 S3	 +44•	 S4	
+6•	 )5
394	 -Z•	 S6	 -4.	 57	 +126• S8	
+16• R9A
398	 +23•	 R108	 +56•	 R11C	 -55. 512	 +57. 513
402
	
+I2•	 Rl- ► A	 +95•	 R15B	 +849	 R1bC	 -579	 517
4916
	
+3	 518	 -7! R19A	 +21•	 8206	
+7•	 a21r
6
	
41 0 	 + •	 522	 573	 +4.:,	 524	 ••106•	 `i25
OFRIG&AI, pAGF,
FOR QUAD 5-:?2
Table rX, Contd
510F LD 900a R4	 DATE: 10	 / 14	 /	 14 TIME: 8	 : 39	 :	 5 5
FILE : 5 RECORD: 47 CHANNELS 38b THROUGH 413
CHAN
3du •• 01 +48-. D2 +. +4- S1
390 +2. 52 -56• 53 +519 S4 +60 SS
314 +4- S6 +• 57 +138- S8 +399 R9A
396 +350 R108 +69. R11C -57• S12 +64. 513
.^	 402 +86• R14A +1J.)- R15B +91• R16C - b9- S17
416 6 +,#1 - S18 -99 R19A +16• R208 + 7. R21C
410 +4- S22 +6- 523 +.57- S24	 -122- S25
SIDE LD 1000X	 R4	 DATE: 10	 / 14 /	 N TIME: 8	 : 416	 32
FILE : 5 RECORD: 44 CHANNELS	 38b THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -. 01 +54. 02 +. +2• S1
391 +2- S2 -53- S3 +55- 54 +6- S5
394 +2- S6 -4. 57 +140- S8 +32- R9A
393 +35- R10B +v7- R11C -6^)- S12 +71• 1.113
482 +95- R14A +137• R15H +100• H16C -71. 517
406 +46. 518 -7- R19A +16• R20B +I• R21C
'•110 *2• 522 +6• 523 +46• S24 •132• `j25
SIDE LD 11000	 R4	 DATE: 10	 / 14	 /	 74 TIME: 8	 : 41	 14
FILE: 5 RECORD: 49 CHANNELS	 38b	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
38b +• 01 +60- 02 +. -2- Si
3416 +4. 52 -51. 53 +62• S4 +6• S5
;y:4 +4. 56 +4• S7 +1770 58 +79. R9A
394 +4-i• R11B +74- H 11C -69. 512 +78- S13
40? +1:'1- R14A +135• R15B +119. R16C -73- 517
486 +53• S18 -79 R 14A +23• R206 +9. R21C
410 -2. 522 +6. 523 +50. 524 -162. 525
pg,IGIl`j AI.
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Table X
SIDE LD 2 RO DATE:	 ► d	 /	 1 % 	/ /'t TIMEI I	 • 4.:	 %	 3
FLLE % RECORD: F CHANNELS 38t) THROUGH 413
C^1AN
38 . 1 -• D1 +4• U2 +• 1-4• S1
390 S2 -11• 53 +2. 54 +• 55
394 —4• S6 -2• S7 .40 S8 -289 R9A
391 -2 • R108 + - R11C - i lie 51._' +2• •13
482 -13• R14A -110 Rlti8 -2• R16C 517
40b +1 1 • 518 -4 • R1'jp A +7l • 1+206 9• R21C
410 -5 • S22 0-6• S25 -119 S2 t+ +. S25
SIDE LC 1000 R5	 DATE. to	 /	 4 fq TIME: 8	 : 42	 54
FILE : 5 RECORD: 51 CHANNELS 38t) THROU(,H 413
CHAN
386 • 01 +y• D2 +. +• S1
390 +4. S2 - sd• S3 +6• S4 - 4. 55
394 to S6 +2• S7 +16. 58 - 3 H• R9A
39b +4• R10b :11C —1 • S12 +6• 513
482 ---• R14A - 4• R15D +11• R16C -16 0 S11
'toE , +13. 518 -2- R19A +2• R206 +160 H21C
4116 +2 • 522 X23 P6 • '324 -16 • S25
SIDE LD 2JVu R5	 DATE: 18	 /	 :4	 / 74 TIME: 8	 : 43	 :	 2
F ILE' 5 RECORD: 52 CHP.NNCLS	 38b	 THROUGH '+1 3
CiiAN
38, - • O1 +11• D2 +• +2• S1
3916 +7• S2 -23•, S3 +q. S4 +• SS
394 +. S6 -2• S7 +9• S8 -16• R9A
396 +4• R1dB +14• RliC -23• S12 ♦ t . 500 ' ),13
482 +6• R14A +13• R158 +18• R16C -Lb• 517
40u +1•i• 518 —'7• R19A +14• R205 +11• R21C
41d -2• S22 +6• S23 +11! 524 -27• S25
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Table X8 Contd
SIDE LD 3.1 0 u R5	 GATE:	 1P	 /	 14	 / I I I TIME: 8	
: 4-
FILE= 5 RECORD: 3 CHANNELS 386 THROUGH
413
CHAN
381) t • 01 +15• Q2 to S1
3916 +P • S2 -32 • ',3 +13• Sb +• 55
3164 * • S6 -i,• J7 +419 S8 -23•
R9A
Sq ; +`1• R10B +14• R1 C -43• S12 +.)5• 513
40.' +15• R14A + i5 • Rl`)B + Sb • R16C -.)fir. 517
40-1 +18• 518 -g• R19A +.=1• R 2JB + 9 0 14 21C
41A —4• S22 16• S23 +tri• S2 1 ^ -lib- ',25
SINE LD 4A088 R5	 DATE: 10	 /	 to 711 TIME: 8	 : 44
FILE: RECORD: 4 CHANNELS	 38b	 THROUCPH
413
CHAN
UG r• D1 +22• 02 *• ► ^;• ^1
3916 -4• S2 -30. 53 +180 S4 1,2• S5
394 -69 S6 -'+• ,7 +55• )I8 -18- R9A
395 +16• R10B +23• R11C -50. 512 +27•
482 + '5• R14A +Y1• R1tiB +44• R16C -34• 517
40b +25• 518 -70 R19A *y• R20B +7. R21C
4116 -2• $22 +40 523 +23• 'j24 -b7. S25
-IDE LD 500is R5	 DATE: 1P	 /	 4	 / 74 TIME:
9	 : 45
ILE' 9; RFCORD: 55 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH
413
P,
KHAN
386 -• D1 +Z7• D2 t•
+20 51
394 +2• S2 -25• S3 +25• S4 +2.
55
594 r. S6 -4• S7 +71. 58
-4. R9A
39a +21 • R10B +e8. 1411C -50.
512 +57. 513
+37• R14A +53• R1 , H +49. R16C S1r
u8,, +32• S18 -11• R19A +37. R20B +l. R21C
418 -2• S22 +9• 523 +.',0• S24 -bd-
52:z)
5-:15
ORIGL14AL PAGE IS
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Table X, Contd
SOE LD 600a R5	 UATE:
	 191 / 14 / 74	 TIME=
	
8 : 45	 54
FILE:
	
RECORD:
	
56	 CHANNELS 186 THROUGH 413
CHAN
381.1 -., 01 +52- 02 +- +4- S1
39A
-11. 52 0370 S3 +30- S4 +4- S5
39"4 -6- S6 '69 S7 +949 58 +32• R9A
398 +23- R108 +37• 1411C -550 512 +34- $16
482 +48• R14A +t,5- R158 +659 R16C •' 49 S17
l ife (, +32•. 518 - )- R19A +14- R20B + to R21C
410 -2- S22 ► 4• 523 +32• 524 -92- S25
SIDE LD 7800 R5	 DATE: LP	 / !4	 /	 7 +4 TIME: 13	 : 4b
FILE : 5 RECORD: 57 CHANNELS	 386 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -to ul +38-, 02 +- +2- S1
390 +2. 52 -420 S3 +37- S4 ► 4. 55
394 +2- S6 ► 2. 57 +1030 S8 +16• R9A
398 +28 • R108 +46- R11C -560 511 +55- S13
+8z +60-. R14A +74- R15B +12- R16C -49• S17
486 +570 Sl g -7- R19A +11- R208 + 7 - R21C
41d +2- 522 +6- 523 +i79 524 -94- S25
SIDE	 l.D 80 On R5	 DATE: 10	 / 14	 /	 111 TIME: S	 : 47
FILE : RECORD: 58 CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
CHAN
386 -• D1 +43- U2 +- -40 S1
3916 +7- S2 -35. 53 +41. 54 +2. 55
394 +4. 56 +- 57 +128- $8 +14- R9A
398 +35- R1(dB +98• R11C -48- S12 +55- S13
'182 +74- R14A +36- 1415E +84- R16C -ty8• S17
+8b +59- SIB -7- R19A +16- R20B +9- R21C
410 1 2 - 522 +4- S23 +439 S2'i -128 • S25
31
2
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Table 1, C'011td
SJ )E LO 4.400 R5	 DATE:	 lU / ;u	 /	 /4 TIME: 8	 : 4f	 :	 32
FILE : 5 RECORD: CHANNELS 386 THROUGH 413
C!iAN
389) 71 +43• D2 + • it
3916 ,2 -b3• :33 +48. S4 1,6• S5
39 4 1 56 -6• 57 4142a 38 +21 • K9A
39'^ +57• R1ieB +:,5• H11C - 60. 512 ^:, X13
42 +83• R14A +112• R158 +93• RlbC - 517
► B c, +44. Slit - 7• R14A +35• R2013 +a• R21C
^1: -,: • S22 +69 S25 +60 • S2 1 ► 	 -125 • S25
SI[►E	 LD It 00"	 H5	 DATE: 1 F.	 / 14	 /	 74 TI •' E tl 4'1	 7
FILE : 3 RECORD: 60 CHANNELS	 58b	 THPOUGH 413
cliM
3Atj ... D1 ♦5 v• 02 r. +26 S1
390 +4. S2 53 +55• 54 F 1• 55
39 1+ +40 56 S7 +15 ►J • 58 +25• R9A
19 r +.1 ► 2• 8108 +670 R11C -71• 512 +74• 513
410 +y0 • R14A +1160 8158 4100 • Rluc -71 • j17
40„ + 44 • 518 -q• R1`0 +51 . R208 +I). R21C
vi 0 + • 522 -4. •;2s +5•,. 524 1 , 7. 52!)
SI,.,F	 LD 110OU R 5	 DATE: I(A	 / i4	 !	 111 TIME: 13 48	 42
FILL: 5 RECORD: tai CHANNELS	 386	 THROUGH 413
CNAN
38b +• Ul +ul• D2 +. 1-2• 51
3916 -2• 1;2 -'J8. 53 +62. 54 +9. 55
594 +40 Sb -13. 57 +172• S8 +30• R9A
39-3 +46• R10B +790 R11C -60• S12 +74• S13
402 +102• R14A +1370 H15B *114• R1 6 C -76• S17
406 +53• '^18 - 1• R11A +310• 8208 +7. R21C
Illd +. 522 +• 523 +t35o 524 -152• S2"
OR1G4`Z 
iz 4^^
4F Y^ 5-37
'I able X. Contki
SIDE LD FI N nL ZE	 DrTE: 10	 i	 14	 / 74 TIME: 8	 : 49	 32
FILE: 5 RECORD: 62 CHANNELS 38b THROUGH 413
C HAN
186 -- D1 +4- 02 +- +4. 51
390 +7- S2 -14. 53 +2- S4 +- S5
39 , 1 -49 S6 -2- S7 to 58 +14- R9A
'93 +- R12H 1- R11C -32. 512 +2. 513
482 -1. 30 R14A -9• R 15 +2- R16C -h- S17
1406 +110 S18 -1+- R1 4 A +4- R206 +i. R21C
410 -2. 522 +4. $23 -2. 524 -2. 515
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5.1.6	 CORRELATION OF S'I'BAIN GAUGE RESULTS WITH ANALYTICAL
PREDICTIONS. Strain gauge results obtained from the GEMS Static tests are converted
to local stress resultants and compared N%Ith analytical predictions in this section. The
stresses corresponding to the ma_ximmn test loads levels are derived using; the follow-
ing stress strain relations.
1. Axial Stress (at locations having axial and transverse gauges)
E
U =	 1	 (E -E P )
x	 1-µ ^	 x y yx
xy
1
yx
At locations having axial gauges only, the true stress can only be determined if
no lateral constraints (e.g. , an adjacent ring) exist. For this case the stress is given
by
Cr
	 = E E
x	 x x
When back to back guages exist the stresses at the inner and outer faces are
determined using equations (1) or (1A) as applicable and tlic average axial
stress given by Q
avg 
= 0. 5(Or 
i o
+Q ) computed.
2. Shear Stress
Shear stresses are evaluated at locations having a 45° rosette.
Phe shear stress is given by
Tx 
Y 
= G(yx y ,) = G(E x+ E 
y - 2 E
(1)
(I-A)
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The average elastic constants, for the [0/±.45. 5/901
s 
Modmor I/X-30 laminate used
in the mialysis are given below
E = 16. 412 msi
x
E	 = 7. 882 msiy
µ =	 0.298
xy
G = 2.987 msi
xy
Measured and predicted stresses at gauge locations at the base of the shell for the
1,100 pound side load conditim, and in the spider arm for the 180 pound axial load
condition are given in Table 5-1. Due to the erratic behavior of the gauges at low
stress levels no correlation was possible for the 180 pound loading at other locations.
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Table 5-1. Summary of Predicted and Measured Stresses
cn
14
Location Loading Gauge Nos. Predictedpsi
Measured
psi Remarks
I
Shell at End Ring 1,100 lb
8 =	 0` Side Load 24-25 -609 -837 See Note	 1
Shell at End 1,100 lb I
Ring 6 = 450 Side Load 14-18 431 439
i
Shell at End Ring 1,100 lb 180 -149.4
6 = 90° Side Load 19-23 (shear) (shear)
Shell at End Ring 1,100 lb i
8 = 90° Side Load 19-23 0 0 I1
Shell at End Iting 1,100 lb
9 9-13 609 536 See Note	 2= 1800 Side Load
Spider 180 lb 1-2 -930 -903Arm ''1xia1 1
Notes: 1 Based on the average of back to back axial gauges. Due to the proximity of the end ring lateral restraint
exists which is rot accounted for due to the absence of lateral gauges.
2 The gauges at this location ex?vbited erratic behavior, the measured stress of 536 psi is based on a linear
extrapoation of the measured strain of 1, 000 lb load for gauge no. 9.
5.2	 DYNAMIC TEST
5.2.1	 TEST SETUP AND CONDITIONS. The test specimen was secured to the
baseplate of the static test fixture and instrumented with 10 accelerometers. A
mass of 112 pounds was attached to the secondary mirror support to simulate the
secondary mirror. A Ling V50 (50 lb-force) electrodynamic exciter was attached
to the top of the specimen in the lateral direction. Low force input (0.25 pounds to
0. 75 pounds) sweeps from 5 Hz to 125 Hz were made to determine resonant frequencies
and steady state responses of the accelerometers were recorded. Amplitude decay
was then performed to determine the structure damping coefficient at each of the
resonant frequencies. The field splice bolts were then measured for their existing
torque value and 15 inch-powid additional torque was applied to each bolt. The above
testing was repeated.
The secondary mirror simulation mass was then reduced from 112 pounds to 58
pounds. The above testing was again repeated.
5.2.2	 INSTRUMENTATION. Figure 5.2-1 shows the location of the accelerometers
and the "sign convention" to be used when determiming mode shapes from the
response data in Table 5-2.
5.2.3 TEST RESULTS. The Modal Data (accelerometer response) for each of
the configurations is tabulated in Table 5-2. Locations A, B, C and D are baseplate
measurements in the vertical direction.
The Damping Coefficients determined for each of the configurations are tabulated
in Table 5-3.
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DU
— 07 (VERTICAL)
,-#6 (TRANSVERSE:)
FORCE. A	 C
INPUT	 1) #1	 04 O
M5
	
N2	 0.1
#9-1
 q
K
07 (VF. RTICA L)
	
N5	 p^^^ N6 (TRANSVERSE)
FORCE.
INPUT  #1	 02	 N3	 #4
#B	 010
09
FIELD SPLICE
R	 P I.A TE
Accelerometer locattone and
Accelerometer sign convention
Figure 5.2-1. Accelerometer Locations and
Accelerometer Sign Convention
F POOR 
PAQ tea
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Table 5-2. Modal Data
Acccl. Location Relative Amplitude
1 +6.08 +7.55 -4.45 +8.53 +4.13
2 +0.65 -2.13 +0.71 -2.17 -0.45
3 +0.92 -0.96 {0.92 -0.76 -0.14
4 +5.44 +6.45 +4.12 +7.57 +3.58
5 +29.70 -12.50 +28.20 -9.69 -0.75
6 +1.78 -4.74 +1.92 -4.77 -0.72
7 -0.60 -0.30 -0.49 -0.46 -0.14
8 +2.40 +3.00 +1.68 +3.38 +1.52
9 +0.70 -1.51 *0.74 -1.48 -0.37
10 +2.42 +2.77 +1.78 +3.29 +1.75
A '	 No Data No Data -0.48 -1.01 -0.52
B No Data No Data -0.18 +0.36 +0.09
C No Data No Data -0.46 X0.82 +0.45
D No Data No Data -0.16 -0.43 -0.12
Frequency, Hz 22.34 22.88 22.39 22.96 29.40
Simulated Mass 112# 112# 112# 112# 58#
Field Splice Bolt 20 in-lb 20 in-lb 35 in-lb 35 in-11, 35 in-lb
Torque
Note: 1. All readings were taken with 0.5 pounds excitation forco.
2. The torque as listed is the "net" torque above the bolt " ►,inning" torque.
i
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Table 5-3. Damping Coefficient
Simulated brass
Pounds
112
112
112
112
112
112
112
112
58
58
58
Field Splice Bolt	 Frequency
Torque - In-Lb	 Hz
20
	
22.36
20
	
22.34
20
	
22.34
20
	
22.92
20
	
22.88
20
	
22.85
35
	
22.38
35
	
22.98
35
	
29.36
35
	
29.32
35
	
29.30
Force Input	 Damping
Pounds	 Zeta
0.25 0.0025
0.50 0.0031
0.75 0.0029
0.25 0.0036
0.50 0.0035
0.75 0.0034
0.50 0.0030
0.5 0.0039
0.25 0.013
0.50 0.010
0.75 0.012
Note: The torque as listed is the "net" torque above the bolt "running" torcrie.
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5.2.4	 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS. Upon reducing the teat data, it was found that
significant base motion occurred. Fortunately, accelerometers mounted on the
baseplate recorded the amplitude. This analysis accounts for the base motion by
correcting the measured frequency of the fundamenLal mode. The procedure is
outlined below.
If the GEMS and the baseplate are considered to be two springs in series, then
the static deflection at the shaker location due to the shaker force input would be
given by
b	 P 1 + 1
(KG KB
where P is the applied force, KG is the GEMS stiffness and K B is the baseplate
stiffness.
In terms of the GEMS and baseplate defoections,
6 = 6 = bG B
The deflection due tothe GEMS is therefore
b = P =6-6G	 KG	 B
or the GEMS stiffness is
lKG	 b 6B
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Neglecting baseplate mass effects, the GEMS fundamental frequency with a rigid
baseplate is given by
KG
W = 
WM KG+KB
where W M is the measured frequency. Rewriting this equation in terms of deflections
yields
a
W = W 	 a-b
Section 5.2. 3 lists deflections and frequencies obtained from the GEMS vibration test.
For the 58 pound secondary mirror, the modal frequency was 29. 5 Hz and the average
deflection at the shaker location was +3.86 inches (normalized). Baseplate deflections
in the plane of the shaker were +0.45 anal -0. 52. The baseplate accelerometers were
located equidistant from the GEMS, 70 inches apart. The :uigular rotation of the GEMS
due to baseplate motion was therefore
9	 0. 52 7 0. 45 _ 0. 0139 RAD.
The deflection at the shaker looted 112 inches above the baseplate was therefore
b T
 = (112)(0.0139) = 1.55 inches
Using the previously derived equation, the corrected frequency is
r __ - —
W = 29.4
	
3.86	
= 38. 0 HzV3.86 -1.55
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This r.-•sult is obtained from the test with the 58 pound (quarter scale) mass for the
secondary mirror, a condition which is consistent with the mass of the GEMS structure
which is also one quarter scale. The value of 38 Hz would indicate a fixed base
resonant frequency of 38/,/-4 = 19 Hz for a full scale metering shell. This could be
significantly improved by an increase in the number of bolts the field splice and the
attachment flange.
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5.3 THERMAL VACUUM TEST
5.3. 1 TEST DESCRIPTION
5.3. 1. 1 Objectives. The objective of this test was to demonstrate the dimensional
stability of the GEMS assembly in a varying thermal environment.
Initially the intent was to measure despace, tilt, and decenter of the secondary mirror
support relative to a reference plane in the vicinity of the LST primary mirror loca-
tion. Prior to the test, some uncertainty arose with respect to the feasibility of mea-
suring the extremely low thermal strains in the thermal vacuum test chamber condi-
tions. In view of this situation, it was decided in concurrence with MSFC, to concen-
trate on despace measurements only. This is the most critical mode for the LST and
is the one which can be most directly measured. Limiting the measurement to despace
would facilitate the resolution of problems anticipated with the measurement system.
5.3. 1.2 Test Set-Up. The GEMS was suspended in a horizontal position in the vacu-
um chamber, as shown in Figure 5.3-1. The suspension system consisted of a sta-
tically determinate system of stainless steel cables designed to prevent the transmis-
sion of thermal and mechanical strains from the chamber wall.
Surrounding the shell of the GEMS was an annular array of heat lamps attached to an
annular fixture suspended separately from the GEMS. The lamp array consisted of
five annular banks placed end-to-end and each consisting of 24 equally spaced lamps.
Specimen temperature could be reduced to -100° F by the application of LN 2 in the cold
wall of the vacuum chamber. During the tests, the specimen temperature could be
varied between -100° F and -20° F by use of the lamp bank. The lamps were designed
to allow the imposition of a uniform temperature change in the shell of the specimen,
a stepped longitudinal temperature gradient, or a stepped circumferential tempera-
ture gradient.
An optically flat window was provided in the vacuum chamber wall in line with center-
line of the GEMS assembly. The Hewlett-Packard laser/sensor unit and the associ-
ated optics were mounted on a platform outside the chamber to shoot through this win-
dow. A flat mirror for the measurement system was attached at each end of the
GEMS centered on the centerline of the GEMS. One mirror registered on the forward
edge of the secondary mirror support hub, the other in the plane of the aft attachment
flange. Dimensional stable graphite-epoxy supports supported these mirrors from
the GEMS structure. To further minimize distortion on the long span of the aft sup-
port, this structure was insulated with multilayer aluminized mylar insulation.
The response of the 53 thermocouples distributed over the GEMS and the aft stable
support were recorded on magnetic tape. This type of recording was also used for
the dimensional readings from the Hewlett-Packard dilatometer.
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Figure 5 . 3-1 GEMS in 'Thermal Vacuum Test
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5. 3.2 INSTRUMENTATION
5.3.2.1 Thermocouples. The GEMS was instrumented with 53 thermocouples as shown
in Figure 5.3.2-1 plus 5 additional thermocouple which were used to control the power
input into the heating lamps. The thermocouples on the secondary mirror support hub
were on the outside surface of this double cylinder. Those on the shell were bonded to
Inside surface of this portion of the structure. The aft spider was wrapped with a
multilayer of aluminized mylar insulation to reduce the temperature changes in this
mirror support structure.
5.3.2.2 Laser System. The Hewlett-Packard model 5526A laser measurement system
N%4th plane mirror dilatometer optics was used to measure despace between the secondary
mirror support and the aft spier. This system has a basic resolution of 0.013 micro-
meters (0.5 microinches). This despace measurement geometry is shown in Figures
5.3.2-2 and 5.3.2-3. The plane mirrors are shown in position indexed against the
mirror support structures. The laser system requires that these plane mirrors be
parallel within about 30 arc seconds for proper optical alignment. This was attained
by lightly sanding the indexing points of the aft spider at the metering shell attachment
points. A second requirement, for the laser system to respond only to the dimensional
ccrrnwnewv 10raana
1"Llu"k -vuri.6 L(A.AIKAYD	
+	 AFT
SMER
Figure 5.3.2-1. Thermocouple Locations
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VACUUM CHAMP,F R WINDOW	 GEMS SECONDARY	 GEMS PRIMARY
MIRROR REFERENCE	 MIRROR REFERENCE
PLANE MIRROR	 I / PLANE MIRROR
- - ----
	 --------------__---- -	 -	 F GEMS
i
Figure 5.3.2-2. Schematic of I lew lett- Packard
Laser Measurement System
14-3911
Figure 5.3.2-3. Laser/Optical Assembly
changes of the two mirrors, is that the pressure variations in the vacuum chamber
should be less than 10 -4 torr. This was achieved, as is documented in the following
section, by pumping the chamber below this pressure during all of the measurement
cycles.
All of the thermocouple data and one laser output was stored on magnetic tape via a
Hewlett-Packard Model 2019A data system. The data, thus recorded, was in a format
suitable for computer processing. This processing included transforming thermo-
couple voltages to temperatures and the averaging of the temperatures on various parts
of the structure to aid in the analysis of the results.
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5.3.3 TEST HISTORY. The vacuum chamber pumping procedure was as follows.
The initial pumping was done by three to six 280 cfm mechanical vacuum pumps
(roughing pumps). Next, a ring jet booster diffusion pump (booster pum) was used
while being backed by one or two roughing pumps. There are two LN2 cold traps
(LN2 traps) between the booster pump and the main diffusion pumps (diffusion pumps).
The diffusion pumps are always open to the chamber and all pumping was done through
them. The diffusion pumps are backed by the booster pump and pump the chamber
through an optically black louvre arrangement (chevron) that is chilled by LN 2 . ThisV
provides a cold trap between the diffusion pumps and the chamber and mast be full
while the diffusion pumps are hot. It also acts as a section of the LN 2 chilled, op-
tically black shroud that lines the inside of chamber. This shroud (coldwall) is a
corrugated sheet of stainless steel welded to a smooth sheet of stainless steel. A
pump circulates LN 2 through the chevron and the corrugations of the coldwall.
Shutdown was initiated by turning off the diffusion pumps. The LN 2 was blown out of
the cold wall with hot GN2 while the chevron was kept full. After the diffusion pumps
were cool (1-1 1/2 hours), the LN2 was blown out of the chevron with hot GN 2. At
this time the chamber was blanked off (no pumping). The LN 2 traps were allowed to
run dry. The lamps were run as long as possible and temperature cycles were stopped
at the high temperature of the cycle to prevent over-chilling the specimen before the
LN2 was removed from the coldwall and chevron.
25 November 1974, Monday
At the start of the shift, the chamber pressure was atmospheric and the specimen
average temperature was 63°F. The moisture desorption cycle was started. At
1530 the pumping was switched back to the roughing pumps. The LN2 traps were kept
full overnight.
26 November 1974, Tuesday
At the start of the shift, the chamber pressure was 32p and the specimen average
temperature was 560F.
10 December 1974, Tuesday
At the start of the shift, the chamber pressure was 321A and the specimen average
temperature was 51°F. At 0740 the pumping was switched to the booster pump. By
1025 the pressure was 201A and the chevron was filled. At 1230 the diffusion pumps
were pumping and the pressure was 1.6 x 10 -6 torr. By 1300 the coldwall was full
and the pressure had reached 6 x 10 -7 torr. The pressure remained below 1 x 10-6
torr until shutdown at 2124.
The first half of the first uniform temperature cycle was started at 1800. The laser
signal was lost due to a deposit on the mirrors, probably water condensation. The
GEMS temperature was raised to +75° F, but the mirror temperatures remained at
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-20°F. At 2020, the LN2 was blown out of the coldwall in an attempt to raise the
mirror temperatures.
11 December 1974, Wednesday
At the start of the shift the chamber pressure was 290µ and the specimen average
temperature was 460 F. At 0915 the roughing pumps were started. The LN 2 traps
were filled at 0924. By 0932 the pressure was 200µ and the pumping was switched to
the booster pump. At 0959 the chevron was filled. By 1052 the diffusion pumps were
pumping and the pressure was 4.6 x 10-6 torr. The pressure remained below 1 x 10-5
until shutdown at 2103.
The lamps were turned on and the GEMS temperature was raised to +100 0 F. At 1228
hot GN2 was started flowing through the coldwall, but the chevron was kept full. At
1817 the power to the center lamp ring was shut off because a transformer in the con-
troller burned out.
12 December 1974, Thursday
At the start of the shift the chamber pressure was 500µ and the specimen average
temperature was 58 0 F. At 0755 the pressure was 125µ and pumping was switched to
the booster pump. At 0800 the pressure was 30p and the chevron was filled. By 0850
the diffusion pumps were pumping and the pressure was 5.4 x 10 -5 torr. The cold-
wall was filled. By 0904 the pressure had reached 2 x 10 -6 and remained below 2.5
x 10-5 torn until shutdown at 2130.
The end lamp rings were turned on at 0935 to maintain specimen temperature while
the third controller was repaired. The transformer supplied 120 vac to the control
unit and 2.5 vac to two vacuum tubes. The 120 vac was supplied from a wall socket
and two transformers were used to convert this to 2.5 vac for the tubes.
13 December 1974, Friday
At the start of the shift the chamber pressure was 2 torr and the specimen average
temperature was 54°F.
At 0725 the roughing pumps were started. The LN 2 traps were filled and by 0810 the
pressure was 500µ. At this time the pumping was switched to the booster pump. At
1227 the pressure was 6 x 10-4 torr and the chevron was filled. By 1320 the diffusion
pumps were pumping and the pressure was 3 x 10 -6 torr. The pressure remained be-
low this until shutdown at 2126.
At 1400 the end lamp rings were turned on. By 1622 the repairs to the center control-
ler were complete and it was turned on. The coldwall was filled.
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The second half of the first uniform temperature cycle (UTC) was completed. The
second UTC and the first half of the third UTC were also run.
16 December 1974, Monday
At the start of the shift the chamber pressure was 4 torr and the specimen average
temperature was +29°F.
At 0710 the roughing pumps were started. The LN2 traps were filled and at 0815 the
pressure was 3501A. Pumping was switched to the booster pump and by 0817 the pres-
sure was 801A. The chevron was filled at that time. By 1041 the diffusion pumps were
pumping and the coldwall was filled. The pressure was 4 x 10 -7 torr and remained
below 5 x 10-7 torr until shutdown at 2"9.
The third uniform temperature cycle was completed, as were the fourth through ninth.
The first half of the tenth UTC was run.
17 December 1974, Tuesday
At the start of the shift the chamber pressure was 300µ and the specimen average
temperature was -4°F.
The roughing pumps were started at 0715. At 0800 the pressure was 125µ. The pump-
ing was switched to the booster pump and the chevron was filled. At 0922 the diffusion
pumps were pumping and the coldwall was full. The pressure was 2.8 x 10-6 torr.
By 1001 the pressure was 3.8 x 10 -7 torr and remained below 6.2 x 10-7 torr until
shutdown at 2031.
The tenth UTC was completed. The 11th through 17th UTC were run. During the
second half of the 18th UTC the vacuum jacket on the LN 2 dewar ruptured. As the
dewar could no longer be pressurized, LN2 circulation through the chevron and cold-
wall could not be maintained. Shutdown was started immediately.
18 Decembe _ 1974, Wednesday
At the start of the shift the chamber pressure was 400µ and the specimen average
temperature was +460F.
At 0754 the roughing pumps were started. The LN 2 dewar was bypassed by plumbing
an LN2 trailer into the system. The LN 2 had to be run into the chevron and coldwall
at 15 to 20 minute intervals using ullage pressure as the LN 2 pump could not be used.
At 1522 the pressure was 200µ. The pumping was switched to the booster pump and
the chevron was filled. By 1627 the diffusion pumps were pumping and the coldwall
was full. The pressure was 5.3 x 10-7 torr and remained below 5.4 x 10-7 torr until
shutdown at 2125. Half of the nineteenth UTC was run.
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19 December 1974, Thurso
At the start of the shift the chamber pressure was 2501A and the specimen average
temperature was +26-F.
At 0705 the roughing pumps were carted. The LN 2 traps were filled. At 0735 the
pumping was switched to the booster pump. The pressure was 100µ. By 1010 the
pressure was 7.8 x 10-4 torr and pumping was switched back to the roughing pumps.
At 1240 the pressure was 100µ and pumping was switched to the booster pump and the
chevron was filled. By 1327 the diffusion pumps were pumping and the pressure was
5.6 x 10-6 torr. The coldwall was filled and by 1429 the pressure was 4 x 10
-7 torr.
The pressure remained below 6.6 x 10 -7
 torr until shutdown at 2112.
The 19th UTC was completed and two forward shell temperature cycles were run.
20 December 1974, Friday
At the start of the shift the chamber pressure was 4001A and the specimen average
temperature was +70F.
At 0710 the roughing pumps were started. The LN2 traps were filled. At 1740 the
pressure was 175µ and pumping was switched to the booster pump. The chevron was
filled. At 0908 the pressure was 2.2 x 10 -6 torr, the diffusion pumps were pumping,
and the coldwall was filled. By 1019 the pressure was 4 x 10 -7 torr and was kep,, be-
low 6.2 x 10-7 torr until shutdown at 1941. Following shutdown, the chamber was
backfilled with dry GN2 and left for the Christmas holiday.
Four aft shell temperature cycles and two mid-shell temperature cycles were run
prior to shutdown.
30 December 1974, Monday
At the start of the shift the chamber pressure was atmospheric (with GN 2 ) and the
specimen average temperature was 48 OF.
The roughing pumps were started at 0933. The LN2 traps were filled and by 1039 the
pressure was 2001A. The pumping was switched to the booster pump and at 1052 the
pressure was 26µ. The chevron was filled. At 1131 the coldwall was filled. By
1137 the diffusion pumps were pumping and the pressure was 8.6 x 10 -6 torr. At
1415 the pressure was 4.4 x 10-7 torr and was kept below this level until shutdown
at 1517.
One-half of a UTC was run. This concluded the thermal vacuum testing of the GEMS.
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5. 3.4 TEST RESULTS. The GEMS was tested under four thermal loading conditions
as listed in Figure 5. 3.4-1. Heat was supplied by a concentric lamp bank surrounding
the structure and the vacuum chamber cold wall, at -320F, provided a radiative heat
sink for cooling. The temperatures were uniform in the circumferential direction for
all test conditions. Thermal cycling was between the temperatures of -28.9C (-20F)
and -73. 3C (-100F) (nominal) and in those tests in which only a portion of the structure
was cycled; the remaining portions were held at (-28.9C) -20F. The temperatures
attained on the secondary mirror support, particularly on the hub assembly were lower
than the shell temperatures due to the greater distance to the lamps. The aft spider
temperature changed very little during each testing period of about 10 hours, due to the
multilayer insulation around it.
In the uniform temperature cycles the entire shell was cycled between (-20F) and
-73.3C (-100F). The aft spider temperature was nearly constant at 51.1C (-60 F) with
a slight downward trend during each test day. The secondary mirror support hub
cycled between about -62.2C (-80F) and -73.3C (-100F).
In the forward shell cycles, the forward ring saw the full temperature range of (-20F)
to (-100F) while the aft mid shell and aft flange were held at a constant -28.9 (-20F).
The aft shell cycles were just the reverse of the forward shell cycles with the forward
ring held at a constant -28.9C (-20F) while the aft flange was cycled between -28.9C
(-20F) and -73.3C (-100F).
In the midshell cycles the forward ring and aft flange were held at -28.9C (-20F) while
the center of the shell was cycled between -28.9C (-20F) and 65.5C (-85F). The center
would get no colder than this with the ends held at -28.9C (-20F).
In the following paragraphs typical data are presented for each type of thermal cycle
and the results are discussed. In each case the data consists of one change in overall
length of the GEMS and the associated structural temperature changes plotted as a
function of elapsed time. The temperature data consists of a plot of the shell average
temperature and also plots of the average temperatures for various parts of the structure,
such as the forward and aft shell rings, secondary support hub, etc. Table 5.3.4-1
identifies the groups of thermocouples, each of has been averaged for this purpose.
Also shown in all of the data plots is the times at which power was changed to the lamp
banks. "OFF" indicates power off to start a cooling half cycle and "INC" indicates
increased power to initiate a hunting h plf cycle.
5.3.4.1 Unform T-3r.iperature Cycles. The GEMS was cycled a 'total of 20 times
with the shell tempe.cature varied between -28.9C (-20F) and -73.3C (-100F). This
thermal testing provides the basis for evaluating the overall stability performance of
the structure. The design criterion for this condition was adopted, for consistency,
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Table 5.3.4.-1. Thermocouple Groups - Thermocouple
Locations by Number are shown in Figure 5.3.2-1.
Thermocouples	 Substructures
17-42 Shell Average
17-24 Forward Ring
25-30 Fwd. Mid Shell
31-36 Aft Mid Shell
37-42 Aft Ring
1-8 Secondary Hub
9, 12-15 Hub Legs
49, 50 Aft Mirror Support
from RFQ 8-3-50-32713-RDD, Design, Fabrication, and Test of a Graphite Epoxy
Metering Truss Structure. The requirements there-in were adopted because they
represent the most stringent design goals we were aware of for the full scale LST.
The full scale LST despace requirement from this document is + 2 micrometers
($0 microinches) for a 5.55 C (10F) uniform temperature change. The GOAL adopt-
ed for the half scale GEMS was therefore + 1.0 Micrometers + 40 microinches for a
5.55C (10F) temperature change.
In Figures 5.3.4-2 and 5.3.4-3 we present the despace data and the average shell
temperatures for the uniform temperatures cycles 4 through 17. The shell responded
very quickly to the changing temperatures of the lamp bank. The despace changes
were very consistent with respect to the magnitude of the despace change and shape
of the despace curve in relationship to the thermal cycles. The despace cycles lag
the thermal cycles by about 14 minutes under these test conditions. There is a defi-
nite inflection point in the despace curve each time the temperature is increased from
(-100F). The same effect is apparent during the initial part of the cooling half cycles
to a lesser extent. In Figures 5.3.4-4 and 5.3.4-5 the complete data for groups of
thermocouples is plotted for the 12th and 13th thermal cycles. From these figures
it is evident that all of the thermocouples responded in unison except for the aft
spider which was well insulated and changed temperature very little over the interval
of a thermal cycle. Since all parts of the structure to which thermocouples were
attached responded in phase with the shell temperature, the lag in the thermal expan-
sion must therefore be attributed to the thermal response of structural elements for
which the temperatures were not measured. These are probably elements which
have a substantial heat capacity in comparison with the thin shell skin, or elements
which, like the inner cylinder of the secondary mirror support hub, were in the
shadow of the lamps and partially shielded from a direct view of the cold wall. An
additional indication that this type of phenomenon is involved is the net positive CTE
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Figure 5.3.4-4. Uniform Temperature Cycles
imeasured in these thermal cycles. The shell skin is expected, on the basis of
coupon tests, to have a negative CTE that would result in a negative despace of
about 40 microinches per 5.55C (10F) temperature change. The graphical data
presented in this section indicates that the despace is positive, and in the 17th cycle
has a magnitude of 59 microinches per 5. 55C (10F) temperature change.
There was, in addition, a definite trend for the despace change to get smaller as the
thermal cycling progressed. This trend is evident in Table 5.3.4-2 where the de-
space change is given for each of the thermal cycles.
Table 5.3.4-2. Despace, Uniform Temperature Cycles.
Thermal
Cycle
Despace
'n/1OF	 µm/5.5C
4 74 1.88
5 72 1.83
6 60 1.52
7 68 1.73
89 73 1.85
10 72 1.83
11 69 1.75
12 71 1.80
13 65 1.65
14 61 1.55
15 60 1.52
16 67 1.70
17 60 1.52
This characteristic lowering of the CTE with repeated thermal cycling had previously
been seen during coupon tests. It appears that the thermal cycling induces localized
stress relieving within the graphite epoxy which results in a lowering of the CTE. The
effect is complete in one or two cycles at -320F and takes place at a slower rate at
higher temperatures. It has not been positively observed at temperatures above
—59.4C (-75F). The lower temperature of -73.3 (-100F) in the GEMS tests seems to
take a large number of cycles and even though there has been an appreciable improve-
ment in the thermal performance after 17 cycles, the process still does not seem to
be complete and quite possibly the despace change would be reduced further with
additional thermal cycles.
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5.3.4.2	 Forward Shell Cycles. The GEMS was subjected to two thermal cycles in
which, as is shown in Figure 5.3.4-1; the forward part of the shell and the secondary
mirror support was cycled while the remainder of the structure was held at 28.90
(-20F), The forward ring (thermocouples 17-24 in Figure 5.3.2-1) actually was the
portion of the shell which saw the full temperature range while the secondary hub and
the forward midshell were subjected to a smaller temperature range. The remainder
of the structure was held at a constant 28.9C (-20F). The data for a representative
portion of these cycles is shown in Figures 5.3.4-6 and 5.3.4-7. The despace curve
closely resembles the uniform temperature cycle despace curve - there is a lag in
the despace curve with respect to the thermal curves and the inflection points in the
despace data at high heating and cooling rates are even more pronounced. It again
would appear that some portion of the secondary mirror support, where thermocouples
were not located, was still changing temperature when all of the thermocouples indi-
cated thermal equilibrium.
The thermal changes of the forward ring, secondary hub, and forward midshell are
listed in Table 5.3.4-3 with the maximum despace changes for each half thermal
cycle.
Table 5.3.4-3. Forward Shell Cycle Deltas
G T (F) Despace
lµ in)Forward Ring	 Forward Midshell	 Secondary Hub
76 52 42 620
-73 -50 -38 -642
73 48 36 580
5.3.4.3	 Midshell Cycles. In the midshell cycles the two mirror support spiders
and the shell end rings were held at -28.9C (-20F) and the center of the shell was
cycled between -28.9C (-20F) and -59.4C (-75F). The center of the shell would go
no lower then -59.4C (-75F, ) with all heat input in this area reduced to zero, due to
the thermal conductivity and heat input into the forward and aft ends of the shell. The
temperatures at the aft and forward midshell locations when these conditions were
between -28.9C (-20F) and -42.7C (-45F). The thermocouple and despace data is
presented in Figures 5.3.4-8 and 5.3.4-9. Not shown is the temperature at the
shell midpoint. The only thermocouple at this location was one used to control the
lamp bank in this area and the temperature was measured only at the ends of each
half cycle to check the performance of the controller. The temperature at this loca-
tion was -28.9C (-20F) at the end of each half "hot" cycle and -59.4C (-75F) at the
end of each half "cold" cycle.
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The despace data of Figure 5.3.4-8, in contrast to the uniform temperature cycles and
the forward shell cycles, is in phase with the thermal cycles. The sharp inflection
points previously seen in these thermal cycles when heating and cooling was initiated
are absent in the midshell cycles although there is a transitory behavior of an appar-
ent different nature. When the power is turned on the structure initially exhibits a
negative change in despace followed by net positive despace change at the higher tem-
perature. These changes in despace, under the temperature changes previously
mentioned, were 1.04, 1.09, and 1.32 micrometers (41, 43, and 52 microinches).
When the lamps were turned off to start a cooling half cycle the initial movement in
despace was also in a negative direction but at a much slower rate as that seen upon
cooling.
The net response of the structure appeai.i to be the superposition of three separate
effects. ':'hese are: (a) distortion of the shell due to thermal gradients in the thick-
ness direction, (b) the negative CTE of the shell and its quick thermal response, and
(c) the positive thermal expansion of the field splice and its associated thermal lag
due to greater mass. The distortion due to transverse gradients in the shell will al-
ways result in a negative despace change since the despace measurement is the
straight line distance along the shell which has been warped into a non-cylindrical
surface. The initial dimensional change upon the application of heating or cooling is
dominated by this distortion and the negative CTE of the shell, therefore upon heating
these two effects are in the same direction resulting in a more pronounced negative
change in despace. Upon cooling, the negative CTE of the shell is in the positive
direction thereby reducing the negative despace effect of the distortion. Ultimately,
the system comes to thermal equilibrium, the transverse gradient and its accompa-
nying distortion were gone and the positive expansion of the field splace dominates
the negative CTE of the shell resulting in a net positive change in despace of about
0.89 m incromete rs/5. 55C. The field splice 44.45CM (17.5 inches) from the aft
ring, could be expected to have seen a temperature change of from -20F to about
-32F in these cycles.
5.3.4.4
	
Aft Shell Cycles. The data from th4. aft shell cycles is presented in
Figures 5.3.4-10 and 5.3.4-11. Here we see that when the heat is Ppplied there is
about a 5 minute delay until the minimum of the despace curve is reached. Upon
cooling this lag is smaller, being about 3-4 minutes. This lag is similar to response
at the beginning of each half cycle in the midshell cycles and is attributed to the effects
discussed in connection wito those results. The net positive coefficient is probably
due to the field splice, which in these cycles was subjected to the full -28. 9C (-20F)
to -73.3C (-100F) thermal cycle. The despace change averaged 1.14 micrometers
(45 microinches) for each 5.55C (10F) temperature change in these aft shell cycles.
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5.3.4.5	 Summary of Test Results. The interpretation of the midshell and aft
shell thermal cycles in terms of the gradients (due to the heating and cooling rates),
the known negative CTE of the shell and the positive CTE of the field splice and poss-
ibly other parts of the structure now allows us to return to the uniform temperature
cycles and the forward shell cycles and examine those results in the same way. The
despace data for the forward shell cycles and the uniform temperature cycles both
indicate that complete thermal equilibrium was not attained at each temperature
extreme. This is indicated by the continuing change in the despace data after the
thermocouples had leveled out at a fixed temperature. The time lag is attributed to
the high heating and cooling rates at the beginning of each half cycle which introduces
a transitory dimensional change which is a function of the heating rate. The effect
is not completely understood, however, the following observations can be made from
the uniform temperature cycles. Frum Figures 5.3.4-2, -3 -4 and -5 we see that
the transitory dimensional change is more sharply peaked for the higher heating rates.
The effect, upon heating, results in a despace change of from (-3. 18 to -4.45 micro-
meters) (-125 to -175 microinches) and (3.18 to 5. 08 micrometers) (125 to 200 micro-
inches) during cooling. This same transitory behavior is even more apparent in the
forward shell cycles, Figures 5.3.4-6 and 5.3.4-7. The heating and cooling rates
in these cycles are lower than those in the uniform temperaWre cycles, particularly
at the forward ring. This may indicate that the prin2ipal source of this effect is in
the region of the secondary mirror support structure/forward ring and in the uniform
temperature cycles some compensation or reduction of the effect is made by the
positive coefficient of the field splice/aft ring.
The rates of temperature change during these tests were much greater than are
expected during the LST mission (Reference 1 and 2). From these studies the expect-
ed maximum rate of change of temperature in the shell will be 0.43C (0. 77F) per
hour, which is 1/200 of the test heating and cooling rates. The transitory effects seen
in the test, which depend upon the heating rate, are therefore, much more pronounced
than they would be in a flight environment. Due to conductivity effects at the lower
radiant heating rates, the thermal lag of the heavier, positive expansion elements
would probably be reduced. This would have two effects. First, the temperature
of the positive expansion elements may more closely approach that of the negative
shell, and, if so, would result in a relatively greater positive expansion. This
however, would be accompanied by an extremely beneficial effect due to the tempera-
ture cycles of the positive expansion elements being in phase, or close to in phase with
the cycles of the negative skin. As Figure 5.3.4-6 clearly shows, due to the out-of-
phase effect, the response of the negative skin after "lamps off' in the test condition,
actually contributes significantly to the overall positive expansion. In contrast to
this, the response of the negative skin will reduce the overall positive expansion if
the thermal responses of the metering components are close to being in phase in the
flight condition. As will be shown in the following section, this conclusion regarding
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the thermal lag of the more massive sections is supported by a thermal analysis of
a ring section subjected to a heat flux of the same magnitude as the test heat flux.
A comment is also in order regarding the moisture desorption and the uniform tem-
perature cycles for which data is not presented in this report (UTC's 1-2 1/2 and
17 1/2-20). The data from the moisture desorption and the first two and one-half
uniform temperature cycles is fragmentary and of questionable value due to the
chamber being opened several times for the correction of problems at the beginning
of the test. (See the test history for 25 November to 13 December.) The last two
and one-half cycles were interrupted by the failure of the LN 2
 cold wall system on 17
December and are not presented for the same reason. The remaining thermal cycles
for which data is presented were obtained without interruption or loss of laser signal.
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5.3.5
	
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS. The GEMS was analyzed, using finite element
computer programs, to predict the thermal response of the structure. The initial
analysis was performed prior to the thermal vacuum testing of the structure. The
results of this analysis were in fair agreement with the experimental results. Sub-
sequent to the tests, more detailed analysis was made of the various substructures
(splices, rings, etc.) to improve the correlation of the analytic and experimental
results thereby yielding a more complete understanding of the structure.
5.3.5.1	 Initial Analysis. The initial analysis used NASTRAN, a finite element
program. The structure was modeled using bars and membranes with the aft ring
rigidly constrained. The shell properties, expansion coeficients and modulus, were
determined during the testing of tag ends from the shell panels. This data comprised
the input for the shell model program. The elements of this model are shown in
Figure 5.3.5-1 where the x direction is along the optical axis of the GEMS.
The second sub-structure of the analysis was the secondary support structure/forward
ring combination. Laminate properties for this sub-structure were derived from
laniination theory which provided the computer program input for this analysis. The
forward rii T was modeled as a single element, and the elements of the secondary
mirror support structure are shown in Figure 5.'-'. 5-2.
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ifigure 5.3.5-2. Secondary Mirror Support Structure Elements
The resultant expansion of GEMS, based on this analysis, was predicted to be (0. 60
micrometers) (+23. 8 microinches) for a temperature increase of 5.55C (10F). This
compares with 1.5 micrometers (59 microinches) per 5.55C (10F) measured in the
uniform temperature tests. The program was rerun to determine the contribution
of the secondary support structure/ forward ring combination alone (as shown in
Figure 5.3. 5-2). The ring was given 3 longitudinal supports. The results indicated
that this sub-structure contributed only 0.066 micrometers (2. 62 microinches)
despace for each 5.55C (10F) of temperature change.
Based on these results and the experimental measurements it was decided that more
detailed analysis was needed. Rather than remodel the entire structure, it was
more convenient and meaningful to develop finite element models for various sub-
structures such as the shell splices, the front ring, front ring/secondary mirror
support joint, the field splice and the aft mirror spider. These results are present-
ed in the following paragraphs.
5.3.5.2	 Front Ring/Secondary Mirror Support Joint. This joint is shown in
Figure 5.3.5-3. The analysis took into account the high transverse CTE of the
attachment between the spider legs and the shell. This coefficient is +0.82 µm/mC
(+18 µ in/ in F). The support legs have a coefficient of zero. The result of this
transverse coefficient in the 5 mm (0.20) inches of the joints is a positive contribution
to despace of 0.29 micrometers (11.55 microinches) per 5.55C (101) change in
temperature. This strong coupling of joint expansion to despace is much larger
than was initially predicted for the entire forward ring/secondary support structure
sub-structure.
SHELL
lX 0 µ IN/IN • F
pc +18 µ IN/IN •F SPIDERLEG
Figure 5.3.5-3. Front Ring /Secondary
Mirror Support Joint
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	5.3.5.3	 Forward Ring. The forward ring was analyzed separately to determine
its overall contribution to the shell despace. The dimensions and finite elements of
this ring are shown in Figure 5.3.5-4. The ring was modeled using SOUDSAP,
axi-symmetric elements and the appropriate properties of the shell and the ring
sections. Included in this ring analysis was the effect of the 3 circumferential splices
in the ring. The net contribution of the forward ring was predicted to be 0. 134
micrometers (+ 5.28) microinches per 5. 55C (OF) temperature change.
	
5.3.5.4	 Intermediate Splice Substructures. The intermediate splices on the
shell were modeled as shomm in Figure 5.3.5-5 which shows half of the splice. This
axi-symmetric SOUDSAP model was constrained at the adhesive line between each
half of the splice. The adhesive was also accounted for in the model. This model
predicted a positive despace contribution of 0.031 micrometers (1.21 microL-iches)
for each 5.55C (10F) increment in temperature.
	
5.3.5.5	 Shell Sul'istructure. The basic shell properties were experimentally
determined and these results provided the input for shell substructure contribution.
Since segments of the shell were included with each of the ring and flange models,
to allow for the coupling of these components with the shell, the net shell length is
shorter than the overall GEMS. Figure 5.3.5-6 shows the dimensions of the bare
shell substructure segments. These shell segments yield n despace of -0.69
micrometers (-27.1 microinches) for each 5.55C (10F) temperature change.
.06
Figure 5.3.5-4. Forward Ring Model
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5.3.5.6	 Aft Mirror Support/Aft Ring Substructure. The aft mirror support and
aft ring were modeled as a substructural element. The ring was modeled as CBARS
and the spider legs were analyzed as CQDMEM elements of SOLIDSAP as in Figures
5.3.5-7 and 5.3.3-8. The model was constrained against rotation and translation at
3 locations. the material properties of the members were determined from lamin-
ation theory. Since the aft mirror support was well insulated in the tests and there-
fore, did not change temperature significantly, compared to the ring. The individual
contributions of these members was calculated. It was found that the aft mirror
support yields a despace of 0.013 micrometers (0.53 microinches) per each 5.55C
(10F) temperature increase and the contribution of the aft ring was 0.176 micro
meters (6.92 microinches) per each 10F temperature change.
	
5.3.5.7	 Field Splice. The field splice was the most difficult substructure to
model- in a finite element program. The difficulty is due to the widely spaced bolts
which are through the splice and provide the constraint conditions in the model. The
thermal properties of the bolts, that is the high positive CTE of the bolts, and the
through the thickness properties of the flange result in constraints which are tempera-
ture dependent. It was not possible to completely model the system in the time span
available. However, a number (4) of simpler models were devised as shown in
Figures 5.3.5-9 and 5.3.5-1U which allowed us to bracket the effective thermal
coefficient for the flange. From these results we estimate that the flange contribution
is +1.02 micrometers (+40 microinches) for each 5.55C (10F) temperature increase.
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Figure 5.3.5-7. Aft Spider Modei Axial View (Graphics)
I I
-
	 -	
D [:^] F^^D 13
Figure 5.3.5-8. Aft Spider Leg (Graphics)
L 25
+15 x10-6 1NAN •F
I
0. 75
ZERO	 --
ZERO o	 0.10
0. -10
0. 10 ^
Figure 5.3.5-9. Field Splice
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Figure 5.3.5-10. Field Splice Model
5.3.5.8	 Analytic Despace. Using the preceeding results for the subassemblies
in a series combination the analytical despace for the entire GEMS was calculated.
Each subassembly contributes a despace which was written in terms of a unit tempera-
ture change. The subassembly temperatures for each of the 4 types of experimental
thermal cycles was input (from the experimental results) to the computer program,
with each subassembly thermal coefficient, in an attempt to reproduce the experi-
mental despace measurements. The results of this analysis is shown in Figures
5.3. 5-11 through 5.3.5-14 for each ype of thermal cycle. The results are in fairly
good agreement with two exceptions: first, the experimentally observed time lag of
the despace with respect to temperature was not analytically observed, and the
large transitory behavior in the forward shell cycles was not reproduced. Actually
the prediction of the forward shell cycles was not as good as desired, neglecting the
transitory effects. The results do indicate that the transitory effects in the forward
shell cycles are probably due to thermal gradients in this substructure since the
theory does not account for gradients (which were not measured anyway) in the
elements and the agreement is poorest during the high heating and cooling portions of
the thermal cycles. This conclusion was enhanced by the last computer run in which
the experimentally measured despace was reproduced by a computer program in which
the difference between the experimental and theoretical results was minimized by
allowing the CTE of the various subelements to be a variable. The computer program
assigned CTE's to the various subelements which minimized this difference. The
minimization was very good, as shown in Figure 5.3. 5-15, where portions of the
4 types of thermal cycles are shown. The theoretical curves and the experiment
curves are in virtual agreement throughout the high heating/cooling segments. The
computer selected CTEE I s to achieve this match, however, were entirely unreason-
able. The conclusion is that since a match cannot be achieved without gradients and
reasonable CTE I s the actual cause is gradients and non-equilibrium temperatures
at parts of the structure not instrumented with thermocouples. The results further
indicate that the most significant gradients and non-equilibrium conditions are located
in secondary support/forward ring subassembly and the field splice.
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5. 3.5.9	 Summation of Theoretical Results. Using the theoretically derived
contributions of the various components to the total despace gives:
Micrometers/5. 55C
Secondary Mirror Support	 0.290
Intermediate Splices	 0.124
Field Splice	 1.020
Aft Ring	 0.167
Shell	 0.690
2.29
The negative expansion shell is additive here, since as previously noted, the test
data indicated that this was the case due to the response of the skin and the other
elements being out-of-phase. The theoretical result correlates fairly well with the
measured value of 1.52 micrometers/5.55C. Some reduction is to be expected in
the test since some of the elements listed probably did not experience the full test
temperature range. On the basis of the theoretical value for despace, if in the low
heating rate condition applicable to the LST flight case, the response of the skin is
in • ..:ase with the other elements, the response of the negative skin will be subtractive
and the despace will be:
2.29 - (2 X 0.69) = 0.91 microinches/5.55C.
5.3.5. 10 Field Splice Thermal Model. The field splice and shell were modeled to
determine the temperature profile of each under various heat loads. The analysis was
intended to determine the thermal lag of the splice with respect to the shell under both
test and flight heat loads.
The model consisted of a 12-inch by 33-inch section of 0.060-inch-thick shell with the
field splice modeled in the center running in the 12-inch direction. The model was
adiabatically constrained at the boundary and the measured temperature-dependent,
thermal conductivity, specific heat, and surface emittance were input into the model
program.
The thermal vacuum test heat fluxes were adjusted in the model program to reproduce
the observed skin temperature profile, and the temperature of the center of the splice
was calculated. The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 5.3. 5-16. There
is significant thermal lag in the splice, creating an out-of-phase-condition between the
negative expansion skin and positive expansion splice similar to that indicated by the
test despace data.
During LST flight conditions the rate of change of the skin temperature will be approxi-
mately one two-hundredth the test rate of change. To conservatively approximate the
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Figure 5.3.5-16. Graphite/Epoxy Sectiarn Temperature Response to Thermal Vacuum Test Heating
flight conditions, the model was subjected to a heat flux, which resulted in a skin rate
of temperature change of 2. 1° F/hour, which is three times the expected flight rate of
change. The resultant temperature of the splice is shown in Figure 5.3.5-17. The
skin temperature gradually rises 0.3° F above the ring temperature and maintains
this difference for the remainder of the exposure to this heat input. This indicates
that the skin and the field splice will respond in phase to the low heating rates of
the flight environment.
We therefore conclude that the test environment was much more severe than necessary,
particularly the high heating rates to produce thermal cycles of 80° F temperature
changes in 40-minute intervals. The resultant temperature gradients are much too
large to represent a flight environment, and they introduce larger dimensional changes
than would be induced if the GEMS were cycled at a lower rate or if the dimensional
changes were measured with the structure in complete thermal equilibrium at the
temperature extremes. The analysis and test results indicate that the GEMS despace
would approach and possibly be less than 1 micrometer/5.55°C in the actual flight
condition.
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SECTION 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions may be made:
The measured performance of the GEM closely approached the goal of t1.0
micrometers/ 5. 55C.
Some improvement would probably have been attained by additional thermal
cycling, or by precycling the GEMS components before asembly.
Significant improvement in the measured values would probably have been
obtained by testing at flight heating rates since this would cause compensating
positive and negative expansion elements to respond in-phase.
The Hewlett-Packard Plane Mirror Dilatometer is satisfactory for the
measurement of submicrometer strains in large structures.
The stiffness of the shell type metering structure amply exceeds the 15 Hz
requirement specified in the LST Phase A report.
The shell type stmcture and the proposed secondary mirror support arrange-
ment can be designed to the strength requirements of the LST.
The low cost fabrication techniques and the associated tooling concepts can be
adapted directly to the full-scale LST metering structure.
6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made:
1. Perform additional thermal expansion tests at heating rates more closely
consistent with the flight case.
2. Investigate the effect on performance of additional thermal cycles.
3. Perform dynamic tests in the vacuum chamber to investigate low amplitude
responses and damping characteristics.
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4. Perform design and anal ytical r tudies of t }x: dimensional stability of secondary
mirror support configurations.
5. Eliminate or redesign the field splice. For test purposes the effect of the
field splice can be eliminated by removing the aft section of the GEMS and
then using the plane of the field splice as the measurement reference plfine.
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